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1. INTRODUCTION
Hurricane Katrina was one of the most destructive natural disasters New
Orleans has ever experienced. Large parts of the city were completely destroyed and
many people died during and after the breach of the levees. When natural
catastrophes such as a hurricane occur, the media are never far away. Covering
natural disasters confronts journalists with various problems in areas such as media
ethics and quality of journalism. Furthermore, the situation gets even more
complicated when the journalists covering a catastrophe are not only journalists sent
to a specific place but are also local people affected by the hurricane. This is
because they do not only have to cover the hurricane, they are also personally
involved. This paper aims to answer questions that have arisen out of the problems
mentioned above as well as considering how these issues influenced the coverage of
Hurricane Katrina back in 2005 and what qualified the coverage of a local news
station in terms of language, images and their relationship.
In order to achieve this, it is instrumental to take a look at the chronology of
Hurricane Katrina first. Moreover, the hurricane protection system in Louisiana will be
taken into consideration since it helps explain the reasons why the levees breached.
Once the basic understanding of the development of Hurricane Katrina and the levee
system has been established, it is important to examine one of the key issues that
journalists are confronted with when covering a natural disaster: media ethics. Media
ethics includes issues such as objectivity, preserving human dignity, deciding what to
publish and how journalists understand their own profession. This also includes the
role of the media in terms of framing disasters and the responsibilities the media
have when they cover natural disasters.
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For this paper on the news coverage of Hurricane Katrina I analyze the
original footage of 2005 from the local station WWL-TV1 in New Orleans. The corpus
of this analysis consists of footage from the first five days after Hurricane Katrina
made landfall. From each day two hours of material will be analyzed, which adds up
to about 600 minutes of footage. While watching the material a list of questions
concerning the content, the language and the images will be used to enable a
thorough analysis. Since WWL-TV is a local station that was affected by Katrina
directly, the journalists working for this station did not only have to deal with general
problems concerning media ethics; these people were personally involved and
therefore their coverage was also influenced. The analysis focuses on the news
language, the images shown and issues such as the portrayal of race and crime. In
terms of language, one has to consider the use of language. Is language used to
dramatize, emotionalize or personalize the coverage? What are the consequences of
this kind of coverage? Images can also be used to influence people’s perception of
what they see on television and the portrayal of people affected by the hurricane can
also affect the viewer’s understanding and perception of the event. For this analysis it
is instrumental to include the fact that this is a local news station and therefore its
coverage varies from the coverage of national television stations since their focus is
different.

1

http://www.wwltv.com/
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2. HURRICANE KATRINA – FACTS AND FIGURES
2.1 HURRICANE PROTECTION SYSTEMS IN NEW ORLEANS
In order to understand what would cause the levees to breach and the city of
New Orleans to be flooded one has to take a look at the hurricane protection system
that was supposed to protect the city from the effects of hurricanes like Hurricane
Katrina. In Louisiana, especially along the Mississippi River, the USACE, the United
States Army Corps of Engineers, were in charge of developing and building the
majority of the levees that were meant to protect these areas. Besides the levees,
other measures were taken to ensure the best protection possible. These measures
included interior drainage and pumping stations, the Mississippi River Levee Flood
Protection System and other non-USACE levee features (American Society of Civil
Engineers 2007, 17).
The USACE’s protection system consisted of levees and floodwalls that were
built around the city to protect it from being completely flooded. These projects were
divided into three different units (American Society of Civil Engineers 2007, 17):
1. Lake Pontchartrain, Louisiana and Vicinity Hurricane Protection Project
2. West Bank and Vicinity, New Orleans, Louisiana, Hurricane Protection
Project
3. New Orleans to Venice, Louisiana, Hurricane Protection Project
These three units protected several different parishes of the city of New Orleans. The
first unit was supposed to protect parishes such as St. Bernard, Orleans, Jefferson,
and St. Charles. These parishes are between Lake Pontchartrain and the Mississippi
River. The Unit 1 Project consisted of earthen levees and floodwalls that were found
along Lake Pontchartrain and several canals such as the 17th Street Canal, the
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Orleans Canal, the London Avenue Canal, and the Industrial Canal. The second unit,
the West Bank and Vicinity, New Orleans, Louisiana, Hurricane Protection Project,
was built as protection for those parts of Jefferson Parish that were near the
Mississippi River and Lake Salvador. The earthen levees were about 22 miles long
and the length of the floodwalls that reached from the canal to the V-levee was 2
miles. The protection system of the third unit also included earthen levees, which
were built along the Mississippi River. The areas that were intended to be protected
by this project were the east bank of the Mississippi River down to Bohemia,
Louisiana, and the west bank of the river down to Venice, Louisiana (American
Society of Civil Engineers 2007, 18).
As already mentioned, these hurricane protection systems were supposed to
protect New Orleans from hurricanes and their consequences such as storm surges
and possible floods. When the United States Army Corps of Engineers received the
order to develop a hurricane protection system for New Orleans, they were told to
create a system for “the most severe combination of meteorological conditions that
are considered ‘reasonably characteristic’ of the region” (American Society of Civil
Engineers 2007, 20). In general, such a protection system includes the standard
project hurricane, short SPH. How such a standard project hurricane was defined
changed several times over the course of the 20 th century. The criteria included one
specific value for the central pressure index and different values for forward speed,
maximum wind, increasing wind speed and surface wind speed. Based on these
criteria the USACE designed a hurricane protection system that was supposed to
withstand such a SPH (American Society of Civil Engineers 2007, 20).
Two of the most important features of such hurricane protection systems are
levees and floodwalls. Most of the levees built are earthen levees. The problem with
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constructing earthen levees is that these levees are not only built by adding earth fill
to the already existing levees, it might also demand an expansion of the width of the
levees. Since many houses and buildings were built close to the original levees,
those houses and buildings would have to be relocated. In order to avoid local
protests and objections, another option was floodwalls. When building a floodwall,
the height of an existing levee can be raised without having to expand the width as
well.

Illustration 1 (taken from American Society of Civil Engineers 2007, 21)

This illustration shows two possibilities of hurricane protection measures, whereas
the floodwall would only raise the height of the levee, the expansion with earth fill
would also require wider levees (American Society of Civil Engineers 2007, 20-21).
Besides these two options, a hurricane protection system also includes interior
drainage and pump stations. It is essential to mention that the city of New Orleans is
located below sea level. It is like a big bowl that depends on pumps to remove the
water after heavy rain or storm surges that may result in flooding. One of the issues
with the interior drainage system is that it was constructed to remove rainwater, not
water that comes from breached levees. The pumping system in New Orleans is one
of the biggest systems in the world. More than 100 pumping stations can be found in
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New Orleans and its surroundings. There is a big difference in how old they are,
some stations are only a few years old, others have been in use for almost 100 years
(American Society of Civil Engineers 2007, 22-23).
Levees, floodwalls, drainage systems and pumping stations are the major
features of the hurricane protection system in New Orleans. They are supposed to
withstand a standard project hurricane and protect the city from being completely
flooded. When Hurricane Katrina hit New Orleans in 2005 most levees could not
stand the extreme storm surges and breached. In the following chapter the
development of Hurricane Katrina and its consequences will be discussed.

2.2 THE HURRICANE
2.2.1 The Development of Hurricane Katrina
Hurricane Katrina hit New Orleans on August 29th in 2005. Over the course of
five days a tropical depression developed into a Category 4 storm (Pietras 2008, 106;
108). It is essential to look at the chronology of events in detail to discuss the
development of Hurricane Katrina (Pietras 2008, 106-109):
August 24th: A tropical depression 12, which would later develop into Tropical
Storm Katrina, is reported over the Bahamas resulting in a hurricane
warning for the coasts of Southeast Florida.
August 25th: Hurricane Katrina, at this point a Category 1 hurricane, hits
coastal regions close to Miami at about 5:30 pm. The wind speed is 130
kilometers per hour.
There are 5 different categories to define a hurricane and its possible speed.
The scale used to describe these categories is the Saffir-Simpson Hurricane
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Scale (American Society of Civil Engineers 2007, 12). The following table
briefly explains these 5 categories:

TYPICAL STORM WATER

CATEGORY

WIND SPEED (MPH)

1

74-95

4-5

2

96-110

6-8

3

111-130

9-12

4

131-155

13-18

5

> 155

> 18

SURGE (FT)

Table 1 taken from American Society of Civil Engineers 2007, 12.

August 26th: One day after Hurricane Katrina hit coastal areas around Miami;
it reaches the Gulf of Mexico. As the hurricane approaches Louisiana and
Mississippi, Louisiana governor Kathleen Blanco and Mississippi governor
Haley Barbour announce the state of emergency in both states. Meteorologists
expect the hurricane to reach the coasts as a Category 4 Hurricane.
August 27th: Two days before Hurricane Katrina finally reaches New Orleans,
Mayor Ray Nagin advises residents to leave the city. People with special
needs, who cannot leave the city on their own, are told to go to the
Superdome. The possible disaster relief effort is coordinated by the
Department of Homeland Security and the Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA).
August 28th: As predicted by meteorologists, Hurricane Katrina develops into
a Category 4 hurricane and eventually becomes a Category 5 hurricane. With
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the possible destructive force of a Category 5 hurricane, Mayor Nagin
declares a mandatory evacuation of the city of New Orleans.
August 29th: In the morning, at about 6 am, Hurricane Katrina finally reaches
New Orleans. At this point the sustained winds have reached the speed of 145
mph. Shortly after the landfall, the United States Army Corps of Engineers are
informed about the first breaches of several levees. By 12:30 pm the 17 th
Street Canal and the Industrial Canal have breached and the first areas of
New Orleans start to flood.
August 30th: On the day following the first breaches many parts of the city are
flooded. Neighborhoods including the Lower Ninth Ward, Lakeview, Gentilly,
and St. Bernard Parish are under water. This day marks the first rescue
missions carried out by the Coast Guard and the Louisiana Department of Fish
and Wildlife.
August 31st: FEMA organizes the distribution of 82,000 meals and 1,700
trucks deliver water, ice and other necessary supplies. Due to severe road
damage it is difficult to reach many of the victims locked up in their houses or
on roofs. Many people have fled to the Superdome or the Convention Center
resulting in overwhelmed aid workers and dire conditions.
September 1st: 4 days after the landfall of Hurricane Katrina and the
mandatory evacuations, the terrible conditions at the Superdome and the
Convention Center are finally understood by FEMA Director Brown and the
director of the Department of Homeland Security.
September 2nd: In order to solve the problems at the Superdome and the
Convention Center, National Guard troops receive the order to prepare for the
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evacuation of both buildings. Survivors of the hurricane are brought to other
parts of the country.
This chronology briefly summarizes the development of Hurricane Katrina and the
actions taken after the landfall on August 29th (Pietras 2008, 106-109). The flooding
of the city was caused by the breaches of several levees that were supposed to
protect the city from the consequences of hurricanes such as storm surges. The
reasons why the Hurricane Protection System in New Orleans could not withstand
Hurricane Katrina will be the subject of the next chapter.

2.2.2 The Consequences of Hurricane Katrina and Why the Levees Breached
The United States Army Corps of Engineers was in charge of the levees and
other features of the Hurricane Protection System in New Orleans. After the breaches
of these levees due to Hurricane Katrina, the USACE founded a group of experts that
was asked to investigate the reasons why the levees could not withstand Hurricane
Katrina and the resulting storm surges. This group was called Interagency
Performance Evaluation Task Force (IPET). In order to ensure that the IPET would
work independently and unbiasedly, the Committee on New Orleans Regional
Hurricane Protection Projects was included in the investigations (Committee on New
Orleans Regional Hurricane Protection Projects 2009, ix).
In the final report of IPET one of the essential issues with the Hurricane
Protection System was the fact that many features, including several levees, had not
been finished by the time Hurricane Katrina was heading for New Orleans. This is
one of the reasons why the levees could not withstand the force of a hurricane as
destructive as Hurricane Katrina. Besides the incompleteness of several levees,
another reason for the breaches of the levees was overtopping and the resulting
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erosion. Moreover, the results of the investigation illustrate that the design of several
levees and floodwalls were not appropriate for the areas affected. These design
issues concerned canals such as the 17th Street Canal and London Avenue Outfall
Canals. (IPET 2008, 1-2 qtd. in Committee on New Orleans Regional Hurricane
Protection Projects 2009, 14-15).
The 17th Street Canal and London Avenue Outfall Canals are only some of the
many canals in New Orleans. The 17th Canal was one of the first canals to breach
(Pietras 2008, 108). Those breaches followed many additional ruptures on more than
50 sites in New Orleans. The Hurricane Protection System in New Orleans is about
284 miles long; more than 169 miles of these levees and floodwalls were damaged
during Hurricane Katrina. All three units described earlier suffered damage. The New
Orleans to Venice Hurricane Protection Project was significantly damaged by storm
surges. The West Bank and Vicinity Hurricane Protection Project was the unit that
suffered the least (American Society of Civil Engineers 2007, 25).
These areas began to be damaged even before Hurricane Katrina had
reached New Orleans. One of the consequences of hurricanes are storm surges.
Due to these storm surges water levels rose and waves caused the overtopping and
the erosion of levees such as the Mississippi River-Gulf Outlet levees (American
Society of Civil Engineers 2007, 25). Besides the storm surges another reason for the
flooding of the city was the cracks in the Hurricane Protection System in New
Orleans. Even before Hurricane Katrina had made landfall, the first ruptures already
started to occur. With the first breach the Lower Ninth Ward in St. Bernard Parish
started to fill up with water. In some areas the water rose slowly and steadily but
other areas were under water within minutes. By September 1st more than 80 percent
of the city of New Orleans was under water. The reason for this was that the pump
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stations installed as part of the Hurricane Protection System shut down during
Hurricane Katrina. They could not be accessed and therefore could not be used to
pump the water out of the city (American Society of Civil Engineers 2007, 27-32).
Inadequate levee designs, erosion of soil and cracks in floodwalls and levees
were the major reasons why the city of New Orleans ended up flooding. Additionally,
storm surges caused the sea level to rise and subsequently there was an even
greater risk for floods. Within four days more than 80 percent of the city was under
water. Many people followed Mayor Nagin’s order to leave the city before Hurricane
Katrina made landfall. However, not only residents left the city but also local radio
and television stations evacuated to other parts of the state. One local television
station, WWL-TV, relocated to the state’s capital, Baton Rouge. The following chapter
will take a closer look at their evacuation and their continuous coverage of Hurricane
Katrina and its aftermath.

2.2.3 In the Eye of the Storm – WWL TV’s Evacuation and Coverage
When Hurricane Katrina was on its way to New Orleans, media
representatives also had to leave the city. Local newspapers such as the TimesPicayune and the local television station WWL-TV left their headquarters in the
center of New Orleans and relocated at the Manship School of Mass Communication
at Louisiana State University in Baton Rouge (Sylvester 2008, 185). WWL-TV is an
affiliate of CBS and owned by Belo Corporation, one of the biggest media
organizations in the United States of America (Miller et al. 2014, 53). Back in 2003,
two years before Hurricane Katrina made landfall, Sandy Breland, executive news
director of WWL-TV, got in touch with David Kurpius, the associate dean responsible
for undergraduate studies at the Manship School of Mass Communication at
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Louisiana State University. The reason for Breland contacting Kurpius was the fact
that Kurpius and his colleagues had just set up a new broadcast studio to support
journalism at Manship School and the Media Department at Louisiana State
University. This broadcast studio could turn out to be very helpful if there were ever
an evacuation of WWL-TV from New Orleans to Baton Rouge (Sylvester 2008, 185186).
Two years after the initial contact the evacuation plan was put into effect. On
Saturday, August 27th, two days before the hurricane reached New Orleans, Sandy
Breland called David Kurpius again. It was late afternoon and Breland had realized
that this hurricane was different from the many hurricanes New Orleans experiences
every year. She said, “this thing is coming our way. We have gotten word from our
weather guys that we need to start looking at our emergency plan because they are
saying this is going to be a massive storm and we could take a direct hit” (Sandy
Breland qtd. in Sylvester 2008, 187). One day later, on Sunday, the crew of WWL-TV
started to go from New Orleans to Baton Rouge. Belo, the then owner of WWL-TV,
had people from every station they owned help with the evacuation. In the end, a
great deal of people worked together to set up their studio in Baton Rouge. They
slept on campus and had dinner at the Louisiana State University dining hall. Once
everything was set up, they started to broadcast from the Manship School. When
Hurricane Katrina made landfall on Monday, the situation in Baton Rouge was tense.
At first, it appeared that they might be able to go back to New Orleans since the
station had not been directly hit by Hurricane Katrina. However, the moment the
levees started to breach and the water to rise, WWL-TV had to stay in Baton Rouge
and broadcast from there. After almost a week of operating from the Manship School,
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they relocated once more. The staff moved from the Louisiana State University to the
Louisiana Public Broadcasting buildings in Baton Rouge (Sylvester 2008, 187-190).
WWL-TV was the only local news station from New Orleans that managed to
broadcast continuously before, during and after Hurricane Katrina made landfall. This
is the reason why WWL-TV won many awards for their coverage. One of the most
important awards was the Peabody Award. It was their preparedness for a hurricane
that enabled them to broadcast without interruption and ultimately led them to
receiving this prize. WWL-TV was not only present on television; they also used the
internet including blogs and forums as an information channel to help the residents of
New Orleans communicate with family and friends all over the United States. This
approach was one of the major reasons why WWL-TV won the Peabody Award
(Sylvester 2008, 192).
This chapter has dealt with the Hurricane Protection System in New Orleans,
its failure and the consequent flooding of the city. Although the Hurricane Protection
System included several features such as levees, floodwalls, drainage systems and
pump stations, at the end of the day, these features could not withstand the force of
Hurricane Katrina. The reasons mentioned were inappropriate designs, erosion and
cracks in the system. The possible destructive force of Hurricane Katrina did not only
force regular residents to evacuate, local media such as newspapers and the local
television station WWL-TV also had to leave New Orleans and relocate to Baton
Rouge in order to assure continuous broadcasting. When covering a disaster like
Hurricane Katrina, however, journalists have to take into account media ethics and
how to cover such a catastrophe. Moreover, it becomes even more difficult when
journalists are victims themselves. The following chapter will discuss media ethics in
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regard to disaster coverage and the consequences of journalists being personally
involved and affected by a natural disaster such as a hurricane.

3. MEDIA ETHICS AND JOURNALISM
3.1 WHAT IS MEDIA ETHICS?
Media ethics cannot be separated from ethics in general, media ethics focuses
on people working in the field of media. As Wiegerling explains in his work, media
ethics is a descriptive form of ethics. It is concerned with the depiction of the behavior
of people who are part of the world of media. Media ethics is supposed to make
people like journalists aware of their responsibilities and the consequences of their
actions. Besides the description of behavior, media ethics is also emancipatory. This
means that one of the tasks of media ethics is the criticism of existing moral values.
Media ethics is intended to dismantle information and media myths and reveal
contradictions in media ideologies and theories (Wiegerling 1998, 1).
Media ethics can be defined in many different ways. Wiegerling uses three
different approaches to determine the meaning of media ethics (1998, 2):
1. Media ethics as a discipline that is concerned with the relation between
human behavior and media.
2. Media ethics as an attempt to analyze the behavior of people working in the
field of media and their responsibilities.
3. Media ethics as a way of examining ethical rules and guidelines and their
realization.
In order to assure that journalists are aware of their responsibilities and the
consequences of their actions, it is important to provide ethics codes that deal with
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issues journalists may encounter when working. Since this paper is concerned with
the news coverage of a hurricane in an American city and therefore deals with the
working methods of American journalists, it is important to take a closer look at media
ethics in the United States of America.

3.1.1 The Ethics Codes
In the United States of America the Society of Professional Journalists has
developed ethics codes that are regularly revised and updated. It is instrumental to
highlight that these ethics codes are not legally binding. They are voluntary and
intended to assure responsible journalism. The major issues these codes address
are accuracy, fairness and independence. However, the ethics codes of the Society
of Professional Journalists do not include guidelines on content and what stories to
drop (Allen 2002, 77). Ethics codes offer many guidelines for journalists. The Society
of Professional Journalists is of the belief that one of the most important tasks of
journalists is to inform the general public and provide the basis of a democratic
society. Journalists are supposed to find out the truth and present it in an appropriate
and understandable way. The following aspects are part of the ethics codes and
should be taken seriously by journalists (Allen 2002, 75-77):
 LOOKING FOR THE TRUTH AND REPORT IT
Journalists are expected to act in a fair and honest way during the process of
collecting, reporting and eventually analyzing and interpreting material. It is
vital to check the accuracy of all the sources the information was taken from.
Moreover, sources should be mentioned during the coverage as often as
possible. The audience has the right to know the origin of the information
presented by the journalist. Information should not be taken out of context or
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oversimplified. Additionally, journalists are supposed to clearly distinguish
between a comment and the presentation of facts. The coverage should be
unbiased and without discrimination of minorities including people of different
races,

with

different

religious

beliefs,

sexual

orientations,

or

social

backgrounds.
 REDUCE HARM TO A MINIMUM
When journalists deal with the people affected, it is instrumental to behave
compassionately and show a high degree of sensitivity when talking to
children or people not used to cameras etc. Images or video material of people
in a state of shock or grief should be handled with care. Additionally, a
person’s privacy should be taken into consideration. Compared to officials or
other people in power or leading positions, a private person has more
extensive rights when it comes to controlling the amount of information being
presented on television or in newspapers. When dealing with people being
accused of committing a crime, a balance between the rights of the accused
and the public has to be pursued. The coverage should enable a fair trial and
at the same time inform the audience appropriately.
 INDEPENDENCE
Journalists should not be influenced by outside sources or organizations, the
main focus should be informing the public about current events or
developments. To do so, it is critical to prevent any conflicts of interest.
Journalists should stay away from groups or organizations that may have an
impact on the credibility of the journalist. Presents or other benefits such as
free journeys have to be avoided to protect a journalist’s integrity. Moreover,
journalists should not be afraid of standing up to the authorities and pointing
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out wrongdoing. Advertisers and other influential people offering bribes or
preferential treatments if their advertisements are used or their concerns are
covered should be avoided.
 ACCOUNTABILITY
Journalists have to be aware of their responsibilities and their accountability
for the coverage presented on television or in a newspaper, for example. The
clarification and explanation of the coverage is relevant. The audience should
be encouraged to participate and comment on news media and their way of
coverage. If a mistake is made, journalists are expected to correct it
immediately. Wrongdoing of other journalists and unethical behavior of news
media should be exposed. The individual journalist should follow the
standards that they want other people in media to follow as well.
These are the most important guidelines offered by the Society of Professional
Journalists in the United States of America (Allen 2002, 75-77). When considering
and following these guidelines responsible journalism can be assured. Media ethics
deals with all areas of journalism including covering disasters. Especially when
covering a disaster such as a hurricane, guidelines like the ones presented in this
chapter are instrumental to guarantee responsible journalism.

3.2 COVERING DISASTERS
3.2.1 What is a Disaster?
When journalists cover a natural disaster like a hurricane, they are in an
exceptional position. Hurricanes with a destructive force like Hurricane Katrina do not
happen every day and therefore the perception of such catastrophes can have an
impact on the coverage of such a disaster. Nussbaumer and Exenberger have
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established 8 theses on the perception of catastrophes and their coverage. The first
thesis is concerned with available information on a disaster. Journalists have to be
careful when dealing with information including statistics on catastrophes since they
are often arbitrary and cannot always be applied to the current catastrophe they are
dealing with. The second thesis concerned with the perception of catastrophes is the
journalist’s attempt to find the cause for the disaster. Usually, people look for the
reasons causing a catastrophe in the other such as other people or nature. After a
plane crash, for example, people often blame the pilot and a natural disaster is
caused by a hurricane, earthquakes or other natural phenomena. However, even
when it is a natural disaster, the reasons for it to happen may still be man-made such
as global warming or pollution. Thesis three says that whether you consider
something a disaster or catastrophe also depends on the consequences for the
region and every person involved. These consequences can be, for example,
personal, financial or environmental. The fourth thesis deals with the influence of
political systems and the political and economic interests of a country. Whether news
stations cover a disaster or not depends on what form of government a country has.
In dictatorships, for example, many catastrophes may be covered up to avoid threats
to the current political system. The fifth thesis is especially important in regard to the
coverage of Hurricane Katrina. Whether an event is perceived as a catastrophe
strongly depends on the distance between the event, the victims and the recipients.
For journalists working for WWL-TV, for example, the hurricane had a greater impact
on their work than for journalists from out of town. Therefore, their perception differed
from other American journalists’ understanding of the disaster. Thesis six describes
the differences between a catastrophic event like a hurricane or an earthquake and
long-term catastrophes like droughts or starvation. In most cases catastrophic events
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receive more attention from the media. The last two theses highlight this point since
although more people die from, for example, starvation, catastrophes like hurricanes
are often perceived as more important and covered more regularly (Nussbaumer and
Exenberger 2006, 112-113). Once an event is considered a catastrophe, it is the
journalist’s task to cover this disaster. The role of the media is instrumental when a
hurricane hits a city since they are the most important source of information for the
public before, during and after a natural disaster.

3.2.2 The Role of the Media during a Natural Disaster
When a hurricane such as Hurricane Katrina devastates large parts of a city,
the media play different roles. For the audience the media are an important source of
information. Seeger et al. underline the role of the media by saying that “the public
seeks information to determine whether the crisis will affect them, how they should
think, and what they should do” (2003, 71). In order to find this kind of information,
people use various kinds of media such as television, radio or the internet. When
people are affected by a hurricane, they have to know about possible evacuations,
parishes affected and the specific damage the hurricane has caused such as the
number of dead people and which neighborhoods have been destroyed. Viewers not
local to the affected areas have different demands. They want to know whether the
hurricane is going to hit their towns as well. After the hurricane is gone, these viewers
then seek information about the damage, the destruction, the number of victims and
the relief efforts to help survivors in need (Littlefield and Quenette 2007, 27).
The role of the media shifted over the course of Hurricane Katrina’s landfall.
Before the hurricane hit New Orleans, most information was concerned with
evacuation and the actions taken to limit the possible damage caused by hurricanes
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as forceful as Hurricane Katrina (Treaster et al. 2005, A1). Once the hurricane
reached New Orleans and the levees started to breach, the demand for information
increased significantly. Viewers wanted to know more about the consequences of the
flooding and the government’s relief efforts. Whereas the initial media reports
focused on these issues, later coverage also started to criticize the effectiveness of
these relief efforts and blame authorities for the lack of immediate actions to end the
suffering of the victims faster (Stanley 2005, A21).
Littlefield and Quenette quote the Missouri Group in their paper on crisis
leadership and Hurricane Katrina who have narrowed down the functions of the
media to five different functions (Missouri Group qtd. in Littlefield and Quenette 2007,
29):
1. Informing the audience about the news.
2. Examining power structures.
3. Exposing justice.
4. Covering stories that are important and interesting to the audience.
5. Maintaining communities by serving as the central hub and the social glue
of the public.
As Stovall puts it, the media’s role in our society is determined by a certain degree of
trust between the audience and the media. Since the viewers expect the media to
give them information on current events, the media hold a lot of power. The way they
select and present information shapes the viewers’ perception; it affects their thinking
and eventually connects or disconnects people (Stovall qtd. in Littlefield and
Quenette 2007, 29). During natural disasters such as Hurricane Katrina, the media
act like a social glue. The mass media provide people from different social classes
living in different places with the same information. By doing so, media connect
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people all across the country. Putnam underlines this effect by saying that mass
media “at its civic best can be a gathering place, a powerful force for bridging social
differences, nurturing solidarity, and communicating essential civic information”
(2000, 243). Presenting the same information to everybody creates a sense of
community and solidarity. It is supposed to connect people and provide a common
experience for viewers living in a diverse society (Miles and Morse 2007, 366).
During a natural disaster the media are in a state of exception. Whereas their
five functions remain, their focus shifts. A hurricane like Hurricane Katrina does not
happen every day and therefore such natural disasters can cause media hypes. A
media hype receives most of the media attention and becomes the center of the
news coverage. As Vasterman et al. put it: “During a media hype, news coverage
seems to lead a life of its own, pushed forward mainly by self-reinforcing processes
with the news production itself” (2005, 111). Furthermore, such hypes are reinforced
by journalists who try to be the first to cover new developments. Since the hype is the
main focus of most journalists before, during and after a natural catastrophe, the
hype limits the topics journalists cover. Topics not related to the current disaster do
not receive much attention and are often not reported about (Miles and Morse 2007,
366-367).
Natural disasters do not only receive most of the media attention, the
coverage of such disasters also demands more sensitivity from journalists.
Journalists have to consider the limits of the coverage and the criteria concerned with
the way catastrophes should be covered. Dieter Stolte states that in most cases it is
very difficult to decide where to draw the line and what to publish. One of the reasons
these difficulties occur are the different perspectives people working at a television
station, for example, report from. The journalist covering the story live from the scene
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wants to provide the viewers with the latest news as fast as possible. The editor has
to decide within a few minutes what to broadcast and what not to. The audience
expects to receive important news immediately and most importantly the coverage is
supposed to always consider the victims’ circumstances and needs. To do so,
journalists should focus on reporting and avoid sensationalism. Nevertheless,
especially with natural disasters like Hurricane Katrina it becomes more challenging
since there is a fine line between thorough coverage and sheer sensationalism.
Detailed coverage should provide the viewers with all the essential information, give
an overview of different opinions and not neglect necessary facts. However, these
theoretical guidelines, that are supposed to guarantee appropriate news coverage,
are not always easily put into practice. Sensationalism is especially difficult to avoid
on television since the use of images has a greater impact on viewers. It is not only
caused by the wrongdoing of editors or journalists, the medium television itself
contributes to possible sensationalism. Television enables viewers to experience the
natural disaster as realistically as possible. On the one hand it conveys authenticity;
on the other hand television limits the distance between the viewer and the
catastrophe. Images and sound emphasize these effects and influence the
perception of the news presented (Stolte 1996, 191-193).
There are legal restrictions that should prevent coverage from becoming
sensationalized. Since these vary from country to country, it is more important to take
a look at the moral limits of disaster coverage. One of the most important aspects of
disaster coverage is the treatment of survivors and victims. Journalists are supposed
to preserve the dignity of every person shown and talked about on television. When a
natural disaster such as Hurricane Katrina occurs and many people get hurt, lose
everything they own and even die, it gets more complicated to report about those
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people in an appropriate and respectful way. Putting them in the position of victims
during a state of emergency challenges the preservation of their dignity. But victims
and their dignity are not the only essential part of media ethics, the ethics of
responsibility dealt with when journalists cover natural catastrophes are equally
important. Ethics of responsibility is concerned with the possible and foreseeable
consequences of actions taken. This approach, however, is part of the overall
problem with disaster coverage. Editors only have a few minutes to decide whether to
broadcast a report or not. This lack of time prevents editors from being able to assess
the possible consequences efficiently. When immediacy trumps the moral factor,
editors are overwhelmed and irresponsible behavior is likely to occur (Stolte 1996,
194-195).
In order to limit the possible mistakes made by journalists and editors while
covering a disaster, Dieter Stolte has come up with ten ground rules concerned with
the coverage of natural disasters, violent crimes and catastrophes (1996, 199):
1. General laws and guidelines have to be followed.
2. Journalists must not interfere with the work of prosecuting authorities.
3. The exploitation of the media by felons has to be avoided.
4. Journalists are not allowed to influence the development of events, their
focus is supposed to be on the coverage of current events.
5. Reporting becomes less important when lives or human dignity are at risk.
6. At the same time, however, it is instrumental for journalists to stay reserved
in critical situations and base decisions on the interest of victims and their
needs.
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7. To be able to consider the victims’ needs, time pressure has to be reduced.
Covering natural disaster or other catastrophes live from the scene limits the
viewer’s distance and may infringe the victims’ dignity.
8. One of the most important criteria for a report to be broadcast should be its
social significance and not its entertainment value.
9. To guarantee this, different news media outlets should have more
agreements on how to cover a disaster.
10. Journalists should already be taught about critical judgment and a moral
sense of responsibility during their training.
These ten guidelines are supposed to help journalists and editors make the right
decision when dealing with difficult situations such as natural disasters or other
violent catastrophes. They should reduce the danger of sensationalism and assure
thorough and unbiased news coverage.
The role of the media during a natural disaster such as Hurricane Katrina is to
inform people about what is currently happening and the actions being taken to help
people and control the damage caused by the hurricane. The mass media work as a
social glue which provides viewers from all across the country with information and
connects them with the people affected by the natural disaster. Although five different
functions of the media have been discussed in this chapter, it is instrumental to
mention that the realization of these functions can vary significantly. When covering a
hurricane, for example, the journalist has to decide from which point of view to
present the information. The chosen point of view can lead to sensationalism and
therefore it is important that journalists consider the ten guidelines presented above
when covering a natural disaster. These guidelines should help journalists and
editors act responsibly and preserve the human dignity of the victims and survivors of
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a catastrophe. Besides the functions and the possible effects of mass media during a
natural disaster, it is important to also take a look at how journalists cover natural
disasters and how they may influence the perception of the viewers. When journalists
cover a disaster, they use frames. The issue with frames, however, is that these
frames construct reality and influence the perception of news and therefore have to
be chosen carefully.

3.2.3 Frames, the Construction of Reality and Objectivity
The media do not represent reality as it is, instead they construct reality. The
initial selection of news can already have an impact on how the viewer perceives the
information presented. Kurt Lewin describes the journalist’s selection of news as the
typical gatekeeper issue. The journalist decides whether to use the information
provided or not. Since much of the information is taken from news agencies, another
problem with selection has to be considered. Agencies already preselect news for the
journalists to choose from; therefore the construction of reality starts even before the
journalist receives the possible news. All these steps of selection have an impact on
the outcome and the news that are shown on television or printed in newspapers
(Erbring 1996, 129-130).
One of the most important features used for the selection of information is the
frame intended for the coverage. Bonfadelli mentions in his work on media contents
that the first analyses of media frames took place in the early 1980s. At that time the
use of frames began to grow more popular and they were used by many television
stations (Reese, Gandy and Grant 2001, n. pag.). The first study on frames was
carried out by Gaye Tuchman in the late 1970s. She analyzed the frames used by
television station reporters. Tuchman concluded that journalists do not simply
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represent reality but construct reality by choosing a certain frame and therefore
interpret reality from their point of view. Moreover, early studies did not only focus on
the choice of frames, they also included the effect these frames had on the viewers.
Depending on a person’s predisposition the same media contents may be perceived
and assessed differently (Tuchman qtd. in Bonfadelli 2002, 145).
Since the first uses of frames in the late 1970s and the early 1980s, several
definitions of media frames have been established. One of the first definitions is by
media sociologist Todd Gitlin. He describes frames as “persistent patterns of
cognition, interpretation, and presentation, of selection, emphasis, and exclusion, by
which smbol [sic]-handlers routinely organize discourse” (Gitlin 1980, 7). According to
later definitions such as Entman’s definition, “to frame is to select some aspects of a
perceived reality and make them more salient in a communicating text, in such a way
as to promote a particular problem definition, causal interpretation, moral evaluation,
and/or treatment recommendation” (1993, 52). Both definitions demonstrate that
frames mean the selection of information and the interpretation of this data in a
chosen context. Certain aspects are emphasized, while others are left out.
Besides the selection and interpretation of information, it is instrumental to
mention that each frame has different dimensions. These dimensions include:
organization, principle, shared, outlasting, symbolic and structural dimensions
(Bonfadelli 2002, 147):
The Organization Dimension: Information on a specific topic is selected and
organized. This organization should influence the way recipients think about
an issue or a topic. By organizing the material, people are supposed to
perceive information from a certain perspective or in a certain way.
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The Principle Dimension: The organization of information is based on an
abstract and integrated principle. This means that the apparent text includes a
potential deep structure.
Shared Dimension: To assure that a frame is understood by the audience, a
frame has to contain shared beliefs in terms of certain similarities.
Outlasting Dimension: A frame’s relevance is determined by the frame’s
ability to outlast the current communication and to continue to have
significance for future communications.
Symbolic Dimension: A frame is manifested by symbolic forms of expression.
Structure: A frame organizes information according to specific patterns. The
complexity of these patterns, however, may vary.
According to Entman, these media frames with their various dimensions have seven
different functions for news coverage. The first function is concerned with the
selection of specific aspects of reality, the second with the emphasis of this chosen
information and the third aspect with the communication of this information. The
fourth function deals with the perspective from which the information is presented.
Function five identifies the reasons for the problem presented; the sixth function
includes the interpretation of the subject matter and the final seventh function of
frames attempts to find a solution for the current problem (Entman 1993, 52).
An and Gower have analyzed several frames used when dealing with crises.
They have come up with five different frames: the human interest frame, the conflict
frame, the morality frame, the economic frame and the attribution of responsibility
frame (An and Gower 2009, 108). When journalists use the human interest frame,
they focus on individual fates and use emotional features in their coverage. This
frame touches people and they feel sympathy and empathy for the people presented.
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It also impacts the attitudes viewers have towards the people responsible for the
current situation, for example authorities and how they are dealing with the disaster
(Semetko and Valkenburg 2000, 95-96; Padin 2005, 11A; Cho and Gower 2006, 420422). The conflict frame focuses on the reflection of conflicts and disputes between
individuals, groups or larger entities. This frame is regularly used in American news
media. The morality frame is not always used directly by journalists, but is
established through quotations of interview partners, for example. When a morality
frame is used, events or issues are discussed in terms of morals or religious points of
view (Neuman et al. qtd. in An and Gower 2009, 108). Journalists, who choose an
economic frame, cover a disaster from the perspective of its consequences for the
region’s economy and the effects on the people living there (An and Gower 2009,
108). The fifth and last frame discussed by An and Gower is the attribution of
responsibility frame. This frame is concerned with individuals, organizations and
governments as well their responsibilities in a state of emergency (Semetko and
Valkenburg 2000, 96).
The frames mentioned contribute to the construction of reality. Since most
journalists use at least one frame when covering a story, it is almost impossible to
stay objective since the choice of frame often depends on the journalist’s point of
view. As early as in 1962 Reinhart Greuner said that there is no objective newspaper
coverage in terms of imparting information in a neutral way (1962, 87). Experts have
been discussing the issue of objectivity and news for many decades. They have
come up with several questions that explain the difficulties with journalism and
objectivity (Schmidt and Weischenberg 1994, 226):
1. Is it even possible to report neutrally when using a journalist’s language?
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2. Can journalists select information without the interference of their personal
values and ideals?
3. Can a journalist separate the presentation of facts from evaluative
explanations or classifications? Does it make sense to present straight facts?
With these issues in mind, Walter Lippmann recommended as early as in 1922 to
distinguish between news and truth. He did not only consider the questions
mentioned above, he also included the organizational and professional conditions
journalists deal with (Lippmann 1922, n. pag.). It is instrumental to underline that
journalists should not be accused of untruthful and unobjective coverage; in most
cases violations occur unconsciously and are almost impossible to avoid given the
existing conditions (Schudson 1991, n. pag.). Herbert Gans, an American sociologist,
describes the demand for objectivity as a para-ideology of the media, which people
working in media are not aware of. This ideology consists of permanent ideals that
are shared by journalists in a cognitive system, conscious and unconscious
expressions of opinions and the specific interpretation of reality (Gans 1980, n. pag.).
Gaye Tuchman did not only study the use of frames in the news but also dealt with
objectivity and journalism. To Tuchman objectivity is a routine, a strategic ritual that
gives journalists and other people working in the field of media a sense of security
that enables them to work. Tuchman explains objectivity as the repetition of five
different procedures (Tuchman qtd. in Schmidt and Weischenberg 1994, 227-228):
1. The presentation of conflicting possibilities concerning one topic.
2. Strengthening your statements by using supporting facts.
3. The thoughtful use of quotation marks.
4. The selection and structuring of information in a specific way.
5. The formal and often arbitrary separation of facts and comments.
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Tuchman also adds the idea of common sense to these five procedures. In order to
be able to assess the information presented to the journalist, experience and
common sense are essential. However, Tuchman points out that objectivity in
journalism follows its own rules and with its focus on formalities, organizational
structures and common sense it results in the selective perception of reality.
Moreover, it can lead to journalists subtly including their personal opinion in their
coverage, editors being influenced by newspaper politics and recipients being misled
in terms of the validity of the analysis of news, which is only formally separated from
the presentation of straight news (Tuchman qtd. in Schmidt and Weischenberg 1994,
227-228). With the issues presented in this chapter, one could argue that objectivity
is an illusion that should be replaced by balance or pluralism of news coverage. In
American media the term fairness is often used instead of objectivity. This concept of
fairness is not simply an abstract standard; it is a specific rule that is supposed to be
followed on a daily basis. Since a person and not a machine is in charge of selecting
and interpreting possible news, the information will always be presented from a
certain point of view and in a specific frame. Therefore, journalists should attempt to
be fair and avoid obvious partiality. The coverage should include both sides of a story
and present these in a fair way (Erbring 1996, 117).
The issues with objectivity in journalism and the construction of reality by using
techniques such as frames are only some aspects that have to be considered when
talking about ethics and journalism. The situation gets even more complicated when
the journalists covering a story, are personally involved. Journalists working for
WWL-TV in New Orleans were not only journalists that covered Hurricane Katrina,
but also victims themselves. Therefore, it is instrumental to discuss the effects of
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journalistic involvements and the consequences for the coverage of a natural disaster
such as Hurricane Katrina.

3.3 WHEN JOURNALISTS BECOME VICTIMS THEMSELVES
As already mentioned, media reality is constructed and does not simply
represent reality as it is. Using certain frames presents information from a specific
point of view and therefore determines how viewers perceive the information.
Objectivity is another issue discussed in the chapter above. Although journalists are
expected to cover a story objectively, media experts have pointed out for decades
that reports can never be fully objective. For journalists it should be more important to
cover a story in a fair way and present both sides. These issues with frames and
objectivity become even more complicated when journalists are personally involved
in the stories they cover. Before the effects and consequences of being a victim and
a journalist are discussed, it is instrumental to take a look at what types of journalists
work in the field of media and what their self-understanding as journalists is like.

3.3.1 Types of Journalists and Their Self-Understanding
Journalists are expected to fulfill certain roles in society. Already in the early
1980s Donsbach established four different types of journalists and what they were
supposed to do for our society (Donsbach 1982, 55-65):
Type 1 – The journalist is seen as a pioneer. Their task is to find new topics
and issues to cover. Their function can be seen as avant-garde or the function
of a mediator. A type 1 journalist helps the audience see things from a
different perspective and form their own opinion on new issues.
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Type 2 – The journalist functions as a teacher. The prerequisite for this
function is the assumption that a journalist has more knowledge of social and
political issues than the majority of the recipients. Therefore, a journalist is
expected to educate the audience and help them contribute to public
opinion.
Type 3 – The journalist serves as a stakeholder. The idea of the journalist
being a stakeholder is based on the assumption that the mass media work as
a service industry for the citizens of a country. Therefore, the media have to
meet the requirements of a democratic society. Type 3 is related to the
concept of advocacy journalism, which is concerned with representing lower
social classes and their needs and problems. The goal of type 3 journalists is
to change the social reality of underprivileged people by using the power of
mass media.
Type 4 – The journalist acts a mediator, who enables every person regardless
of social backgrounds or education to become part of the public discourse.
This communication includes the freedom of information, speech and press.
Donsbach does not explain how these four types may overlap; his research shows
that most journalists see their function in society as quasi-political. Journalists want to
control political and social processes by critically commenting on them. Study results
also show that most journalists consider the function as teacher, stakeholder or
advocate for the underprivileged as less important. Journalists do not want to see
their profession as a service occupation. They prefer to think of themselves as people
who pursue autonomy and serve as an essential part of democracy. Many journalists
also believe that they should act in place of other parties and preserve moral values
in today’s society (Donsbach 1981, 173f.).
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The self-understanding of journalists does not only come from within the
individual person. Many journalists use their colleagues as orientation guides. Their
colleagues become their target audience and replace the real viewers or readers.
Journalists use their colleagues as a supervisory body and an assessment instance.
By doing so, colleagues contribute to and influence the coverage (Donsbach 1981,
181ff.). The indicators of this orientation are the counter-check of material to help
make decisions and to reduce insecurities during the process of writing an article or
arranging a report for television. Furthermore, many journalists consider the selection
of topics and the way these issues are treated by the leading media companies such
as big newspapers or television stations and use them for their own work.
Additionally, many journalists do not check the information provided by news
agencies and use it the way it was prepared by international correspondents and
other news agencies (Noelle-Neumann, Schulz and Wilke 1989, 62f.). According to
Donsbach one of the consequences of this colleague-to-colleague orientation is the
homogeneity of journalists’ attitudes and the subsequent consonance of the media
contents coming from different media outlets (1982, 253-259).
The self-understanding of journalists varies from journalist to journalist. As the
study mentioned above shows, most journalists consider themselves essential
members of society that enlighten their audience about political and social processes
and their consequences. However, a journalist’s self-understanding changes when
the story they cover involves their personal lives as well. When the journalists of
WWL-TV covered Hurricane Katrina and its aftermath, they were personally affected
by the consequences of this natural disaster. The following chapter will deal with the
differences in coverage and the consequences of journalists being victims
themselves.
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3.3.2 Extraordinary Situation for Local Journalists and Differences in Coverage
When WWL-TV evacuated from New Orleans to Baton Rouge, they were not
aware of how their coverage would be influenced by the aftermath of Hurricane
Katrina. Since the majority of reporters of WWL-TV lived in the city of New Orleans,
they became victims themselves and this state created a completely new situation for
these journalists and how they would cover Hurricane Katrina and its consequences.
At this point, local journalists had to face a situation they were not familiar with, they
were journalists and victims at the same time.
One of the rules future journalists are taught during their training is the
importance of objectivity and detachment when covering a story. As already
discussed, it is almost impossible to report objectively because a journalist always
covers a story from a certain point of view using a specific angle and frame.
Detachment, on the other hand, becomes an issue when journalists are no longer
able to keep themselves personally disengaged from the current disaster. This was
the case for the reporters of WWL-TV and the coverage of Hurricane Katrina. These
people lived and worked in New Orleans and therefore were affected by the
hurricane as much as the people they covered in their stories. Hurricane Katrina did
not only change the reporters’ personal lives, it also changed the way they worked as
professionals (Roberts 2010, 56). Kathy Anderson, a photographer from New
Orleans, explained that “the difficulty of covering something that you’re a part of was
just, you had to try to remove yourself, but at a certain point, you really couldn’t” (qtd.
in Roberts 2010, 57). This quote exemplifies the struggle local journalists had to deal
with during the coverage of Hurricane Katrina and its aftermath. Although journalists
are supposed to detach themselves from the story they cover, this rule becomes
difficult to follow once you are personally affected by floods and destruction. The city
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editor of the local newspaper Times-Picayune David Meeks emphasizes this state of
exception by saying that:
Journalists are always taught to keep an arms [sic] length from everything. It
doesn’t calculate what happens when the worst natural disaster in the history of the
United States hits your house, hits your family, hits all your friends, the

people

you

love. Once that happens, no matter who you are…you will never be the same.
(Meeks qtd. in Roberts 2010, 58)

Hence journalists are confronted with a situation that affects them personally and
professionally. While trying to do their job, they also have to deal with the fact that
their houses may not exist anymore (Roberts 2010, 56-58).
The general issues with objectivity and detachment are significantly worsened
when journalists are directly affected by the natural disaster they cover. Although
journalists, who follow the Ethics Codes provided by the Society of Professional
Journalists, are supposed to cover a story from a distance and not get involved, this
becomes increasingly more difficult once your hometown is affected. Fred Brown
underlines that journalists in this kind of situation cannot avoid involvement (Brown
2005, 17). Shortly after the storm made landfall, it may still have been possible to
remain detached to a certain degree. However, as time went by and more and more
information about the floods and the damage was available, it became significantly
more challenging to keep your distance and many journalists started to become part
of the story (Roberts 2010, 66). Katie O’Keefe points out that one of the main effects
of journalists becoming involved in their stories, is that they are more likely to
disregard one of the most important tasks journalists have: remaining skeptical and
analyzing processes critically (2005, 22). When local journalists are emotionally
attached, they may not be able to see the bigger picture. Focusing on individual fates
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could hinder journalists from understanding the larger meaning (Lichter qtd. in
O’Keefe 2005, 24). The emotional attachment did not only have an impact on their
coverage, it also affected the journalists personally. Some of the journalists suffered
emotionally, had breakdowns or had to take medication to be able to deal with the
situation (Roberts 2010, 66). John McCusker, a photographer working during
Hurricane Katrina, tried to kill himself one year after the storm had made landfall.
McCusker hit several cars with his own vehicle. After the police had arrived, he asked
them to shoot him. He suffered from severe depressions after FEMA had refused to
provide him with financial aid to rebuild his life. Also Chris Rose, one of the journalists
covering Hurricane Katrina, broke down in public after the storm had passed and the
coverage of Hurricane Katrina had stopped (Miller et al. 2014, 46-47). Trymaine Lee,
a young reporter at that time, says that:
People dealt with it in various ways. Some people, during the initial days of the crisis,
just had this adrenalin rush, you had your blinders on, just get the story, everywhere
you turned you were focused, you couldn’t look beyond this, so you were right here,
you were focused on the story. And as the time has gone on, we saw people crumble
emotionally. Some people have had breakdowns, some people have had to do
whatever, medicate themselves. Some people have turned to the bottle. (Lee qtd. in
Miller et al. 2014, 47)

This quote from a journalist covering Hurricane Katrina emphasizes the impact of
covering Hurricane Katrina. Whereas a journalist from out of town arrived in New
Orleans, did their story and left after a while, local journalists were confronted with
the conflict of personal loss and their jobs as journalists. While covering the
consequences of Hurricane Katrina for other people, they were victims themselves.
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Issues with objectivity and detachment were only some of the challenges
reporters had to face while covering the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina. The
conditions for journalists during the continuous coverage of Hurricane Katrina were
extraordinary. Most reporters did not take showers for days, they hardly ever carried
clean clothes with them and proper food or water was very difficult to find (Roberts
2010, 59-60). Chris Rose admitted that journalists became looters themselves. He
and some colleagues took food from a restaurant’s freezer to distribute the food and
water to the California National Guard. Other reporters decided to use an abandoned
pool for a quick shower after days without a shower (Miller et al. 2014, 44-45). These
journalists were spread out all over the city trying to find new information on the
current state of their city. Since most journalists had lost their home and belongings
themselves, the public’s perception of these reporters changed as well. Viewers
started to identify themselves with the journalists. They were all in the same boat
trying to comfort and help each other. Mike Hoss, one of the evening anchors at
WWL-TV, reported during Hurricane Katrina. He emphasized in an interview that
Hurricane Katrina changed their way of working in significant ways. This hurricane
forced them to rethink how to cover a natural disaster due to the fact that they were in
the middle of this catastrophe. They returned to the roots of local journalism and their
focus shifted to helping people and providing information that would support people
in need. These journalists also functioned as guard dogs that kept an eye on the
government and the actions taken to help the residents of New Orleans (Hoss qtd. in
Roberts 2010, 60).
This new found sense of community and the urge to help people in need had
an impact on the coverage of Hurricane Katrina. Usually, when journalists work on a
story, they collect most of the information from authorities or officials. The opinions of
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average people are not given that much attention by journalists. After Hurricane
Katrina, however, a shift in focus and topics occurred. From 2004 to 2006 the
demand for human-interest stories increased significantly. Prior to Hurricane Katrina
about 22.6 percent of the material contained stories with real people, but after
Hurricane Katrina this percentage had climbed to 36.9. Moreover, journalists in New
Orleans started to use a more varied corpus of sources to support their stories
(Roberts 2010, 60-61). Journalists during Hurricane Katrina did not only feel the urge
to help the residents of New Orleans with the coverage of Hurricane Katrina. Since
they were personally involved themselves, their emotions also influenced their
coverage. Although they had to deal with their personal losses at home, they also
had to go to work and cover the losses of other people in New Orleans. Their
personal loss had put them in an extraordinary situation, since these local journalists
knew exactly what the people in their stories were going through. This shared
experience resulted in a more compassionate journalism with a focus on people and
their losses. Journalists, viewers and readers felt more connected during the
coverage of Hurricane Katrina (Roberts 2010, 67). Shearon Roberts underlines the
shift in focus by saying that “the aftermath of Katrina and Rita is a people story, not a
story about a hurricane, and journalistic sensitivity dominated the minds of these
journalists who shared the burden” (2010, 67).
Besides this more compassionate coverage, other changes in coverage
happened in many different forms. The daily assignments during and after Hurricane
Katrina, for example, could not be planned ahead. Usually, journalists know what
their day is going to be like, they know which stories to cover and what sources to
contact. Hurricane Katrina erased these possibilities completely. As Frank Donze
from Times-Picayune put it: “This [coverage of the storm’s aftermath] is more like
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finding out what is left, how much of the city is still left…We are reacting to the
stories. Every day is pretty much an adventure” (qtd. in Roberts 2010, 62). Local
journalists did not have the chance to plan ahead; they had to react to the situation.
At that time it did not matter whether a reporter’s general focus was economy, sports
or politics, every story was seen in the context of Hurricane Katrina. Regardless of
your daily routine, journalists started to work together, even if they usually worked on
completely different topics. Hurricane Katrina made them work as a team and created
a new sense of camaraderie (Roberts 2010, 62-63).
Covering Hurricane Katrina challenged journalists in many different ways.
Especially when talking about media ethics and how to cover a hurricane and its
aftermath, many local reporters did not manage to stay detached for a very long time.
Many local journalists considered themselves comforters and their main task was to
provide information that would help survivors of the hurricane. Local journalists were
victims themselves and therefore emotional detachment turned out to be almost
impossible to maintain. For some journalists the consequences of this attachment
were serious as some suffered from depressions and others had breakdowns or
other emotional problems. The coverage of Hurricane Katrina was also influenced by
the aftermath of this hurricane since reporters could no longer rely on their daily
routines or their usual topics; during Hurricane Katrina journalists had to operate as a
team and every story was put in the context of Hurricane Katrina. Local news
coverage had a significant impact on how people perceived Hurricane Katrina.
Therefore, it is essential to take a look at news and local television stations in the
United States.
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4. NEWS MEDIA AND LOCAL NEWS
4.1 LOCAL NEWS AND ITS CHARACTERISTICS
Local news is an important part of life for most residents of a community. The
information presented by local television stations or newspapers provides people with
knowledge about new developments in their city. As Kaniss puts it: “Local news has
always played an important role in the way a city and region understands its
problems, its opportunities, and its sense of local identity” (qtd. in Lipschultz and Hilt
2002, 3). Local news contributes to strengthening a community’s sense of belonging
to a particular city and what the city stands for (Lipschultz and Hilt 2002, 3).
Before talking about local news and its characteristics, it is important to define
the term community. Since local news plays an important role for most people in a
community, Barkin has focused on several different definitions that explain the roles
of local media for the residents of a city. The first definition considers a community as
a geographic entity. A community consists of people living in a certain place that
connects them with each other. People, whose television set can receive the signal of
certain local television stations, are considered to be part of a specific community.
This definition of a community is also used by rating companies when determining a
broadcast market. The second definition describes a community as a microcosm. By
this definition the viewers are considered to represent a larger society. Issues local
residents deal with, such as poverty or education problems, are not only seen locally
and can actually be found in cities across the country. The third definition chosen by
Barkin sees a community as an area that demands certain information to gain
sufficient knowledge. Therefore, local news has to present information on current
developments in local politics, social issues, weather and traffic. Local news should
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offer the audience advice on everyday issues and give them practical information.
Community can also be defined as an “interdependent social system” (Barkin 2003,
143). Especially when natural disasters, terrorist attacks or other catastrophes occur,
this interrelatedness becomes evident. In such cases, the community directly affected
is not isolated; these kinds of events have an impact on the whole country. Attacks
like 9/11 or Hurricane Katrina had consequences for every state in the United States
of America. The last definition of community focuses on the personal bond people
have with the place they live in. Local news deals with stories that people of a
community can relate to. These stories help develop a sense of loyalty within the
viewers. One example would be sports coverage of local baseball, basketball or
football teams (Barkin 2003, 143-144). WWL-TV’s role in the community of New
Orleans can be best explained with the last definition mentioned in this chapter. This
station’s news coverage deals with many different issues people living in New
Orleans can relate to. Most of their coverage focuses crime news, local political
developments and sports. Especially local sports like basketball or football teams are
covered regularly and strengthen this community’s sense of belonging. Sports are
very important to many Americans including New Orleanians and therefore much of
the news covers current sporting developments and upcoming games of local teams.
WWL-TV is a news station that covers topics and issues important for the community
and hence helps forge a bond between people and New Orleans.
These definitions have shown how differently a community can be described.
The functions of local television stations may vary depending on the approach of
these local news stations. Some may consider a community a geographic unit; others
may see a community as a reflection of a larger society and some stations may
define a community as residents who share certain experiences and interests. Now
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that several definitions have been discussed, it is relevant to take a closer look at one
of the characteristics that takes up most of the daily coverage of local news stations:
crime and violence.
Crime coverage dominates local news. A study carried out in Chicago shows
that 9 out of 14 minutes of coverage deals with violence or the loss of human life
(Entman 1994, 31). Since the 1970s crime news has become more and more
essential to local television stations introducing formats such as “eyewitness” or
“action news”. The success of these formats can be explained by the focus on crime
and violence (Lipschultz and Hilt 2002, 5-6). The Project for Excellence in Journalism
released a list of the top five local news topics in 1999. This list emphasizes the focus
on crime by showing that it is the number one topic with 19 percent of stories covered
by local news stations. Other popular issues include education, welfare and society
with about nine percent, human interest including sports with about eight percent,
science, health and technology taking up about seven percent and finally politics with
about six percent of local news coverage. These numbers point out the fact that
crime has been one of the most popular topics for several decades, whereas local
politics and education issues only take up 15 percent of local coverage when put
together (The Project for Excellence in Journalism qtd. in Lipschultz and Hilt 2002,
11).
Covering crimes is popular among news stations because they are usually
easy to report; in most cases the reporter will find good and evil in the form of a
blameless victim and the violent offender. Moreover, crime news is important to
television stations because it heightens awareness and makes viewers interested in
their news. As many local stations use the same governmental sources or other
authorities such as police officers or news agencies, they tend to cover the same
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stories resulting in a homogenization of the news (Reese and Buckalew 1995, n.
pag.; Ehrlich 1995, 205). Therefore, crime news is believed to be very good for local
news station due to its often violent background. Although many people start to feel
unsafe when confronted with too much local crime news (Lipschultz and Hilt 2002,
10), Doris Graber underlines that most people have a desire for thrilling crime news.
According to Graber: “The local television news, with its heavy crime component, has
eclipsed national news, which carries more serious political stories and less crime, in
the battle for high audience ratings” (qtd. in Lipschultz and Hilt 2002, 10). This shows
that crime news guarantees local news stations a larger audience and therefore
takes up much of the coverage. A crime becomes breaking news when it fulfills the
following five requirements (Lipschultz and Hilt 2002, 23):
1. When the coverage permits the audience to follow the latest developments
live and without any interruption or procrastination.
2. Breaking news makes viewers agitated for the unexpected to happen.
3. A crime worth being breaking news offers new material for future
newscasts.
4. Editing of the footage of the crime differs from the usual editing since it has
to be done very fast.
5. In contrast to presenting news from the television studio, breaking news
provides the viewers with coverage live from the location.
These five points define what makes crime news breaking news. Local crime news
draws the attention of the viewers because they may be directly affected. Breaking
news fascinates viewers because live coverage creates a sense of being close to the
event happening at that moment. At the same time crime news can have negative
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effects on the viewers, their way of perceiving the environment and how they
understand media content (Lipschultz and Hilt 2002, 23).
When people watch television news, they are confronted with a large amount
of information within a short period of time. Viewers process these pieces of
information differently and therefore it is important to take a look at the emotional and
psychological impact crime news has on the viewer. Media studies conducted in the
last 30 years have focused on what people do with the information they read in
newspapers or see on television. Researchers have come up with four different
generalizations concerning the use of media content (Palmgreen, Wenner and
Rosengren 1985, 14):
1. People watch television news because they want to satisfy social and
psychological desires.
2. When confronted with local news, viewers anticipate specific experiences.
3. The choice of what to watch is determined by what television news viewers
expect to see.
4. Whether the viewers’ expectations have been met or not affects their
future choices regarding what television news to continue watching.
These four generalizations explain what people do with the content presented to
them and how the content and its layout may influence viewers and their future
decisions concerning what programs to watch.
Whereas the four generalizations mentioned above deal with how viewers
process and use media content, other studies concerned with television news have
been carried out to examine the effects of television news, especially crime coverage,
on its viewers. These researches deal with cultural studies and how people make
meaning of what they see on television. Two communication models have been
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established in the course of these studies. The first model is called transmission
model and the second model is called cultural model. The transmission model is
concerned with communicating in a linear way; it deals with transmitting messages
from the medium to the audience. The second model, the cultural model, refers to a
different approach. When talking about cultural communication, the meanings of
things and places people share are focused on. Cultural communication assumes
that people share certain beliefs and convictions and therefore perceive a common
reality. Communication among people only works if people share certain beliefs on
which their reality is based (Grossberg, Wartella and Whitney 1998, 20). In terms of
local television news, people only make sense of what they see on television if they,
as a community, understand the meaning of what the journalist tells them. The
interpretation of the stories shown on television news is influenced by social factors
such as race, education, income or what part of the city residents live in (Lipschultz
and Hilt 2002, 21).
The anchor plays an instrumental role in how viewers understand television
news. On the one hand, anchors take on an authoritative voice; on the other hand,
they represent the community and their needs (Lipschultz and Hilt 2002, 22). As
Baym says:
By speaking with the voice of both institutional authority and communal believability,
journalists construct their right to mediate; affirming their position as agents of the
people, moral watchdogs entrusted with the power to police the borders of proper
behavior. (2000, 109)

This quote underlines two of the roles journalists have; they point out inappropriate
behavior by individuals, authorities or the government and at the same time represent
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the needs and problems of the community. They are supposed to mediate between
the community and authorities and maintain moral codes.
The presentation of news and how it influences the viewer’s understanding of
their environment are only two essential aspects of local news. Local television
stations also contribute to the construction of reality. Information provided by the
media is used by the viewers to create their way of perceiving the environment and
their behavior is influenced by what they see on television (Surette 1998, p. xiii).
Viewers’ perception of crime and the conclusions they draw are related to the way
crimes are covered by local television stations. Surette, for example, argues that the
way viewers perceive prisoners and life in prison is affected by their representation in
movies and television series as well as news coverage (1992, 41; 74). These
examples show that the way crime and violence are covered influences the viewers’
perception of the world and therefore constructs reality differently. The social
construction of reality means that “all symbolic universes and all legitimations are
human products; their existence has its base in the lives of concrete individuals, and
has no empirical status apart from these lives” (Berger and Luckmann 1966, 128).
This quotation emphasizes that what we see on television is not simply a
representation of reality, it is influenced by the decisions journalists and editors make
before broadcasting the latest news and developments. Additionally, not every viewer
perceives what they see in the same way; everybody interprets news in their own
way based on their education and social background (Lipschultz and Hilt 2002 16).
Lang and Lang say that television news has several impacts on the viewers. They
have established four different effects (Lang and Lang 1984, 26):
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1. When people watch television, they feel connected with what they see.
Through television viewers sense familiarity with things they are not directly
affected by.
2. When journalists and editors decide to cover a story live and on location,
viewers become part of the story. People feel a sense of participation,
although they are at home sitting in front of the television set.
3. Many people do not necessarily question every image they are presented
with. Most viewers consider the pictures they see on television as authentic
and believable.
4. When comparing television news to other news media such as newspapers
or radio stations, television news has more competence of delivering a
thorough report on current events. Television can use words, sounds and
images to create a sense of completeness.
These four effects can be applied to both national and local news. With local news it
becomes even more important to underline the effects of constructing reality because
local news covers stories close to the viewers’ homes and therefore affects them
directly. Especially the coverage of crimes and violence in their hometown can have
various effects on the viewers. This coverage should show people the differences
between acceptable and unacceptable social behavior. The way crimes are covered
determines how people perceive crimes and react to them (Lipschultz and Hilt 2002,
17).
Experts have studied the effects of television news for many decades and
have come up with different theories and models describing the possible impact
television can have on viewers. George Gerbner and his researchers dealt with the
effects of media content such as crime and violence and focused on cultivation
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research (1990, 260-261). Morgan and Signorielli define cultivation research in the
following way:
In its simplest form, cultivation analysis tries to ascertain if those who spend more
time watching television are more likely to perceive the real world in ways that reflect
the most common and repetitive messages and lessons of the television world,
compared with people who watch less television but are otherwise comparable in
important demographic characteristics. (1990, 16)

This definition underlines that cultivation research focuses on the effects of intense
and regular media consumption on the viewer. It deals with crime coverage and
whether it influences the way people perceive violence in their immediate
surroundings. When talking about local television news and crime coverage,
researchers argue that heavy use of local media can lead to misperception of reality.
Being confronted with crime and violence on the local news every day, viewers may
start to perceive their immediate environment as more dangerous than it really is.
Cultivation theory concludes that heavy users of news media are influenced by this
kind of coverage and therefore may change their behavior due to what they see on
television (Lipschultz and Hilt 2002, 20-21).
Although local television stations and their news coverage are considered to
be very important for most people of a community, there is also critique in regard to
how local news stations cover news, especially crime news. Steve M. Barkin
underlines that the main critique of local news is this excessive coverage of crime
and violence. Local news stations use too many videos that show violent acts or
catastrophes. Additionally, Barkin mentions that many reporters need more training
and should be assigned different topics such as education problems, pollution of the
environment or political developments. Besides crime, weather and sports are the
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two other main components local reporters focus on. These three focuses lead to a
trivial coverage of other important social and political issues (Barkin 2003, 137).
Another criticism of crime news is the fact that crime coverage does not only
take up too much of local news but also the way crime is covered creates issues
among the viewers. Ishmael Reed, an award-winning author, underlines that since
mostly white men are in charge of the television media, racial insensitivity and even
racist coverage are a huge problem in local news media. There is too much focus on
white people being victims and black people being the perpetrator (Reed qtd. in
Barkin 2003, 138). He points out:
What’s wrong with local television news? It polarizes whites and blacks by racializing
issues such as welfare, affirmative action, and crime. After reviewing local news
programming, one almost has the feeling that the media consider the black
community to be an enemy nation. But instead of attacking it with missiles, the media
zap it with videotape. When reporting news about African Americans, reporters for
local stations tend to wing it with their prejudices rather than go by the facts. And
even when these reporters accurately present the facts, their stories are usually
undermined by the accompanying visuals. (qtd. in Barkin 2003, 138)

With this quotation Reed underlines one of the major issues with local television
news: racial injustice. Moreover, when reporters cover stories on social issues such
as unemployment or poverty, they tend to focus on black people. Figures on who
receives financial help from the state, however, show that only 39 percent of these
people are black. The average beneficiary is white and female. Experts criticizing
local news for their coverage point out that the fact that less than half of the
beneficiaries are black is regularly ignored by local news stations (Reed qtd. in Barkin
2003, 138). Besides the focus on black people and social issues, local crime news is
also often criticized for being racially insensitive or even racist. Don Heider points out
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that if colored people are covered, it usually happens in the context of crime or
violence (2000, 39). Gene Hill, an activist, talks about different ethnic groups, in this
case Hispanics, and how differently they are covered on television news. He says
that “they [the reporters] sensationalize all the crime and there’s plenty of it to
sensationalize. They treat crime when it deals with Hispanics in one fashion and
when it deals with Anglo perpetrators, they deal with it in another fashion” (Hill qtd. in
Heider 2000, 40). With this quote Hill emphasizes that news coverage varies
depending on who the victim or the offender is.
The consequences of this kind of crime coverage, with different ways of
presenting the news depending on the ethnicity of the victim or the perpetrator, can
be serious. Including black people, for example, in news coverage that only deals
with crime and violence can influence the viewers’ perception of black people in their
community. When black people are only portrayed as the offenders and never as
ordinary citizens with normal lives, several stereotypes and prejudices can be
evoked. Black people will be associated with crimes, violence and anti-social
behavior if the coverage constantly shows black people as the offenders of violent
crimes (Heider 2000, 42). Heider underlines these issues with racist coverage by
quoting Gray and saying that “as a culture we know what not to do by watching the
news, and the people participating in the deviant acts are often there with darker skin
than the White norm” (Heider 2000, 42). When people watch local crime news, they
are confronted with violent or criminal behavior that is not tolerated by society. With
the news constantly focusing on black people and crime, however, viewers tend to
connect one ethnic group with a certain behavior, in this case black people and
crimes. These impressions are reinforced by connecting crimes and violence to a
certain area of a city, in most cases poor and isolated places. By doing so, these
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areas are considered more dangerous than other parts of the city. The issue here is
that the reports on these crimes are often very superficial since people expect crimes
to happen in poor and segregated areas. On the other hand, when a crime is
committed in a rich part of a city whose residents are mainly white, it is considered
extraordinary and therefore receives more attention and more thorough coverage.
This differentiation between bad and good neighborhoods stresses the issues with
crime coverage and which residents of a city are more important and receive more
detailed coverage (Gray 1987, n. pag.).
These issues with local news call for a more critical assessment of the
coverage of local television news. Therefore, Paul Steinle, who works for the
University of Miami School of Communication, has developed eight criteria to validate
local news coverage (qtd. in Barkin 2003, 139):
1. Evaluating the quality of the coverage. Do journalists check the facts they
present before broadcasting? If a mistake has been made, does the station
correct it?
2. When covering a story live and on location, does the journalist have enough
time to evaluate the content of his coverage and the possible consequences?
3. Does the television station sensationalize reports? Does the teaser promise
more content than will be presented?
4. Are the journalists in charge familiar with the city, the people and the local
authorities and power structure? Do they know enough to be able to offer
thorough coverage?
5. Where does the money for the coverage come from?
6. Do journalists present facts or do they speculate about current
developments?
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7. Besides the journalist, does the editor know the community well enough?
Have they ever worked as journalists themselves? Do they know the streets of
their city?
8. What is the television station’s focus? Is it on how to present a story or
what to present in the story? What is more important, content or presentation?
These criteria should help evaluate local news stations and their news coverage. By
asking these questions, local television news can be assessed critically and
insensibilities and wrongdoing of journalists and editors pointed out. Such criteria
should help improve local news and their coverage regarding racial insensibility and
the possible consequences of connecting certain ethnic groups with violence and
crime.
Local news stations have been criticized for focusing too much on crime and
violence. However, especially after a natural disaster has devastated a city, local
news becomes even more important to the majority of residents. Hurricane Katrina
proved the importance of local news for people affected directly by such a
catastrophe. The following chapter will deal with the media use before, during and
after Hurricane Katrina and how the use of residents changed during this natural
disaster.

4.2 LOCAL NEWS DURING A NATURAL DISASTER
After Hurricane Katrina made landfall, the whole communication system in
New Orleans broke down. With this technology breakdown cell phones and almost
every other means of communication became completely useless. People within the
city could not reach each other since the New Orleans area code 504 could not
receive any signals anymore. In order to reach family and friends and obtain
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information on measures taken to help the survivors, evacuees, who had left New
Orleans, had to turn to the Internet. Websites of news media, such as newspapers
and television stations, became an essential means for the residents of New Orleans.
The web was used in a way it had never been used before. For example, a stranded
survivor from a parish of the city would, if possible, text a friend on the East Coast
asking for help. This friend would use the official website of New Orleans, Nola.com,
for example, and inform authorities about their friend in need. People working for
Nola.com would read the message and inform a reporter as they may be in contact
with the police or other rescue units. Since no one with the area code 504 could be
reached directly, people with other area codes had to be called to rescue stranded
people in New Orleans (Miller et al. 2014, 15-16). The use of the media changed
after Hurricane Katrina since most means of communication did not work anymore
and people had to find new ways to receive the information relevant for their future
lives.

4.2.1 The Use of Media during Hurricane Katrina
As communicating with people after the storm had hit was very challenging,
people with a working television set or computer used these to receive as much
information as possible. It is instrumental to mention that the use of media such as
local news media varied among the citizens of New Orleans before, during and after
Hurricane Katrina. A survey carried out by Miller, Roberts and LaPoe after Hurricane
Katrina divided the residents of New Orleans into three different groups with three
different trends of media use. The first trend was labeled “early responders”, people
in this group left New Orleans as soon as the mayor advised residents to leave the
city for the first time. These people managed to get far away from the city and
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therefore had better access to several news sources including national and local
television stations or newspapers. People, who were part of the first group, were
professionals, people owning big businesses or working in the private sector. These
people could afford to stay at a hotel for a certain amount of time. They were also
familiar with hurricane evacuation plans and left the city every time a huge hurricane
threatened New Orleans and voluntary evacuations were advised. The first group
also included those people who consumed local media the most. For the first group
local news helped them choose where to live, work and send their children to school.
During Hurricane Katrina they used local media to get new information on their region
and the damage done to their neighborhoods. The second trend was named “caught
in the middle”. People belonging to this group managed to leave the city in time,
however, they only made it to cities close to New Orleans such as the state’s capital
Baton Rouge. These people also had access to national and local news available in
this region. Similar to people in the first group, these people used local news media
regularly. Differences, however, were found in demographics and how they used
media before the landfall of Hurricane Katrina. Many residents “caught in the middle”
did not stay at a hotel in a different state or in a city in Louisiana far away from New
Orleans. Most of these people only made it to Baton Rouge, which is about one hour
away from New Orleans. They stayed with family or friends and some even slept in
their cars. For them leaving the city was a last minute decision and therefore they
only made it to Baton Rouge. Since half of the people in the second group were
college students, they used technology such as the Internet to receive information
regularly. For people of the third group communication became very difficult once the
storm had hit them. The third trend was called “caught in the storm”. Because they
did not make it out of the city in time, the use of media was most challenging for
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these people. With a technology blackout residents had to become very creative to
find relevant information that would determine their future lives. Most of these people
had low incomes including retired people, unemployed residents or single parents.
Many of these people did not have a high school diploma or a college degree.
Reasons for staying in New Orleans were the lack of financial means, the urge to
protect their houses and belongings or the conviction that they could ride this
hurricane out like any other of the many hurricanes that occur every year. After the
breach of the levees, these people had to go to the Superdome or the Convention
Center to receive food, water and medical help (Miller et al. 2014, 16-20).
Regardless of what group evacuees belonged to, once they had arrived at
their destination, the catastrophe reached the so-called “impact phase”. At this point
changes in media use started to become more apparent. People of the second
group, for example, could no longer use their cell phones to receive information since
most cell phone lines were damaged. This lack of Internet access forced them to
change their media use habits. Group 1 evacuees, although used to using local
media as their main information source, had difficulties accessing local news since
they were the farthest away from New Orleans. Evacuees from the second group
were not that far away from home and therefore were still able to listen to local radio
stations since these were not as affected by the lack of power as many of the
television stations were. People “caught in the storm” did not have the possibility to
receive new information directly due to the blackout. Many evacuees knew that they
could watch national news in most cities outside New Orleans, however, most of
them actively tried to access local news to receive more detailed information on
specific parishes and their neighborhoods. They were looking for weather updates
and the path the hurricane would take. Evacuees from all three groups wanted to
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know how the weather would develop and what possible damage could happen to
their homes. Once Hurricane Katrina had passed, many residents and evacuees
changed their preferences in news media and switched to national news stations to
learn more about the actions taken by the government and other authorities to help
the survivors of Hurricane Katrina (Miller et al. 2014, 20-24).
The three groups determined in this study show that before, during and after
Hurricane Katrina local news was essential to most residents of New Orleans,
whether they managed to leave the city or not. When covering a natural disaster local
news differs from national news in terms of focus. Therefore, it is instrumental to
discuss these differences in coverage and focus.

4.2.2 Covering Disasters: Local News versus National News
One of the biggest differences between local and national news is that local
news has the power to bring people of a certain region closer together. Besides the
local media’s task of providing instrumental information on current developments in
terms of evacuation and relief efforts, many residents associate local news with home
and during a natural disaster it is supposed to support their viewers by providing
information that may influence future decisions and actions (Miller et al. 2014, 67).
During a natural disaster the responsibilities of national and local news
stations differ. Although both, reporters from national and local news stations, deal
with the same sets of questions – who, what, when, where, why and how – they have
different approaches when it comes to dealing with the information collected. One of
the biggest differences between national and local news is the fact that national news
reaches far more people than local news does. Moreover, national news provides the
audience with different information than local news does. Since national news wants
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to reach a broader audience, the information offered is often not as detailed and
specific as the information local television stations broadcast. Furthermore, national
stations do have more power since they attract more viewers than small local news
stations. Therefore, they have access to better sources with more credibility. Besides
these fundamental differences, many more distinctions can be made when national
and local news stations are compared with each other. They have different
obligations, their audiences vary and they have to take different risks when reporting
a disaster. Moreover, local news stations may choose one specific angle or frame
such as rescue missions, whereas national news may want to focus on a different
issue like the consequence for the country and its economy. Although national and
local news have one common aim, the conveyance of information in an accurate and
fair way, their approaches differ. Since the audiences are not the same for national
and local news, the information provided has to match the needs of the viewers.
Whereas people who watch local news during a natural catastrophe demand
information about their neighborhoods, the actions taken to deal with damage as well
as the evacuation or the supply of food and water, viewers of national news may be
more interested in the consequences for the country and how to help those people in
need (Miller et al. 2014, 70-71).
The motivations of national news stations and local news stations during a
natural catastrophe also deviate. National news stations’ ratings usually increase
significantly during and after a natural disaster. After the earthquake in Japan in
2011, for example, the number of people watching ABC’s morning news show Good
Morning America reached to about six million viewers. The same thing happened
with Hurricane Katrina in 2005. People all over the States were looking for
information on Hurricane Katrina and its aftermath and therefore turned to their
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television sets. Local news stations directly affected by a natural disaster receive
their motivation from elsewhere since most of them have to be evacuated before the
hurricane makes landfall. Therefore, they often do not know whether they will even
be able to broadcast about the current event. Moreover, since most people will end
up leaving the city as well, local television stations may lose many of their viewers
because they have left for another city that may not receive the local signal (Miller et
al. 2014, 72).
Besides differences in frames, audiences and motivations, local news fulfills
another important role: it helps connect local authorities and the public. Miller et al.
explain Marla Perez-Lugo’s view on the media’s role and by saying that “the
relationship between officials and the media during a crisis is symbiotic. In this
capacity, local media plays a ‘management role’ in the relay of information” (2014,
72). Public officials expect local media to provide the audience with essential
information

concerning

relief

efforts,

evacuation

plans

and

other

current

developments. Local media help coordinate actions taken by officials and inform their
viewers about these and other current developments (Miller et al. 2014, 72).
Another major difference between national and local news is the fact that local
news serves a recovery role and help viewers after the landfall of a hurricane.
Although national and local news both focus on the damage done to specific areas,
local news provides viewers with the information they need to start rebuilding their
houses and deal with all the other damage done by the hurricane. This information
has to include the plans on when evacuees will be able to return to the city, where
they will find aid and other financial help and how they should deal with the damage
created by a natural catastrophe. By giving this kind of information to the viewers,
local news offers emotional support. A study dealing with natural disasters and the
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media underlines that many residents feel connected to their local news stations, not
only in terms of getting information on their city, but also emotionally (Perez-Lugo
2004, 210-225).
Although national news reaches a larger audience, local news is more
important for people who are directly affected by a natural disaster. Local news
serves as a mediator between authorities and residents. Local television stations
provide the viewers with essential information that may have an impact on their future
lives. Local coverage is very important before, during and after a natural disaster. In
the following chapter the news coverage of Hurricane Katrina will be dealt with.
Besides theoretical aspects of this coverage, an analysis of the material of the local
television station WWL-TV will be included to underline the characteristics and issues
of the coverage of Hurricane Katrina.

5. HURRICANE KATRINA AND ITS NEWS COVERAGE
5.1 THE ANALYSIS: CATALOGUE AND PROCEDURE
The following chapter will deal with the coverage of Hurricane Katrina in more
detail and will focus on several issues that occurred in the course of this coverage. In
order to do so, an analysis of original footage of the local television station WWL-TV
from New Orleans will be used to emphasize the main points of this chapter. For this
analysis about 600 minutes of footage have been analyzed. These 600 minutes
consist of two hours of each of the first five days of the coverage of Hurricane Katrina
and its aftermath. These five days cover the time span from August 29th to
September 2nd 2005. For the analysis of the daily two hours, one hour of morning
coverage and one hour of afternoon or evening coverage have been used.
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The coverage of the first five days was divided into different types of news. On
the morning of the first day, before Hurricane Katrina reached New Orleans, for
example, the coverage only consisted of satellite images and an interview of the
anchor with the station’s meteorologist. Once the hurricane had reached New
Orleans and the city started to flood, reporters, who managed to get into the city,
came back to Baton Rouge to show the anchors and the audience the footage they
shot on location and to explain the current situation in New Orleans. These reports
were called eye-witness reports and did not only include information on the latest
developments but also covered the fates of individuals and interviews with survivors
of Hurricane Katrina. Besides these reports, WWL-TV also broadcast images of the
flooded areas and destroyed neighborhoods shot from a helicopter. While these
images were shown, the anchors of WWL-TV tried to analyze what they were seeing.
Anchors at the studio in Baton Rouge could not reach people in New Orleans and
therefore they had to rely on received emails on the latest developments in New
Orleans. Often they did not have enough time to analyze the information and this is
the reason why they often simply read out the emails they were given in the course of
their coverage. These emails included statements from authorities such as the
mayor, the governor or the president. WWL-TV’s coverage did not only consist of
eye-witness reports, images shot from a helicopter and information received via
email, reporters also participated in press conferences and the station broadcast
several interviews with authorities. As the coverage went on, the station finally
managed to report live from location. Reporters were able, for example, to talk to the
anchors live from the Astrodome in Houston, one of the shelters people from New
Orleans were taken to.
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All in all, the material broadcast by WWL-TV consisted of different types of
news. Anchors at the studio provided viewers with information they received via
email, they would talk to eye-witness reporters and after a few days they also
managed to talk to reporters live on location. Apart from these kinds of news, the
station also broadcast press conferences and interviews with authorities. At this point
of the coverage, however, anchors at the studio and reporters in New Orleans did not
have the time to critically analyze the actions taken by the government or deliver
thorough reports on the causes of the flooding and who should be held responsible
for the consequences of Hurricane Katrina. The first five days covered by WWL-TV
mainly focused on providing the audience with as much information as possible and
on helping them make the right decisions in terms of evacuations and other relief
efforts.
An analysis catalogue is necessary to guarantee a thorough analysis. This
catalogue includes the most important issues the analysis dealt with. The questions
in this catalogue focus on the topics covered before, during and after Hurricane
Katrina, the language used by journalists and the images shown during the coverage.
The following three tables illustrate the questions asked during the analysis of the
original footage from 2005. The first table is concerned with the focus of the news
covered and its presentation in general. It deals with the way the information was
conveyed

and

differentiates between

the

presentation

of

information

and

speculations or sensations. Furthermore, the first part of the analysis examined the
treatment of people affected by the hurricane. This question focuses on the media’s
portrayal of victims and survivors of Hurricane Katrina. Another important part in
terms of content is the issue of new information versus repetition. It is vital to
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examine the material in regard to this problem as well as the reasons why and the
consequences of repetition of information.
The second table of this analysis is concerned with the language used during
the coverage of Hurricane Katrina. The choice of words can influence the way
viewers understand the news presented and how they perceive their environment.
Therefore, it is important to determine how language was used while covering
Hurricane Katrina and its impact on New Orleans. During the analysis, language was
examined in terms of dramatization, emotionalization and personalization. The WWLTV’s journalists’ use of language has been analyzed to ascertain if they chose words
that may have influenced the viewer’s perception of the events happening during and
after Hurricane Katrina. Language use and its possible consequences have therefore
been considered. Moreover, the issue of objective language has played a large role
in this analysis. It is essential to study the choice of words to determine whether
these journalists presented news objectively. Words used by journalists cannot only
serve as a means of dramatization, emotionalization or personalization, they can also
imply speculations. This is why it is relevant to take a look at words that do not
necessarily convey concrete information, but solely speculations. Other aspects of
language that had to be included in this analysis are metaphors and euphemisms.
These means of language can also help influence a person’s perception of reality
and therefore have to be considered when it comes to the coverage of natural
disasters. Metaphors can evoke certain associations in a viewer and euphemisms
can be used to simplify information or make something sound more positive than it
really is.
Besides the content of the footage and the language used to present this
information, another very instrumental aspect is the use of images. Images are one of
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the essential means of television and therefore have a particular impact on the viewer
and their awareness. One of the questions asked during the analysis of the images
shown as part of the coverage is the issue with the image-to-text-gap. It is important
to examine whether or not the images broadcast correlate with the information
presented by the journalist. Furthermore, the focus of these images has to be taken
into consideration as well. The type of image and the way it was presented are
essential to understand the news coverage of Hurricane Katrina. The images’
purpose is another aspect that has been analyzed to determine the functions of these
images.
These questions are the main points of the analysis carried out for this paper.
The results of this analysis will be presented in the following subchapters. Secondary
literature and results from other studies and analyses concerning other media outlets
such as newspapers or other television stations have been used to corroborate the
results of this paper’s analysis. The results of this analysis will be divided into
different subchapters dealing with different issues of the coverage of Hurricane
Katrina. Within these subchapters the questions concerning the content, language
and images will be discussed according to their relevance to the issues addressed.
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An example of the form used for the analysis:

CONTENT
Dimension

Time
Code

Questions

FOCUS

What is the focus of the material?

INFORMATION
VS SENSATION

How is information conveyed?

TREATMENT OF
PEOPLE
CONCERNED

How are people affected portrayed?

NEW
INFORMATION
VS REPETITION

How does the news coverage develop?

LANGUAGE
Dimension

CHOICE OF
WORDS

Time
Code

Questions
How is language used? Is language objective or
used to dramatize/emotionalize the content?

Are metaphors or euphemisms used?
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IMAGE
Dimension

Time
Code

Questions

IMAGE-TOTEXT-GAP

Is there a gap? Do images and text correlate?

FOCUS

Which images are used? What is their focus?

PURPOSE

What is the purpose of these images?
(communication of information, emotionalization,
dramatization)?
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5.2 THE COVERAGE
During the coverage of Hurricane Katrina many different issues and topics
were addressed. This hurricane was the first hurricane in the history of the United
States to be covered continuously and without any interruptions (Dynes and
Rodríguez 2007, 24). As already mentioned in subchapter 3.2.3 Frames, the
Construction of Reality and Objectivity, the media do not represent reality as it is,
they construct it. Journalists used different frames for the coverage of Hurricane
Katrina and its consequences. Several frames were found during the analysis of the
original footage and will be part of the following chapters.

5.2.1 Rumors, Speculation, Hysteria, and Exaggerations
When a hurricane first approaches a city, people do not know what the
consequences of this hurricane might be. Also journalists cannot assess the impact
of a hurricane that has not made landfall yet. Dynes and Rodríguez explain this state
as follows:
Given the disparity of time and few facts, television tends to draw on common cultural
assumptions (including myths) about what will happen. These assumptions include
extensive damage, death, and injury; concern for children, the ill, and the elderly;
forecasting mental health trauma; the absence of authority; extensive looting; and the
incompetence of government and the inevitability of social disorder. Essentially, a
state of chaos and anarchy was defined for the vast television audience. These
assumptions and others framed the details of what came to be known as “Katrina”.
(2007, 24)
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This quotation sums up what happened before the landfall of Hurricane Katrina.
Since they could not know what the consequences of this hurricane would be,
journalists started to speculate.
The analysis of the coverage of WWL-TV shows that this television station was
no exception to the rule. On the morning of August 29 th, hours before Hurricane
Katrina reached New Orleans, news reporters did not have much information
concerning the hurricane. This is why the reporters of WWL-TV speculated a lot
about what was going to happen to the city and its levee system once the hurricane
had made landfall. At this point the anchor discussed the possible consequences
with the station’s meteorologist. Although Hurricane Katrina had not made landfall
yet, they started to talk about the worst-case scenario and what would happen if the
levees could not withstand the storm surges and the wind. They speculated about
how long it would take for the water to flow back and the damage that would be done
to the houses and other buildings in the city. Since they already had problems
reaching certain regions of the city, speculations increased even more. Although the
mayor had announced a mandatory evacuation of the residents of New Orleans,
many people were not able or did not want to leave the city. The journalists continued
to speculate why people would not want to leave their homes and if some did change
their minds, what had caused them to do so. As one of the reporters assumes:
I think gladly something got across them [residents staying in New Orleans]; maybe it
was a plea of their family members asking them to be around to see their
grandchildren or to walk them down the aisle or something like that. (Day 1 3.32-5.10,
9:25)
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At this point of the coverage the hurricane had not reached New Orleans yet and
people were still trying to get out of the city. This is one of the reasons for these
speculations about why people were leaving this late or not leaving at all.
Once the hurricane had hit New Orleans and most of the levees had
breached, speculations continued. As discussed in chapter 4.2 Local News during a
Natural Disaster, communication became very challenging once the storm had
caused a blackout throughout the city. This is why a lack of sources led to more
speculations about the developments and the actions taken to help people affected
by the floods and the destruction. Miller et al. underline that communication with state
officials or local authorities was difficult and therefore journalists turned to “the man
on the ground”. During the first days after the landfall of Hurricane Katrina, many
unofficial sources were used by journalists all over the Gulf Coast. Residents of New
Orleans provided them with information concerning their neighborhoods and recent
developments in the city. Moreover, journalists themselves became sources. Since
they were in the eye of the storm, they were able to see the damage first-hand. The
major problem concerning these kinds of sources was the fact that they could not
check the information received (Miller et al. 2014, 100-104). The city editor of the
local newspaper Times-Picayune emphasizes this issue by saying that:
You didn’t have the ability to check your information. There was no police information
officer to call to check things out. No office to go back to to fill out your story, to flesh
out the details, to get some contacts, to double-check things, all that was gone. All
you can do is write down exactly what you saw in front of you, and turn it in to people
that you hope will be able to use it in some way. (qtd. in Miller et al. 2014, 104)

Since WWL-TV broadcast from Baton Rouge and sent their reporters into New
Orleans to get the latest news, they also did not have the possibility to have the
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information from the first few days confirmed by authorities. Moreover, they could not
call their reporters in New Orleans and vice versa. The communication blackout
continued and forced these journalists to work in this way (Miller et al. 2014, 104105).
After most of New Orleans was under water, many people tried to get to the
Superdome and the Convention Center for shelter. Since they could not check the
information provided, journalists from WWL-TV also mentioned numbers and
possible developments that had not been verified by any officials or authorities. One
of their reporters underlined that the following numbers were unofficial. They
assumed that more than 60,000 people were already at the Superdome. Moreover,
these journalists continued speculating how many more people would fit into the
Superdome and how the situation would develop given that many people were being
forced to stay there for an unknown period of time. Reporters did not know much
about the situation at the Superdome, they did not know if they had access to any
means of communication and whether they were aware of the developments outside
the Superdome. At this point of the natural disaster coverage, journalists had to figure
out many things themselves, which explains much of the speculation in the first few
days of Hurricane Katrina and its aftermath.
Besides speculations, the first five days of the coverage of Hurricane Katrina
also contained many rumors and much hysteria. Marvin Olasky points out that much
of the hysteria surrounding Hurricane Katrina was caused by officials and other
authorities. Examples of hysteria are statements by New Orleans Police Chief
Compass about babies being sexually abused and Mayor Nagin saying that there
were hundreds of gangs walking through the city to kill and rape people. Moreover,
Nagin demanded ten thousand body bags for people who had died inside the
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Superdome. Newspapers even assumed that more than 40,000 people might have
died during Hurricane Katrina. This hysteria quickly became rumors and was spread
all over the media. According to several media outlets, the situation at the
Superdome was out of control and very dangerous due to the many gangs. The
freezer at the Convention Center, another shelter in New Orleans, contained more
than 30 bodies of people who had died during or after the landfall of Hurricane
Katrina. The fact is that there was not a single body stored in this freezer. Rumors
about snipers shooting people who were looking for shelter or gangs of rapists
running through the city turned out to be incorrect. These things never happened.
Furthermore, the said rapes at the Superdome could never be confirmed by any
authorities. Sometime after the landfall of Hurricane Katrina, Eddie Jordan, the
Orleans Parish DA, said that only four murders occurred in the week following
Hurricane Katrina. For the city of New Orleans four murders per week are average.
More than 200 murders are committed every year in this city. The situation at the
Superdome was dire for most people seeking shelter there. However, it was the heat
and the limited space that were responsible for these circumstances. The rumors
about rapes and murders were not true. There was only one shooting at the
Superdome and this shooting turned out to have been an accident. A Louisiana
Guardsman shot himself in the foot after having been attacked by a man with a metal
rod. People did loot food and beverages at the Superdome, however, nobody could
report any violence being used to get these things (Olasky 2006, 21-24). The fact is
that only six people died at the Superdome, four died a natural death, one person
died from a drug overdose and one person committed suicide (Dyson 2006, 171172). WWL-TV’s coverage did also deal with rumors being spread by the media. The
rumor about prisoners rioting at a penitentiary in New Orleans turned out to be
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incorrect and reporters of WWL-TV received confirmation by officials at a press
conference saying that the situation at the prison was under control. However, other
rumors about possible rapes and police firing guns at tourists as a warning shot were
mentioned by WWL-TV journalists without any confirmation. The anchor said that she
“had heard reports of tourists who were caught in the midst of this storm” (Day 5
11.15am-12:45pm, 11:25). She did not mention the source of this piece of
information and whether it had been verified by officials or not. They also mentioned
that reports on rape were “mounting” (Day 5 11.15am-12.45pm, 28:35). Again, there
is no source mentioned and as later reports showed, no reports of rape were ever
found.
These exaggerations and rumors had severe consequences for the people
living in New Orleans. The media helped construct reality and by broadcasting these
rumors about murders and rapes and other forms of violence viewers and their
perception of the current situation in New Orleans was influenced in the course of
Hurricane Katrina. Although the first reports on the devastation of the city forced
politicians to promise quick and huge financial relief, reports on violence and anarchy
impacted their willingness to help residents of New Orleans. Officials felt the need to
plan this relief effort like a military mission and New Orleans police reduced their
rescue operations and focused on stopping imaginary gangs and murderers. These
rumors made officials send a thousand soldiers to the Convention Center to stop the
reported violence. Once they arrived, they did not find any signs of murder, rape or
any other form of violence. People at the Convention Center were cooperative and
did not attack any of the soldiers (Olasky 2006, 25).
Journalists did not only speculate a lot and presented rumors about what was
happening in New Orleans as facts, but their use of language also helped influence
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the way viewers perceived the coverage of Hurricane Katrina. During Hurricane
Katrina local journalists used several means of language that can be considered a
part of the so-called tabloidization. The Online Oxford Dictionaries define the term
tabloidization as “a change in emphasis from the factual to the sensational, especially
in television news”. This change includes means such as the dramatization and
emotionalization of news (Muckenhaupt 1998, 126). When news is dramatized, it
means “to treat a situation as more serious or exciting than it really is” (Macmillan).
The emotionalization of news is defined as a process that “give[s] an emotional
quality to” something (Merriam-Webster). These definitions describe how language is
used to present events as more severe than they are and how the use of certain
words addresses people’s feelings.
The coverage of WWL-TV did not only speculate about the events happening
after the landfall of Hurricane Katrina. They also used these means of tabloidization
to further speculations and the dramatization and emotionalization of the news
presented during their coverage. First of all, their choice of words gave away that
local journalists did not know much for sure in the first days of Hurricane Katrina. The
anchors of WWL-TV used many phrases such as “I assume”, “I do not know”, “it is
still theory” or “it seems to work”. These words show that they did not have much
information that had been verified and therefore could be presented as hard facts.
Other words like assume or appear also point out that much of what is said does not
necessarily have to be true. Since communication was very difficult in the first few
days, these journalists used these kinds of words to express the uncertainty of the
current developments.
The choice of words did not only contribute to the speculation of what was
going to happen, it also influenced the way people would perceive the news
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broadcast. Many expressions were dramatized and helped evoke hysteria. Words
like horrific, scary and tragic were used to describe the situation in New Orleans. The
anchor called the circumstances of the people left in New Orleans “extremely
primitive” (Day 4 5.50pm-7.20pm, 8:53) and the situation at the Superdome “chaotic”
(Day 5 11.15am-12:45pm, 4:50). He compared people who wanted to get on a bus to
be evacuated with Vietnam War soldiers trying to get onto one of the helicopters that
would take them out of Vietnam. This comparison underlines the dramatization of the
event. Although Hurricane Katrina was a serious natural catastrophe with many lives
lost, one could argue that a war is even more severe and dangerous and therefore
they cannot be compared with each other. Such comparisons added to the hysteria
since it implied that the situation in New Orleans was as dangerous as a warzone.
The emotionalization of the coverage could also be found in the choice of
words used to describe the situation in the city. These words were used to reach
people’s emotions and influence their way of perceiving the event. For example, the
anchor refers to nature and “the fury that nature can do” (Day 3 9am-12pm, 1:30). He
speculated about the changes the city would have to face and said that “this change
was traumatically painful” (Day 3 9am-12pm, 16:04). Instead of covering news
unaffectedly, he talked about what the insurance money would not reimburse, for
example, your wedding pictures. The anchor described what people might feel, he
said that people were “in complete shock” (Day 5 4.25pm-5.55pm, 2:32) and in the
course of the coverage he mentioned that “the suffering had gone on very long” (Day
5 4.25pm-5.55pm, 47:30). All these expressions used by the journalists of WWL-TV
were not used to cover the latest developments after Hurricane Katrina had reached
New Orleans and the levees breached. This choice of words was meant to reach
people’s hearts and evoke empathy and sympathy for the people affected.
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More specifically, this kind of emotionalization is not only important when
talking about speculations, exaggerations and hysteria. In the case of the coverage
of Hurricane Katrina, emotionalization becomes even more important when
discussing the relation between local journalists and Hurricane Katrina. The following
subchapter will deal with local reporters and the issue with journalistic detachment
during the coverage of this natural disaster.

5.2.2 “We will survive” – Local Journalists and the Personalization of Hurricane
Katrina
The Ethics Codes (see p. 17/18) state that journalists are supposed to cover
stories in an objective and unbiased way. For most local journalists this aspect of the
Ethics Codes seemed to have lost its relevance during the coverage of Hurricane
Katrina. As McGann and Granfield underline in their paper on Hurricane Katrina and
its news coverage, the coverage of this hurricane was not objective anymore and
many personalized stories were used to reach viewers and readers and make them
more interested in the stories covered (2006, n.pag.).
The analysis of the footage of WWL-TV shows a similar picture. Much of the
coverage was personalized. Anchors addressed the audience directly and between
the individual reports, many of the anchors talked about things that did not only affect
the audience but themselves as well. The content analysis reveals that besides the
focus on destruction and relief efforts, self-references were also mentioned many
times. During the first days of the coverage the anchors reflected on the news station
itself and explained that Hurricane Katrina and its news coverage were a learning
process for the station, too. They talked about what they as a television station could
and could not have done to cover this hurricane. In terms of sources, the anchors
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admitted that every media outlet had problems verifying sources and therefore they
were forced to use quotations from authorities. As already mentioned in chapter 2.2.3
In the Eye of the Storm – WWL-TV’s Evacuation and Coverage, the news station had
to evacuate to Baton Rouge and covered the hurricane from there. These
circumstances were also mentioned during the coverage and, moreover, they
explained how they had to work and what problems they had to face. Much of the
information presented to the viewers was information based on the journalists’
personal experience and what they had seen in New Orleans. WWL-TV’s reporters
would leave Baton Rouge and go to New Orleans to find new information on the
latest developments and then come back to tell the anchors in Baton Rouge.
Journalists were eyewitnesses themselves and therefore much of the initial
information was based on personal experiences. When the anchor asked one of
these reporters about the situation in New Orleans, he explained, for example, that all
hotels were completely booked up. Mike Hoss, another eyewitness reporter of WWLTV, joined the anchors at the studio in Baton Rouge and talked about his experience
in New Orleans. He mentioned how the situation was for reporters and how glad he
was to see his colleagues after four days without any contact. They talked about this
sense of familiarity people from New Orleans share and how they experienced the
hurricane. These pieces of information do not provide anything new for the viewers;
they focus on what the individual reporter experienced when they were in New
Orleans.
Personal experiences of reporters on site were not the only aspects that
indicate that this coverage of WWL-TV was different from the usual coverage of a
natural disaster. The anchors addressed the viewers directly and explained the
situation of the news station. They mentioned that they were frustrated because they
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could not get any answers and therefore asked the audience for information. People,
who had the possibility to reach the station, should do so and tell them what they
knew. One way of doing this, was the website of WWL-TV. This website was
mentioned several times during the coverage of the first few days after Hurricane
Katrina had reached New Orleans. The anchors explained the website and how it
could be used to find relatives and friends and share information with the reporters
from WWL-TV.
Besides the use of the television station’s website and the personal
experiences of the reporters, another vital feature emphasized the personalization of
the local coverage of Hurricane Katrina, the use of language. Words used by the
anchors and the journalists on site were very personalized and prove that this
coverage was not objective and detached. When the hurricane first hit the city, the
anchor talked about his own experience and that this was a once in a lifetime
situation. He showed personal involvement when he talked about the destruction and
what he and his family would do if they did not have a house left. The regular use of
the pronoun we underlines the personal attachment of the reporters and that they did
not detach themselves from the events happening in New Orleans. At one point of
the coverage the anchor said “we [were] all in this together” (Day 1 Afternoon, 31:03),
he continued by saying that this was going to be “hard times for us” (Day 2 4.00pm5.40pm, 43:56). As discussed in Chapter 3, local television stations were important
for viewers because they did not only provide them with essential information but also
provided comfort for people affected by the storm. Mike Hoss, one of the anchors at
WWL-TV explained this we-attitude as follows:
We said stuff and did stuff because we were affected. It was our homes, and our
lives. You would hear words like “we”, “our,” words you would never hear in a
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newscast. But in this situation, it was us. So I think in the weeks following, it was
blurred because we were such a part of it. I don’t think it’s a bad thing, we were a part
of the storm, just like everybody else. I think the viewers appreciate that and
understood that we had homes that were lost too. So as a station, I think that in those
weeks following and in the months following, that attitude kind of prevailed, the “we,”
“our” attitude that you probably would have never seen pre-hurricane. (qtd. in Miller
2014, 77)

The local coverage served as a way of bonding with the viewers. The anchors
pointed out that they wanted to bring people together and support them. Journalists
and viewers were going through the same experience and therefore they used the
pronoun we to show that victims and survivors were not alone in this.
Trying to comfort the viewers was only one of the aspects of this personalized
coverage of Hurricane Katrina. Local news stations also attempted to provide their
viewers with information necessary for their daily lives after Hurricane Katrina and
what to expect when they were allowed to come back to New Orleans. The anchors
talked about things like laundry and how they could wash their clothes or receive their
mail at this point. Moreover, experts were interviewed to give the viewers information
on how to get their pension checks, for example.
In addition to the information on basic things people needed daily and the
attempt to comfort their viewers, local journalists from WWL-TV also personalized the
coverage of Hurricane Katrina by giving their own opinion on several issues that had
come up during the coverage. Again, separation of fact and opinion is one of the
aspects of the Ethics Codes provided by the Society of Professional Journalists (see
p. 17/18). However, since the anchors covered a natural disaster occurring in their
hometown, it seems that most of these reporters could no longer keep their opinions
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and feelings separated from the coverage. Anchors, for example, talked about their
personal emotions and what upset them the most. Moreover, they expressed their
feelings about the importance of saving human lives and at the same time not
wanting to see animals suffer. In terms of the destruction and the looting that
happened after the breach of the levees, many anchors stated their personal opinion
on what was going on in New Orleans. They disagreed with the looting and said that
is was sad that a small number of people made the city look like a city without laws.
Such statements do not provide viewers with essential information but express the
personal opinion of the reporters. Furthermore, many anchors also discussed how
they felt when watching the footage or reading the latest updates. One anchor
explained that the pictures of the children were the hardest to watch for the
journalists at WWL-TV. They said that they felt closer to the viewers and that their
city would come back stronger and better. The reporters reminded the viewers that
they had to keep faith and pray for a quick recovery. Since many of the reporters
from New Orleans were locals and had spent most of their lives in New Orleans, the
anchors pointed out that it hurt them the most to see the city like this. For these
reporters it was hard to observe this magnitude of the destruction. They also
mentioned that some of the anchors cancelled their vacation to stay and help with the
coverage. Another anchor explained that he tried to keep himself busy, so he would
not think about his own house and the possibility that it might be gone. These
journalists also discussed the circumstances of their friends and families and how
they experienced the hurricane. One of the anchors mentioned her sister-in-law, a
nurse at the time, who told the reporter that there were armed people outside the
hospital. Additionally to this personal eyewitness, one has to consider whether this
person was a reliable source to begin with.
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Summing up, one important aspect of WWL-TV’s coverage of Hurricane
Katrina was the personalization of the news. Anchors addressed viewers directly and
provided them with the information necessary to make important decisions.
Moreover, the use of the pronoun we suggested that the reporters felt connected to
the viewers and knew that they were going through the same experience. Local news
served as a way of comforting the viewers and helping them not give up hope. On the
other hand, the anchors of WWL-TV also used the coverage to express their own
feelings and opinions on what was happening in New Orleans. Two of the issues
discussed by the journalists thoroughly were death and destruction caused by
Hurricane Katrina. The following chapter will focus on how the coverage dealt with
these two aspects and what elements stood out during the coverage.

5.2.3 Left with Nothing: Covering Death and Destruction during Hurricane Katrina
Studies of the news coverage of Hurricane Katrina have criticized the
coverage for focusing on destruction and death too much. The media paid too much
attention to the damage caused by Hurricane Katrina and therefore shaped the
perception of the state New Orleans was in (Tierney et al. and Prah qtd. in Voorhees
et al. 2007, 426). As already discussed in chapter 3.2.3 Frames, the Construction of
Reality and Objectivity, many different angles can be used when covering a natural
disaster. With the focus on the destruction and lives lost, one of the frames used
during the coverage of Hurricane Katrina was the human interest frame. The
coverage of WWL-TV also spent a great deal of their coverage on the destruction
caused by Hurricane Katrina and the breach of the levees. The anchors talked about
the parts of the city that had been flooded and how many people had died so far. The
destruction they covered did not only concern New Orleans but the whole Gulf Coast
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region. The destruction on Grand Isle, for example, and the consequences for the oil
industry were mentioned. There was also a lot of speculation in terms of the damage
done to the city and other parts of the Gulf coast. The anchors could not confirm
whether the oil rigs had been damaged or if the bridges were being inspected by
engineers to assure that the bridges were safe to cross. Moreover, anchors
attempted to figure out what problems people might have to face once they could
come back and start rebuilding their houses. One of the anchors, for example,
mentioned that it would be difficult to find a contractor. They also speculated how
they would get the supplies to rebuild the city and how they were going to operate
after Hurricane Katrina.
Destruction and death were not the only two important issues the coverage
focused on, the awareness of these problems was also influenced by the anchor’s
choice of words. The consequences of Hurricane Katrina were emotionalized and
dramatized. The anchors described the destruction as “unbelievable” (Day 3 9am12pm, 22:30) and “overwhelming” (Day 3 9am-12pm, 33:10) and the rescue effort as
“never-ending” (Day 3 9am-12pm, 32:48). They pointed out that some of the
destroyed houses had been home to several generations of a family. The journalists
emphasized that many innocent civilians were trapped in the city with no place to go
to. At one point, one of the anchors said that they had heard a story about a man
dying at his wife’s feet. Such expressions are meant to reach people’s hearts and do
not necessarily deliver important information. Moreover, words to dramatize the
situation in New Orleans were used. During the coverage the reporters explained that
the residents of New Orleans were in “desperate dire straits” (Day 4 9am-12pm, 4:40)
and that the damage was “monumental” (Day 4 5.50pm-7.20pm, 34:32). New
Orleans was a city “in ruins” (Day 5 11.15am-12:45pm, 28:16) and people had to deal
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with the “stench of rotting corpses and raw sewage” (Day 5 11.15am-12:45pm,
28:20). At the hospitals the conditions were “intolerable” (Day 4 5.50pm-7.20pm,
20:49) and the search for survivors was “slow and grim” (Day 4 9am-12pm, 50:43).
All of these expressions were used to emotionalize and dramatize the coverage and
again show that the coverage of Hurricane Katrina was not objective but very
personal for most of the journalists at the local television station WWL-TV. Instead of
covering the hurricane and its aftermath in an unbiased way and providing the
viewers with facts, these journalists’ choice of words addressed viewers’ emotions,
but also dramatized the situation in New Orleans.
In addition to the dramatization and the emotionalization of the coverage, two
other means of language, metaphors and euphemisms, were used by the journalists
of WWL-TV. Before Hurricane Katrina had reached New Orleans, anchors would
speculate about the “doomsday scenario” (Day 1 3.32am-5.10am, 4:53) and that the
city was a “time bomb just waiting to go off” (Day 1 3.32am-5.10am, 21:30). After the
landfall of Hurricane Katrina and the evacuation of the city, journalists described the
city as a “ghost town” (Day 1 3.32am-5.10am, 9:04). Both residents and journalists
were in the “same boat” (Day 2 4pm-5.40pm, 57:54) and television had become a
“common ground for all of them” (Day 4 9am-12pm, 18:12). The destruction of the
city was compared to the consequences of a bomb drop. In terms of death, people
who died during and after the flooding of the city were described as “fatalities” and
“causalities” (Day 1 Afternoon, 18:31). These means of language were used to help
people understand the ramifications of Hurricane Katrina and how serious the breach
of the levees was. However, it is also essential to underline that this choice of words
might also have intensified the emotionalization and dramatization of the coverage of
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Hurricane Katrina. Especially words like “doomsday” or “ghost town” have an impact
on the viewer and influence their perception of the natural disaster.
Death and destruction were not only expressed with the words spoken by
journalists, these issues were mainly covered with the use of visuals. Particularly
destruction of a city is best conveyed when viewers are confronted with images.
Dynes and Rodríguez point out that one of television’s strengths is the possibility to
show destruction and death much more extensively. The use of images catches
viewers’ attention and underlines the enormous force of hurricanes. However, Dynes
and Rodríguez also criticize the fact that images of destruction are often shown
without proper context and therefore cannot be classified according to geographical
location or what meaning these images have for certain social classes. Such visuals
are not only used to show the viewers the extent of the destruction, they are also
meant to reach people on an emotional level. Viewers should feel sympathy for
people who have just lost everything. Besides the destruction of the city, images of
dead people were also broadcast. Visuals of bodies floating in the water were often
shown to underline the power of nature and the consequences of Hurricane Katrina.
1,846 people died in New Orleans during and after the landfall of Hurricane Katrina.
This number makes Hurricane Katrina one of the deadliest hurricanes in the U.S.
history; however, initial estimations of dead people were ten times higher than the
actual number (Dynes and Rodríguez 2007, 25-26).
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Illustration 2 (Day 2 4.00pm-5.40pm, 0:52)

Images shown during the coverage of Hurricane Katrina are the one aspect
viewers remember the most, even after years have passed. In terms of death, the
one visual most people recall is the houses with the letter X on them. This letter
marked abandoned houses that had been searched by rescue teams. Another visual
that was constantly shown during the coverage was people trapped on their roofs
waiting for somebody to rescue them. A study carried out in 2009 pointed out that this
image of people waving desperately at helicopters was the one visual people
remembered the most, even four years after Hurricane Katrina. One of the reasons
these images stayed in people’s minds was not only the focus on stranded residents
but also the repetition of these images. The victims, the helicopters and the locations
may have varied; however, the rescue operation was always the same (Miller et al.
2014, 127-129).
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Illustration 3 (Day 2 4.00pm-5.40pm, 1:20:10)

WWL-TV used many images of the destruction of New Orleans for their
coverage as well. Before the hurricane had reached New Orleans, they did not have
any material to broadcast and therefore had to use satellite images to show the
course of the hurricane. These images and other maps provided information on the
positions, the winds and the pressure of Hurricane Katrina. The first day after the
landfall of Hurricane Katrina it was very difficult for the anchors at Baton Rouge to
receive video material from New Orleans. Once they were given the first footage,
most of it focused on the destruction of the city. In the course of the analysis of WWLTV’s footage the question of a possible image-to-text-gap was raised. Burger
underlines that in order to understand the relation between an image and the text
spoken, it is important to consider the position of the anchor. Whether an anchor is
on or off screen has an impact on the perception of the information presented. The
conditions for the reception of what is presented by an anchor on-screen are related
to the conditions that can be found during an ordinary conversation with a person
present in the same room. One of the most important differences between these
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conversations, however, is the camera. Viewers cannot change the perspective from
which they see the images (Burger 1984, 290). When the anchor is on-screen it is
easier for viewers to understand the information presented as texts and images.
Burger points out that the biggest issue in terms of text and image is found when the
anchor provides information off-screen. The viewer perceives the information on two
different channels. They see the images and at the same time hear the voice of the
anchor giving them additional information. When experts talk about the image-to-textgap, they refer to this situation with the anchor being off-screen. Viewers, who are
confronted with these conditions, usually try to find a relation between what is shown
and what is spoken. Journalists can influence the viewers’ perception by making a
clear connection between the text and the images and therefore helping the viewers
understand the information more easily (Burger 1984, 295-296).
In terms of images of destruction and the information provided by the anchors,
many gaps were found during the coverage of WWL-TV. One of the first images
broadcast were images of St. Bernard Avenue, which was completely flooded. While
showing these images, the anchors talked about this avenue. However, many of the
other images simply showed the destruction of most of the parts of New Orleans and
people either waiting for help on their rooftops or walking through water to find shelter
and supplies. In some cases the anchors could not even determine what part of the
city they were showing. Moreover, many images of the destruction were broadcast
repeatedly while talking about other things happening at that time. Images of the
French Quarter, for example, were first shown and discussed about. Later in the
coverage, however, the same images were broadcast and the anchor talked about
other issues such as the situation at the Superdome without showing any additional
visuals of the Superdome. At another point of the coverage images of flooded areas
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were shown and instead of referring to these areas, the anchors discussed the
Superdome once more. The viewers’ perception of the pieces of information
presented can be impacted since viewers have to comprehend the images broadcast
and the additional spoken information at the same time. Besides the destruction,
death was also visualized. During the coverage, an image of a coffin floating in the
water was shown. Instead of referring to possible fatalities, the anchor started talking
about why coffins in New Orleans were not buried in the ground. The analysis of
about 600 minutes of original footage did not contain any other dead people or
corpses floating in the water. In terms of image-to-text-gaps and the repetition of
footage, many additional gaps were found during the analysis. Besides repeated
images of destroyed houses and flooded streets, many visuals showed people
walking through water carrying what was left of their personal belongings. While
broadcasting these images of people in need, the reporters did sometimes refer to
these people, but most of the time they talked about other issues. They discussed the
possible recovery of New Orleans and food supplies while showing images of men
walking through the water. Several times residents having been saved by boats were
not directly addressed; journalists talked about the general frustration of stranded
people and the possible cost of fixing the city.
Many visuals were repeated and often shown while the anchors talked about
something

completely

different.

One

explanation

could

be

the

fact

that

communication between reporters in New Orleans and anchors in Baton Rouge was
difficult. Therefore, it took much longer to provide the anchors in Baton Rouge with
new video material. When the anchors mentioned an oil rig, for example, that was
found in Mobile, Alabama, but originally located in Louisiana, they could not provide
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any images to support what had been said. Instead they showed visuals of destroyed
houses.
These images-to-text-gaps are only one of the aspects that were found during
the analysis of the footage of WWL-TV; other features of images such as the focus
and the purpose of these visuals have also been analyzed. Most of the images
shown during the coverage of Hurricane Katrina were visuals of destruction and
flooding of the city of New Orleans. Journalists would get on a helicopter and fly
across the city to get an update on its current state. Other reporters would find a way
to get into the city and report from several parishes of New Orleans. Images of the
French Quarter were broadcast repeatedly and also visuals of people on roofs or in
the flooded streets would be shown many times. Sometimes they would show people
standing in front of the Superdome or on the interstates trying to leave town. Another
important aspect with regard to destruction but also the personalization of the
coverage is the fact that some of the video material focused on the neighborhoods of
one of the reporters of WWL-TV. One of these journalists managed to get to her
neighborhood and covered the damage done to the houses near her own house. She
interviewed neighbors and tried to enter her own house. This kind of coverage again
underlines that for these reporters it was not possible to stay detached since their
personal lives were as affected by Hurricane Katrina as the people they covered in
their stories. Apart from the destruction of houses and other buildings, another focus
of much of the material was on the survivors and evacuees trying to leave the city as
fast as possible. The visuals showed people sitting on camp beds or the elderly being
evacuated and not knowing how long they would have to stay. The images displayed
people who had lost everything and were looking for help.
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The purpose of these images varied. The visuals of the satellite maps and the
first images of the flooded St. Bernard Avenue were used to inform the viewers of the
development of Hurricane Katrina and the consequences the storm had caused.
Additionally, visuals of destroyed houses and parishes under water were supposed to
show residents, who had left the city and were able to watch television, the damage
done to their neighborhoods. Images of the harbor and other areas of the Gulf Coast
also provided essential information for people affected by Hurricane Katrina. Visuals
displaying the coffin floating through the water or people trying to find their way
through the flooded streets were not necessarily used to inform viewers. Such
images were meant to emotionalize the coverage and reach people’s hearts. When a
man waving was shown, the anchor assumed that he was looking for help and the
image of a completely destroyed house was used to show that many families had lost
everything. Another man was waving the American flag and the anchor commented
on this image by saying that this was a story of hope. The visual of a cross was
interpreted as a sign of a lot of despair. A man holding a baby said that they did not
have any food to give their child. All of these images mentioned were not essential to
provide relevant information on the developments in New Orleans. They were used to
dramatize and emotionalize the coverage and keep viewers interested in their
reports. Again, this local news station did not consider their task to be only to inform
viewers but also to comfort the people affected and support them. Showing such
visuals of people suffering and coffins floating around might have been meant to
make the government aware of these people’s circumstances and anticipate
necessary rescue missions and financial aid. During the broadcast of a press
conference by President Bush, WWL-TV showed images of people in need. While he
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was talking about what needed to be done, these images displayed where help was
urgently needed.
Destruction and death were two of the main issues that were addressed in the
course of the coverage of Hurricane Katrina. The choice of words did not necessarily
give information in an objective and unbiased way. Many words were used to
dramatize and emotionalize the coverage and address people on an emotional level
to keep them interested in the coverage. Apart from the use of words, the images
shown during most of WWL-TV’s coverage displayed the destruction of the city and
the circumstances the survivors were in. The purpose of the images was not only to
inform people but also to emotionalize and dramatize the coverage. Visuals of people
in need and houses completely destroyed were supposed to make viewers aware of
the suffering of the survivors. Death and destruction, however, were not the only
aspects of this coverage. Another instrumental issue that has to be addressed in the
course of this paper is the portrayal of different races after the landfall of Hurricane
Katrina.

5.2.4 Black vs White: The Representation of Race during Hurricane Katrina
Apart from the focus on destruction and the flooding of the city, looting was
one of the most discussed issues during the coverage of Hurricane Katrina. This
focus has not only been criticized due to the fact that the emphasis on looting
constructed a sense of lawlessness and anarchy in New Orleans, but also because
this kind of crime was connected with race. Chapter 4.1.1 Local News and Crime has
already dealt with the issues of local television stations and their portrayal of different
races in terms of crimes and violence. Crime is one of the most popular topics in local
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news and shapes people’s perception of crime in their near surroundings and among
specific ethnic groups.
Looting is one of the problems that is generally connected with natural
disasters. Once a hurricane, an earthquake or other natural catastrophes have
occurred, people expect looting to happen. However, literature shows that in most
cases extensive looting has been highly exaggerated and that most of the affected
people do not break the laws simply because they would have the chance to get
away with it. In terms of Hurricane Katrina and the city of New Orleans reports on
looting could be found in every kind of media. Newspapers, news stations, radio
stations and the internet covered this issue in detail (Frailing and Harper 2007, 5254). This overrepresentation of violence and crime caused a sense of panic and
danger in New Orleans, whereas stories about people showing kindness and helping
each other were hardly ever covered (Tierney, Bevc, and Kuligowski qtd. in Voorhees
et al. 2007, 418).
Looting was one of the frames many media outlets chose to use during the
coverage of Hurricane Karina. As already mentioned looting may happen after a
natural disaster has destroyed large parts of a city, however, usually the looting is not
as extensive as displayed by the media. One problem with the looting frame is the
fact that focusing on something unusual can have negative effects on the viewers
(Tierney et al. 2006, 61). As Tierney et al. mention in their paper:
Some explanations center on reporting conventions that lead media organizations,
particularly electronic media, to focus on dramatic, unusual, and exceptional behavior,
which can lead audiences to believe such behavior is common and typical. (2006, 61)

This quotation underlines that the repeated coverage of looting after a natural
disaster can influence viewers and their perception. This can result in making them
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believe that what they see on television is the kind of behavior they can expect after
a hurricane. Actions taken by the government such as sending the National Guard to
regions affected to avoid looting also show that authorities assume that looting will be
an issue anyway and therefore they need to be prepared to stop possible looting
(Tierney et al. 2006, 61).
The emphasis on looting was not the only issue connected with this problem;
the reports on looting have also been criticized for being racist and connecting crime
with only one ethnic group, African-Americans. A general issue with television news
is how people from different ethnic groups are represented on television and
especially in the news (Carter and Weaver 2003, 29). Allan points out that “journalists
often implicitly link issues around ‘race’ with those of ‘law and ‘order’” (qtd. in Carter
and Weaver 2003, 29). This emphasis on minorities and crime leads to the
reinforcement of stereotypes and connects only certain ethnic groups with violent
crimes. This may not only result in stereotypes, but also in increased fear and
prejudice (Lipschultz and Hilt 2002, 116).

Illustration 4 (Day 3 7.00pm-10.00pm, 14:01)
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The coverage of WWL-TV also put a lot of emphasis on looting and the
resulting violence. Eye-witness reporters talked about the situation in New Orleans
and the problem with the looters. Reporters told the anchors that they had been
threatened by some people who saw the camera. Apparently, these people were
looters. A report on some looters having shot a police officer in New Orleans was
repeatedly covered and hence created a sense of danger and violence. During the
analysis of the footage of WWL-TV, however, this incident was the only one where a
person was injured by looters. Moreover, journalists being threatened by looters was
also only mentioned once. Nevertheless, the repetition of these events contributed to
the perception of New Orleans as a dangerous city that did not have any laws
anymore. As Miller et al. underline:
Looting visuals were played and replayed on a loop. Unlike the many rooftop rescue
visuals, however, there was just a handful of actual looting scenes recorded. The
same videos of the same three or four looting events were shown continuously by all
national news outlets and a few local outlets. (2014, 131)

The reporters at WWL-TV also had only few images of people looting. These visuals
were repeated several times during their coverage and therefore created the same
sense of anarchy and extensive looting in New Orleans. Another issue concerning
looting was the lack of verification. Some of the footage was shot from a helicopter;
therefore, reporters could not talk to people directly. While the anchors, for example,
were talking about looting, visuals of three people walking through water were shown.
These people were carrying goods. Although the reporters were discussing the
current looting situation, they could not have known whether these people were
carrying stolen goods or their personal belongings. By mentioning looting and
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showing these images, however, viewers may not have questioned the news
presented and simply assumed that these people were stealing goods.
The main issue that has to be criticized in terms of the reports on looting is the
fact that every time journalists talked about looting in New Orleans, they would only
show visuals of African-Americans. Whereas most police officers and other
authorities shown during the coverage were Caucasian, African-Americans were only
portrayed as victims or looters. These negative images of African-Americans
influenced the way the audience perceived the victims of Hurricane Katrina. Negative
images lead to negative attitudes and with a focus on looting and destruction the
perception of Hurricane Katrina was impacted. The coverage reinforced negative
stereotypes and prejudices about African-Americans and eventually slowed down the
relief effort and financial aid for the victims of Hurricane Katrina (Miller et al. 2014,
132). The racist tendencies of the coverage of Hurricane Katrina were not only found
in television news, also newspapers portrayed Caucasian and African-American
victims of this hurricane differently. One newspaper printed the image of an AfricanAmerican carrying goods and another newspaper published an image of some
Caucasians with supplies in their hands. The image of the African-American was
captioned with the word looting, whereas the visual with the Caucasians was labeled
with the word finding. In both cases it is not clear whether these people were carrying
their personal belongings or stealing things. However, it is instrumental to point out
that the African-American was accused of looting, while the Caucasians simply found
food and other things (Voorhees et al. 2007, 416-417). This is only one example of
the racist tendencies that could be found during the coverage of Hurricane Katrina.
The use of images and how these visuals portrayed the people affected is not
the only aspect of the news coverage that has to be examined critically. The choice
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of words in terms of race and racial prejudice also has to be considered. Language
contributes to the construction of reality. It is one of the most powerful means that
can be used to influence people and their perception of reality. Lakoff describes the
power of language as follows: “[Language] is the means and the medium by which
we construct and understand ourselves as individuals, as coherent creatures, and
also as members of a culture, a cohesive unit” (2000, 21). Through language people
conceive who they are and where they belong in society. The meaning of words
plays an even more important role. When people create the meaning of words, they
have the power to influence the perception of reality. The meaning of a word
depends on the context in which it is used (Lakoff 2000, 42). The one word used
constantly during the coverage to describe the survivors of Hurricane Katrina was the
term refugee. The online version of Merriam-Webster defines the term refugee as
“someone who has been forced to leave a country because of war or for religious or
political reasons”. Technically speaking, the use of this word was incorrect since
survivors of Hurricane Katrina did not have to leave their country; they only had to
leave their city and go to another American city. At no point of the evacuation were
people forced to leave the United States of America. Also the journalists at WWL-TV
used the word refugee consistently. Although the words survivors or victims were
also employed, labeling these people as refugees was still used the most. When the
anchors talked about the losses of these people or the evacuation to other cities,
most reporters referred to them as refugees. Despite the fact that the definition of the
term refugee shows that these people were not refugees, most media outlets used
this word. Therefore, one has to question why these people were called refugees
after all. Ruth Gordon emphasizes that one of the reason for this reference could be
the fact that the situation in New Orleans was described as a war zone and a city of
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lawlessness. Images shown on television or printed in newspapers showed
thousands of people, mostly African-Americans, on rooftops or walking through water
trying to find help. Gordon points out that media outlets soon started to draw
comparisons between the conditions in New Orleans and Third World countries. The
expression Third World countries is also highly criticized by Gordon since it implies a
very negative attitude towards African countries. When people think of Third World
countries, words like underdeveloped, undeveloped or poor come to mind. (Gordon
2009, 227-228). The use of these words implied that the situation in New Orleans
was as bad as many Americans expect the situation in many African countries to be.
After the landfall of Hurricane Katrina, images of poor African-Americans waiting on
rooftops or lining up in front of the Superdome or the Convention Center dominated
the coverage of Hurricane Katrina. These visuals caused many journalists to
compare the circumstances in New Orleans with a Third World country and the
survivors with refugees (Gordon 2009, 233).
Labeling New Orleanians as refugees caused much criticism. Many people felt
offended by the term since they were all Americans and had not left the country at
any time before and after Hurricane Katrina. After heated debates and much protest,
many media outlets started to use the term victim or evacuee instead of refugee
(Gordon 2009, 235-236). Pierre and Farhi, PA vice president of MSNBC, explained
why they stopped using the word refugee by saying that “there was a sense in the
word ‘refugee’ that it somehow made these United States citizens, people who live in
Louisiana and Mississippi, into aliens or foreigners or something less than they are.”
(qtd. in Gordon 2009, 236). The use of this word shows racist tendencies since it
implies that especially African-Americans were not considered fully American. This
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was amplified by comparing the situation in New Orleans with Third World countries
and a war zone.
Journalists at WWL-TV did not only use the term refugee regularly, they also
contributed to the image of New Orleans as a war zone. They explained that people
were “fighting for their survival” (Day 3 9am-12pm, 36:15) and that it was going to
“need an army to restore peace” (Day 3 9am-12pm, 36:15). They dramatized the
situation by saying that “looters were taking over the city” (Day 3 7pm-10pm, 46:19)
and that their actions were intolerable. The anchors emotionalized the coverage by
saying that looting may have been the only possibility for these people, but at the
same time they said that looting was still a crime. This shows that there was hardly
any differentiation between taking essential goods and stealing things like television
sets or other unnecessary goods. They also quoted New Orleanians who said that
the city was a war zone by day and by night; there was the possibility of gangs
resulting in potential violence. These statements did not only contribute to the image
of a war zone, it also contained speculations about gangs and crimes.
As this chapter on race and the media has shown, the coverage of Hurricane
Katrina included several aspects that pointed toward racist tendencies. When
discussing looters, only visuals of African-Americans were shown. The word refugee,
used to describe survivors and evacuees, contributed to these tendencies by
implying that these people were aliens to the United States. The fact that mostly
African-Americans were shown as either victims or criminals and hence reinforced
stereotypes again raises the question about ethics in journalism.
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5.2.5 Ethics and the Coverage of Hurricane Katrina
The Ethics Codes have been discussed in detail in chapter 3.1.1. The Society
of Professional Journalists advises journalists to report unbiasedly, check sources
and validity, stay independent, be accountable for their actions and reduce harm to a
minimum (for more detail see chapter 3.1.1). When journalists deal with victims and
survivors of natural catastrophes, they are expected to treat them compassionately
and with a lot of sensitivity. These people have a right to have their privacy protected
and their dignity preserved.
The coverage of WWL-TV did contain some material that could be criticized by
the Society of Professional Journalists. Especially the broadcasting of certain images
has to be considered in more detail. They showed images of people in wheel chairs
or sleeping on chairs while talking about the shock, weariness and the disbelief that
these people must have been feeling at that moment. This kind of portrayal displayed
the affected individuals as victims, who did not know what to do next. When the
reporters showed images of people being caught on their roofs, they sometimes
zoomed in on these people. During one of these reports, people were rescued from a
roof and reporters zoomed in on their faces, so the audience could see these people
clearly. The depiction of these people in such desperate and dangerous situations
raises the question of whether these journalists had crossed a line. Journalists are
supposed to preserve the dignity of the people affected. However, when visuals show
people in circumstances where they are completely helpless and exhausted, their
dignity can be put at risk. Other images displayed a rescue mission of elderly people.
They were too weak to leave themselves; therefore they needed help from other
people. The portrayal underlined how weak they were and again undermined their
dignity.
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The reporters of WWL-TV did several interviews with survivors of Hurricane
Katrina. Since most people are not used to talking in front of a camera, journalists
have to be very careful when they interview such people. One of the women being
interviewed talked about how she experienced the landfall of Hurricane Katrina and
the breach of the levees. As she continued talking, she started to cry. It is obvious
that this woman was still in shock and completely exhausted. Although she was
crying and upset, they kept filming and interviewing her. Journalists are supposed to
treat victims compassionately and one could argue that these journalists should have
stopped the interview once she started to cry. Another interview with a woman
indicates the same problem. A reporter wanted to talk to her and she cried out of
desperation. She talked about her mother and that she could not take it anymore.
Again, this woman was tired, desperate and completely drained. Showing such
visuals on television does not protect these people’s dignity, but portrays them as
weak and completely helpless. A state nobody wants to be shown in on television.
Interviews with victims are very difficult since they may exploit the people affected.
One interview with two women who had lost everything serves as an example. They
said that they could not get any money, there was no gasoline available and they
demanded the president’s help. Just like the other people interviewed, these two
women were very exhausted and were trying to get out of the city as fast as possible.
One of the women told the reporter desperately that they needed a lot of help and as
she was about to start crying, she turned away from the camera. These interviews
did not provide any vital information for the audience; they reached people’s hearts
but at the same time infringed the dignity of these people.
As the water rose, many people fled to the interstates. Since it is very hot in
August and September and the water supply was slow, many people collapsed. One
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report showed two men carrying a woman over the interstate. She did not move and
one can assume that she was unconscious. These images did not only serve as a
means of emotionalization since they emphasized how dire the situation in New
Orleans was, they also crossed an ethical line. The two men carrying the woman
were shown for more than a minute. This was not necessary for the coverage. The
anchors also broadcast a visual of a man lying on some cardboard boxes while they
were talking about the desperation of these people. These images were used to
dramatize and emotionalize the coverage, but again they displayed these people in
very difficult circumstances and did not necessarily protect these people’s privacy.
This invasion of privacy was also revealed when the camera zoomed in on a woman
who was changing her baby’s diaper. Such situations are very private and should not
be videotaped since they were not essential for the coverage of Hurricane Katrina.
These examples have shown that there is a fine line between providing
viewers with necessary information and crossing an ethical line. Displaying people in
desperate situations may lead to an invasion of privacy and interviewing people who
have lost everything and are completely exhausted puts their dignity at risk.
Therefore, it is instrumental that journalists keep the Ethics Codes in mind and treat
the people affected compassionately and with respect especially after a natural
disaster has taken everything away from them.
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6. CONCLUSION
Ten years ago Hurricane Katrina changed the face of New Orleans forever.
With more than 80 percent of the city flooded and almost two thousand lives lost, this
hurricane was one of the deadliest hurricanes the United States of America has ever
experienced. Covering Hurricane Katrina challenged media outlets in many different
ways. Local television stations, newspapers and radio stations had to be evacuated
and therefore could not report as they usually would have. WWL-TV, one of the local
television stations in New Orleans, evacuated to Baton Rouge, the capital of
Louisiana, to be able to cover this natural catastrophe.
The analysis of the footage of WWL-TV carried out for this paper has shown
that covering a catastrophe such as Hurricane Katrina causes many issues and
challenges journalists in several ways. First of all, covering a natural disaster differs
from covering everyday issues such as crime, sports or the weather. An event is
perceived as a natural catastrophe when different issues are the case. First of all,
information on the event has to be available to the journalist, the cause for the
catastrophe has to be found and in most cases the natural disaster covered has
consequences for the viewers. Therefore, distance between a natural disaster and
the audience is essential. Since WWL-TV is a local television station in New Orleans,
it was important to take a closer look at the role of local news station in a community.
Local news stations are very important for most residents of a city and in terms of
Hurricane Katrina, local television stations did not only provide essential information
to the viewers, they also reached their viewers on an emotional level. Many residents
feel connected with local stations and consider them a vital part of their community.
Before and after the landfall of Hurricane Katrina local news stations served as an
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essential source of information. Viewers expected these news stations to give them
updates on the development of this hurricane, the possible evacuation plans and
relief efforts once Hurricane Katrina had reached New Orleans.
The results of the analyzed 600 minutes of original footage show that WWLTV was one of the television stations many residents turned to once the hurricane
had made landfall. Many local reporters managed to enter New Orleans and gather
information on the latest developments and the current situation in New Orleans. The
analysis of WWL-TV’s coverage displays the difficulties journalists had to face and
the consequences these issues had. Due to lack of trustful sources and verification of
information the first few days of the coverage contained much speculation and many
rumors, which eventually led to hysteria and portrayed New Orleans as a city without
laws. Media do not represent reality as it is. Since news is always covered from a
certain angle or by using a specific frame, the perception of these pieces of
information is impacted. Different frames influence the way information is processed
and what people think about what they see on television. Journalists may cover a
natural disaster from the human interest frame, the political frame, the morality frame,
the economic frame, the conflict frame or the attribution to responsibility frame. The
choice of frame determines the perception. In the course of the coverage of WWLTV, several frames were used. Anchors at the station, for example, often used
authorities as sources and therefore used the political frame to provide information.
Reporters on location talked about the destruction of the city, the financial and
emotional consequences for the residents and also interviewed survivors of
Hurricane Katrina. They made use of the economic frame and the human interest
frame. The conflict frame and morality frame were applied when WWL-TV reporters
covered the issues of looting and violence in New Orleans. Besides the selection of
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frame, language also influences the perception of the audience. The choice of words
shows that anchors in Baton Rouge and reporters on location did not know many
things for sure and therefore used terms that expressed this kind of uncertainty. The
presentation of rumors as facts caused the audience to believe that anarchy ruled
New Orleans making it a very dangerous place and eventually even slowed down
rescue efforts.
Apart from much speculation and the lack of reliable sources, one of the
aspects of this coverage that stood out the most was the personalization of WWLTV’s coverage of Hurricane Katrina. Again the choice of words displays this feature of
the broadcast. Although journalists are supposed to report unbiasedly and
objectively, these local journalists could not follow this point of the Ethics Codes
anymore. Since they were victims themselves and as affected by Hurricane Katrina
as the people they covered in their stories, objectivity was not an option anymore.
Anchors regularly used the pronoun we and referred to New Orleans as their city.
Reporters also expressed their personal opinions on looting and the rescue mission.
Moreover, journalists would talk about their personal experiences in New Orleans
and how they perceived the situation in New Orleans. This kind of coverage shows
that local television stations did not only see their task as providing the latest
information but also as comforting their viewers. The self-understanding of these
journalists shifted in the course of the coverage of Hurricane Katrina. They felt
connected to their audience since they were going through the same experience.
This connection with their audience was often expressed by saying that they
as journalists did not know themselves whether their houses were still standing or
their families were unharmed. Death and destruction was another frame used during
the coverage of Hurricane Katrina. Experts have criticized that there was too much
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focus on destruction. WWL-TV also paid a lot of attention to the destruction and the
flooding of the city. Issues here were not only the overemphasis on destruction but
also the fact that again language was used to dramatize and emotionalize the
coverage resulting in an image of New Orleans as a warzone. This portrayal was
underlined by showing many visuals of destroyed neighborhoods and people being
trapped on roofs. Besides the choice of words, images have an even bigger impact
on the perception of viewers. Visuals stay in people’s minds more easily and
therefore determined their awareness of the consequences of Hurricane Katrina. The
mentioned image-to-text-gap points out that processing of information is also
influenced by the way text and images are presented. It is more difficult for viewers to
process the text if the anchor is off-screen and the images and the text do not
correlate. The image-to-text-gap is one issue that was analyzed in terms of images;
the focus and the purpose of visuals were two more aspects. Whereas many images
of destroyed neighborhoods and flooded areas were supposed to inform viewers
about the current state of the city, other regularly repeated images of people walking
through water or waiting on roofs to be rescued did not deliver new information, but
were meant to reach people’s hearts and evoke sympathy and empathy for people
affected by Hurricane Katrina.
These images of people on roofs or in the water were one of the images
journalists broadcast constantly. The other issue discussed regularly was looting and
other violent crimes. Local news has often been criticized for covering too much
crime influencing the viewers’ perception of reality as more dangerous than it is. The
coverage of Hurricane Katrina was no exception to the rule. Although only a few acts
of looting were captured on camera, these visuals were repeatedly shown on
television. This repetition did not only make viewers think that New Orleans had
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turned into a city without laws and as dangerous as a warzone, it also showed the
racist tendencies of the coverage of Hurricane Katrina. Whereas Caucasian New
Orleanians were portrayed as police officers or other authority figures, AfricanAmericans were only displayed when talking about looting and other violent crimes.
This kind of portrayal reinforces negative stereotypes and prejudices concerning
African-Americans and eventually even affected the relief efforts. Apart from the
images broadcast during the coverage, the choice of words also contributed to this
negative portrayal of African-Americans. The word used the most to describe the
people affected was refugee. As the definition of this word has shown, this word was
used incorrectly since it describes a person who has had to flee their country to save
their life. New Orleanians never had to leave their country; they were only forced to
leave the city or the state. Therefore, the use of this word implied that these people
were not real Americans and foreigners to this country.
These racist tendencies lead to the last issue discussed in the course of the
analysis of WWL-TV’s coverage, media ethics. Journalists are supposed to report
unbiasedly, check their sources, reduce harm and be accountable for their actions.
Civilians shown on television have the right to protect their privacy and their dignity.
During the coverage several problems were detected. Interviews with survivors of
Hurricane Katrina, people who had lost everything, raised the question of unethical
behavior. These people were completely exhausted and often started to cry in the
middle of the interview. Other people were not directly addressed, but filmed from a
helicopter. The camera would zoom in and display their faces .This kind of portrayal
undermined these people’s dignity and did not protect their privacy.
All in all, Hurricane Katrina proved that the coverage of natural disasters is a
challenge many reporters often have problems facing appropriately. Journalists are
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supposed to follow the Ethics Codes, however, as the coverage of WWL-TV has
shown, journalists directly affected may no longer be able to do so. Media outlets
such as television stations influence the perception of a natural disaster and their
representation of a hurricane and its aftermath may even impact rescue missions.
Therefore, it is instrumental for future coverage of natural disasters to not only
consider the Ethics Codes but also to train future journalists in how to deal with
natural catastrophes and the people affected by the aftermath more responsibly.
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10. APPENDIX
ANALYSES RESULTS:
DAY 1 3.32am to 5.10am
General
Dimension
Date
Point of Time
Length
Time Code

Questions
08.29.2005
When was the report broadcast?
3.32 am to 4.20 am
How long is the report?
47:38 min
0:06 – 47:44

Content
Dimension

Time Code

FOCUS

5:48

Questions
What is the focus of the material?
looking back at other hurricanes that have hit New
Orleans (Betsy and Ivan)
speculating about how this hurricane will affect New
Orleans
levee systems -> if they are going to withstand the
water and the wind, they will be tested now
speculating about how the wind will destroy
buildings etc
-> explaining the eye wall and how big it is
possibilities of tornados
talking about the worst case scenario
-> then switch to focus on people who have not left
New Orleans
reflecting on the TV station itself –> a learning
process (10:50) – what they could and could not
have done

12:17
15:00
37:28 – 38:38

INFORMATION
VS
SENSATION

talking about money and the damage (costliest
storm ever)
change from wind to rain
talking about several parishes and how they will be
affected
How is information conveyed?

since Hurricane Katrina has not reached New
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4:12
9:23 – 9:38
13:38
13:53
14:11
14:28

TREATMENT
OF PEOPLE
CONCERNED

people who have stayed -> you should pray and
hope for them, it will be very dangerous
talking about officials staying at the same hotel as
the reporter -> asking about their plans in case the
city is flooded, they have not had the chance to talk
to anybody
-> speculating that it will be a “wait and see”, no
concrete plan?
How does the news coverage develop?

6:52
18:12

18:32

NEW
INFORMATION
VS
REPETITION

15:43
29:38 – 32:05
42:58

Orleans yet, everything is still “theory”
speculation -> why some people changed their
minds (family members begging them to leave and
stay with them in a safe place, see their
grandchildren or walk them down the aisle)
speculating about the water that may flood the city
and that it will take a long time before it flows back
there may not be a home
wishful thinking -> predictions could be wrong
-> hoping, but indicators show that it is most likely to
happen
How are people affected portrayed?

repetition in the course of the segment (talking
about the possible scenarios) -> since nothing has
not happened yet, they can only speculate and
therefore may repeat information several times
repeating the possible consequences of the
hurricane (floods, rain, tornados, surges, wind
damage)
talking about the history of New Orleans and
hurricanes -> not relevant for the current situation
again, repetition -> talking about Georges

Language
Dimension

CHOICE
OF
WORDS

Time Code

Questions
How is language used? Is language objective or used to
dramatize/emotionalize the content?
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4:03 – 4:18
9:57
4:58 – 5:18

still speculation, they do not know if it is going to happen ->
choice of words: assume, do not know, still theory, likely
counter flow did seem to work
-> describing one of the worst case scenarios: water coming
straight up Barataria Bay towards West Bank, water coming up
the river
change of focus -> on people -> what chance do they have if
their houses are in the eye wall
-> implying they may get hurt

6:16
6:18 – 6:23
7:06
7:08
7:10
8:09
8:14
7:19
7:27
11:09
12:40
21:08
21:23
33:43

dramatization
“pretty frightening thought” (maybe they will not survive),
he “does not know if much of a house will be left”
killer storm
a very destructive major hurricane
really could take a lot of life
major impact
tragic fact
scary situation
horrific event
historic storm in US history
most expensive and costliest hurricane
most vulnerable city in America for a direct hit by hurricane
-> a disaster waiting to happen
expecting more storms to happen (they have not reached the
peak)

6:38
6:52
8:28 – 8:53

uncertainty
we “will have to see”
“hope, pray for those people”
not paying much attention the evacuation -> still thinking that
the evacuation was well planned

9:33

10:06
17:24
32:13

emotionalization
some people left after their family members may have
convinced them (come to see your grandchildren, walk your
daughter down the aisle)
mayor and governor -> the looks on their faces, it really was
serious
monster -> describing the hurricane
no one in New Orleans believed that such a hurricane would
be possible

personalization
19:05 – 19:38 talking about his own experience, he has never experienced
such a hurricane before, an once-in-a-lifetime situation,
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wanting to see it and not wanting to see it
20:08 – 20:38 what are we going to do if we do not have a home left –>
personal involvement
Are metaphors or euphemisms used?
4:53
7:40
9:04
9:18
16:56
21:30
27:53

doomsday scenario -> used to describe the worst case
scenario of a hurricane
crying wolf -> having been claimed of having done that
ghost town-> after the evacuation
die hards -> people who want to ride out the storm
the beautiful area and how much of a beating it took
a time bomb
dodging a bullet -> reason why many people waited so long to
leave New Orleans

Image
Dimension

IMAGE-TOTEXT-GAP

Questions
Is there a gap? Do images and text correlate?

no gap, image never hardly changes

FOCUS

Which images are used? What is their focus?
only satellite pictures of the storm

PURPOSE

What is the purpose of these images? (communication of
information, emotionalization, dramatization)?
showing people the hurricane
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DAY 1 Afternoon
General
Dimension
Date
Point of Time
Length
Time Code

Questions
08.29.2005
When was the report broadcast?
2.00 pm to 2.45 pm
How long is the report?
44:48 min
0:12 to 45:00

Content
Dimension

Time Code

FOCUS
0:41
2:21
6:47

7:29
7:57
7:59
11:55
13:50
21:35
32:45

INFORMATION
VS
SENSATION

Questions
What is the focus of the material?
FIRST: weather
where the storm is moving to
temperatures -> warm air moving towards New
Orleans
asking officials to call the station -> they cannot call
anybody, city is closed
they have not been able to speak with people from
certain parishes
information on hospitals -> ER only open to critical
injuries
damage caused by the hurricane
SECOND: damage to the city (images from the
different areas)
THIRD: speaking to the head of the Jefferson Parish
Emergency Operation Center, Walter Maestri
Maestri explaining how badly certain neighborhoods
have been affected
FOURTH: Thanh Truong (eyewitness reporter) talking
about being in the city, describing his own experience
interview with Oliver Thomas, City Councilman
FIFTH: Jonathan Betz (eyewitness reporter)
How is information conveyed?

0:16 – 6:30
7:57 – 11:54
11:55 –
19:20
21:30

weather forecast -> facts and assumption on how the
weather will develop
footage from the city -> showing the destruction,
explaining the images
information from the head of Jefferson Parish
Emergency Operation Center -> damage done to
buildings, houses
Interview with the City Councilman -> how many
people have died
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23:30
24:40 –
25:02
28:06
28:40
29:30
30:04

TREATMENT
OF PEOPLE
CONCERNED

Councilman admitted that he does not know if his
house is still standing, his family is going through the
same
personal opinion of anchor on looting –> people
should not take advantage of the situation
not relevant for the coverage
looting -> destroyed supermarket
anchors commenting on the looting, personal opinion
another looting -> one looter shot another looter
-> “unbelievable” and will “blow your mind”
-> those police officers could have helped “innocent”
people while have to deal with looters
How are people affected portrayed?

9:47
22:27
23:08
23:15
24:18
27:08
27:54
29:40
31:26
31:56
34:08
34:31

34:55
36:00

NEW
INFORMATION
VS
REPETITION

Melvin James -> telling the viewers about his story, a
story of “survival” (emotionalization)
calling people looking for food looters, NOPD has
problems communicating (authorities do not have that
much control at the moment)
interview with one man -> this city does not care if you
live or die (authorities)
City Council calling looting “crazy”, “insanity” and
“madness”
it is “heart-hardening” that looting is considered a
factor -> personal opinion of the anchor
city officials -> where should all the people from the
Superdome go to?
little preparation time for officials
showing one looter being carried to the police car
President Bush -> state of emergency
responding quickly
how police are going from one house to the next one
elderly people being rescued -> sympathy, they could
not leave
showing how weak they are and how they are helped
-> crossing lines?
comparing that to looting (these are the good people)
police rescue -> it is not a big operation yet –> no
concrete plan?
How does the news coverage develop?

1:07
1:19

showing a map from Sunday and what the weather
forecast was on that day
comparing the old information (weather forecast from
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29:28

Sunday with the actual path the hurricane took)
footage of another looting -> no relevant, covering
that there is looting does not have to be repeated

Language
Dimension

Time
Code

CHOICE OF
WORDS

Questions
How is language used? Is language objective or used
to dramatize/emotionalize the content?

21:37
35:05

speculation
on the damage caused by the hurricane -> “Plaquemines
Parish, I am sure had a lot of damage, we haven’t heard
much too much yet out of that area”
do not have much information -> anchor is asking for best
“guess”
“it appeared”
“I can imagine”
“can you give us an idea” -> personal opinion
it “appears” -> uncertainty
at least that is the “initial information” -> that is what they
know so far
it appears
answering if they have preserved human life in Jefferson > “we think so”, “we don’t know of any fatalities as of this
time” -> still going through the parish, not done with the
search
“I don’t know how many”
elderly women too exhausted to walk

7:59
12:44
16:45
17:28
17:58
19:50
22:27
23:25
24:22
28:07
28:16
29:35
31:32
44:07

dramatization
“unbelievable stuff“
“it is a mess right now”
this is not a “nice place to be right now”
“horror stories” -> people clinging onto their rooftops
“extremely concerned”
“humongous” situation
calling those people carrying food looters
“insanity” and “madness”
tragic
the “mess” at a supermarket
they “tore the place apart” -> comments of the anchor
this is “mind-blowing”
“extraordinary” move
a monster

1:52
3:55
4:16
4:29
5:25
14:45
16:07
17:49

10:28
18:36
23:03
23:08

emotionalization
a “real story of survival”
“terrific news”
“people have to eat” (situation with looters), they will do
anything “to survive”
this “crooked ass city”
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28:48
11:51
17:11
19:30
31:03
37:24

“disgusting” for the police
personalization
addressing the viewers directly -> what to expect when
“you come home”
“stay where you are, we will be back to you as quickly as
we can”
anchor telling about personal details -> friend working in
that area they have just talked about (quotes from friends)
“we are all in this together”
“if you are on the roof, they are going to get to you”
Are metaphors or euphemisms used?

18:31
38:20

fatalities and causalities -> instead of dead people or
injured people
the aftermath

Image
Dimension

Time
Code

IMAGE-TOTEXT-GAP

Questions
Is there a gap? Do images and text correlate?

00:41

1:07
2:40
2:50
6:00
7:57
8:15
9:02
9:47
32:58

FOCUS
7:57
8:15
9:47
19:56
21:55
26:28

a map of New Orleans
information on the hurricane (position, winds, pressure,
moving)
anchor is explaining the map -> no gap
development of the storm -> explaining on the map
weather forecast from Sunday –> map (showing the actual
path of the hurricane)
satellite images of the storm (explaining them)
change of rain (table)
map –> development of the rain
pictures of St. Bernard Ave completely flooded -> talking
about this Ave
image (people in boats getting rescued) vs text
(photographer seeing those people -> source)
Hyatt Hotel (talking about the damage to the hotel)
Image of a man named Melvin James
no gap -> explaining the images
Which images are used? What is their focus?
maps -> explaining the development
satellite images -> how the hurricane/storms move on
picture from St. Bernard Ave -> flooded street
showing the damage and people getting rescued
Melvin James -> personal fate, the roof of his house blew
off, walked to the Superdome on foot
numbers of people without power shown on screen
people walking through the water, carrying food etc.
picture of Superdome -> showing the current weather
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28:07
28:27
32:58
34:31

PURPOSE

condition
image of a supermarket -> the chaos at this empty
supermarket -> looting
police officers walking through the supermarket holding
guns in their hands
house surrounded by water (lower ninth ward) -> man
looking out of the window in need of help, showing
evacuation
elderly people being rescued
What is the purpose of these images? (communication
of information, emotionalization, dramatization)?

32:58

communication of information -> supporting the text
image of St. Bernard Ave. -> information, to show the
current state of the city
people in the boat -> information, showing damage
Melvin James -> personalization, emotionalization ->
showing personal fates
table on people without power -> supporting the
information
people walking through the water -> emotionalization
destroyed supermarket -> dramatization, emotionalization
house surrounded by water -> information on the current
situation
elders -> emotionalization, keep showing how she is
helped through the water
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DAY 2 Afternoon 4pm to 5.40pm
General
Dimension
Date
Point of Time
Length
Time Code

Questions
08.30.2005
When was the report broadcast?
4 pm to 5:40 pm
How long is the report?
101 min
0:10 – 1:41:25
1:36 – 11:06 (Press Conference)
11:06 – 49:35 (Eyewitness Reports)
49:20 – 50:27 (story on saved children, only sound, pictures of the
city)
1:14:58 – 1:16:05 (off voice talking about the rising water, no
images)

Content
Dimension

Time
Code

FOCUS

Questions
What is the focus of the material?

1:36 11:06
3:16
3:57
5:45
6:33
7:25
11:40
13:28
14:47
24:57
39:50
33:27
41:45
45:20
1:03:18

1:04:27
1:15:42

INTERVIEW WITH AUTHORITIES (Press Conference)
talking about the damages and how to rebuild the city
regulations
government and laws
talking about authorities and what they are going to do
to help people in New Orleans
housing and shelter
talking about the water and which parts are flooded
focus is on the rescue of people
media have problems with operation -> evacuation
lack of information -> therefore using quotations from
authorities
explaining the situation in French Quarter
explaining the situation of WWL -> where they are at
the moment
information from authorities
looters shooting cop
words from President Bush
WWL as a channel for authorities
talking about authorities contacting the station, people
using WWL website to talk to other people from New
Orleans
self-reference -> the problems the station has to deal
with at the moment (broadcasting from Baton Rouge
LSU), not having enough information available,
reporting 24/7
primitive broadcasting
death toll
report with off voice -> rising water, looting is breaking
out
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1:18:23

INFORMATION
VS
SENSATION

looting
How is information conveyed?

9:30

15:00
18:31
28:40
38:45
54:50
55:30
1:00:54
1:08:35
1:30:00
1:38:00
1:38:16

TREATMENT
OF PEOPLE
CONCERNED

uncertainties -> having problems reaching certain
regions
talking about the current state of the city,
measurements being taken
no sensation -> anchors in the off talk slowly and
calmly
information based on personal experience
information based on what he has seen so far
addressing viewers directly -> if you have boats,
contact authorities
this is “unofficial” -> reliable information?
60,000 people at Superdome
speculating on how the situation will develop ->
tensions
not aware of the looters (Lieutenant Colonel of the
National Guard)
anchors do not know what people in the Superdome
know about the current situation, if they have internet
etc.
there is still a lot the reporters do not know, they are
still figuring it out
another case of looting
looting: doors smashed -> people carrying groceries
looting -> wondering how far this is going to go
would have to talk to a sociologist (level of frustration)
How are people affected portrayed?

4:48
6:29
9:40

15:36
16:01
16:24
16:57
58:56
1:01:38

people are shown, but not addressed -> they talk about
something else
talking about authorities -> blame: lack of
communication
they need to put up an emergency communication
network
showing people looting -> they “found it on the street”,
why not pick it up? showing only black people
authorities –> police having problems enforcing laws,
police runs out of gas, food, water
looting -> no police around
convinced that authorities will bring food as fast as
possible
talking about authorities trying to set up an intercom or
something else to be able to communicate with people
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1:02:00
1:04:23
1:15:06
1:30:10
1:31:25
1:32:44

NEW
INFORMATION
VS
REPETITION

-> people want to go home, can you force people to
stay at the Superdome?
bodies floating
storm refugees
people looting -> carrying out all they could possible
carry
police can’t do much
lawlessness
is everything they remove from stores essential?
indicating that people take advantage of the situation
reporters were threatened when people (looters) saw
the cameras
How does the news coverage develop?

7:39
24:26
32:01
37:43
40:56
51:28
1:00:22
1:02:14
1:05:45
1:11:35
1:20:49
1:25:34
1:37:56

speculations -> “we don’t know”
the food has to be delivered -> no source, not sure if
they have already received food
repetition of images of police officers being shot at
showing the images of French Quarter for the 3rd time
repetition of talking about the water and where you find
water
again talking about boats and that extra boats should
be brought to authorities
repetition: people should leave the city
self-reference -> media being frustrated because they
can’t get the answers
-> repetition, they have mentioned that many times
talking about previous hurricanes and the damage they
caused
reference to former Hurricane Ivan
talking about power poles being down -> no electricity
talked about it yesterday
talking about what could have happened -> not
relevant at the moment
repetition of people looting

Language
Dimension

Time
Code

CHOICE OF
WORDS

Questions
How is language used? Is language objective or used
to dramatize/emotionalize the content?

1:09
18:03
18:22

dramatization
extraordinary
repetition: hundreds, and hundreds, and hundreds of
people
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19:35
20:31
22:42
29:33
31:06
41:25
42:23
57:18
1:15:15
1:16:03
1:23:15
1:31:57
1:40:37
11:10
29:16
36:39
48:58
1:10:37
1:15:53
1:19:21
1:31:51
1:35:09
1:40:11

14:24
35:06
43:56
52:31
1:18:34
1:23:50
1:32:34
1:37:20
1:39:28
30:02
30:31
31:26
31:49
1:04:50
1:05:10
1:13:32
1:14:20
1:14:18

hundreds of people are looting
“kicked out of hotels”
extremely scary
monumental task
terrible thing to talk about
disturbing
amazingly wide-spread
gravity of this situation
packed with people
another miserable turn
plenty of despair
horrific
preying on victims
people doing “horrible” things
emotionalization
“it is heart-breaking” (quotation from the governor)
people screaming
looting may be the only possibility for many people
people are hungry, but it is still looting (personal opinion)
miracles
amazing
driven by greed
amazing, amazingly
disturbing to see (personal opinion)
incomprehensible
thinking about children and how they are experiencing the
flooding (“a cool, little ride on a big truck”)
personalization
addressing people directly -> waking up being surrounded
by water
we need water, we need food, we need the national
guard, we need the army
it is going to be a hard time for us
boil your water
hard to watch looting in your own city
personal opinion -> “that is bad”
help is on the way, but you will need patience
outraged citizen -> about the looting, but they did not see
any grocery’s stores open (did people have a choice?)
how do you wash clothes? (daily problems)
speculation
apparently shot in the back of his head
no confirmation if the cop was from New Orleans
they speculate if the police should allow the looting, not
sure if they have any orders
assuming
not sure how many people have died
speculating on the damage and the costs
they do not know the exact location
speculations on how fire fighters managed to put out fires
uncertainty –> probably
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1:28:14
1:28:26
1:28:44

not quite sure
does not appear to be
appear to be
Are metaphors or euphemisms used?

57:54
1:27:48
1:30:02

everybody is in the same boat
the aftermath of Katrina
word spread around

Image
Dimension

Time
Code

IMAGE-TOTEXT-GAP

Questions
Is there a gap? Do images and text correlate?

1:42

2:09
5:08
6:08
14:11
15:00
19:00
23:24
32:04
39:14
51:50
59:19
1:01:09
1:02:24
1:05:14
1:11:58
1:12:22
1:20:17
1:22:03

pictures of the city and the flooding
-> talking about the damages and the hurricane being the
most significant disaster, about the possibilities of
rebuilding the city
not much change -> showing the city very slowly
talking about whether the city will recover while showing a
man walking through the water
seeing people walking through water, talking about
different parishes that have been affected
people in a boat -> not addressed
pictures of French Quarter -> talking about it
a truck full of people
talking about the Superdome -> showing an image of
French Quarter (repetition)
images of people preparing for rescue people -> talking
about those people
showing the same pictures of the police officer being shot
while talking about the hospital situation
still talking about Superdome, no picture of the
Superdome but other flooded areas
talking about evacuation -> showing people walking down
the street
picture of a man walking through water -> talking about
food supply
seeing people walking through the water –> talking about
the destruction in several parts of the city
people on a rescue boat -> talking about the frustration of
people, not the people on the boat
talking about possible costs –> seeing people being
helped out of boats
people sitting on a boat eating and waving at the camera
not referring to them
mentioning fires -> showing people on roofs and boats
saving people from a roof -> talking about rebuilding the
city
talking about French Quarter -> showing people being
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rescued

FOCUS

Which images are used? What is their focus?
2:00
3:05
23:24
30:00
30:15
37:47
59:15
1:02:24
1:08:00
1:20:17

PURPOSE

damage
people walking through the water
showing development of the rescue mission
showing the images of the murder of the cop
showing the injured police officers
repetition of French Quarter (3rd time)
repetition of image of man holding a pink basket walking
through the water
people on a boat -> showing rescue missions
fire in the water
people being saved from a roof -> zooming in on those
people -> crossing a line?
What is the purpose of these images?
(communication of information, emotionalization,
dramatization)?

1:13:41

1:20:17

showing the destruction (information)
showing that help is on the way
showing the police officers being carried into the
ambulance -> crossing an ethical line?
repetition (no more images available?)
used to help communicate
showing pictures of different parts of the city to show
viewers what has happened to their houses and their
neighborhood
self-reference of the footage -> prepared in Baton Rouge
and then sent to them
nothing shows the effects of Katrina better than images of
the destruction
showing the dramatic situations many people are in at the
moment
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DAY 3 Morning 9am to 12pm
General
Dimension
Date
Point of Time
Length
Time Code

Questions
08.31.2005
When was the report broadcast?
from 9 am to 10 am
How long is the report?
60 min
00:00 – 1:00:00

Content
Dimension

Time
Code

FOCUS

Questions
What is the focus of the material?

0:15
0:57
1:53
2:20 –
4:36
8:00
8:39
13:50
31:28
34:50
37:15
43:00

53:40
54:00
56:59

INFORMATION
VS
SENSATION

talking about the levees that have breached
-> change of focus – talking about Fats Domino, a
famous pianist, who lives in this area
there a lives that have to be saved -> change of focus
from destruction of structure to people
basic questions -> school, paying bills, mail (still
speculations)
volunteers coming in to save pets
telling personal stories
talking about evacuations
reports on rescues from a sister station
looting in New Orleans (source Associate Press) ->
officer shot in the head yesterday -> he will recover
another report
many people do not have insurance
third report -> interview with Robert Wooley, State
Insurance Commissioner (telling people what they can
do now, offering telephone numbers)
psychological effects and consequences of Katrina
authorities having to deal with so much
change of focus -> economic consequences
How is information conveyed?

2:20 –
4:36
6:55
8:39
11:08
11:23
14:25

speculations on basic things like bills, school, mail
speculations about new storm surges
personal fates
speculations -> what would have happened if they had
stayed
they say a hundred confirmed deaths (who is “they”?)
personal story of one of the reporters (all hotels in
Louisiana are booked up)
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15:30
16:30
17:05
17:14
18:30
30:48
35:14
35:56
40:40
48:28
49:25

TREATMENT
OF PEOPLE
CONCERNED

speculations -> how long are they going to be able to
stay at the Astrodome, what is going to happen to their
livelihood and their relationships
no confirmation on how many people are actually at the
Superdome
trying to find out how high the water is
communication is bad -> people quoting one another
without confirmation
waiting for confirmation on lake and water flooding into
the city, in desperate need of eyes and ears
she was told (by whom?) that some parts of New
Orleans are doing fine
looting at Walmart -> all the guns have been taken ->
causing fear?
armed thugs breaking into homes, they do not look for
food (assumption)
reading a list about parishes -> anchors very touched,
emotional for them
imagining the line of people (500,000 people affected)
wanting their insurance money -> speculations
how long it would take to rebuild houses, bridges
How are people affected portrayed?

4:46
4:52
6:15
6:58
7:10
15:18
32:10
34:18

34:40
36:24
36:35
42:45
50:50
51:20
52:08

authorities telling WWL to tell people not to call in for
information
asking viewers to log onto the website if they have
important information
people very kind –> helping one another
according to the mayor there could be more surges
(speculation)
hoping that the mayor is wrong
calling people concerned refugees
they rescued 200 people according to police
authorities -> according to mayor it could take months
before people can return to their homes
he and the governor have been speaking out as much
as possible
authorities do not want civilians to come in the city with
their boats
law breakers as opposed to people fighting for their
lives
most people out there are people like us (good,
ordinary people), not looters
Governor: stopping looting is important, saving lives is
the highest priority
showing images of people in wheel chairs, sleeping on
chairs
shock, weariness, disbelief, denial of people
what authorities should do -> a press conference to get
definitive information
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54:50

NEW
INFORMATION
VS
REPETITION

the governor – a woman of great faith, she has lost a
child -> relevant? too personal? she has felt great loss
her husband had to tell her to go to bed -> she would
not stop answering questions
How does the news coverage develop?

5:30
11:48
13:30
19:50
35:00
59:25

WWL needs answers, asking people for their
information, what they know, and what they can
actually tell the station
talking about what they covered before Katrina hit ->
the storm eye hitting the city
anchor has just been informed that they are about to
evacuate the Superdome (source?)
talking about the industrial areas -> not really relevant
for the coverage
incident with shot police officer from yesterday -> he
will recover
repeating the forecasts of Katrina and hoping that they
would be wrong, hoping that Katrina would not hit New
Orleans

Language
Dimension

Time
Code

CHOICE OF
WORDS

Questions
How is language used? Is language objective or used
to dramatize/emotionalize the content?

1:58
2:03
4:15
7:15
8:24
9:52
12:20
25:40
35:57
36:15
36:24
37:21
38:09
50:40
56:49

dramatization
basic survival
What is going to happen to the children? (school ->
changing school?)
talking about the problems ->getting into troubles, lack of
water, may drink the dirty water
God knows what will be
people devastated, guilt
totally devastated, totally wiped out -> repetition
horrible, horrible hit
what a mess
armed thugs breaking into homes
it is going to need an army
restore peace
people fighting for their survival
law breakers to loot or to kill
devastation is sickening
eery image (flooded cemetery)
people with nothing left but blankets on the concrete
it is unthinkable
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2:20
5:45
5:50
6:01
7:05
10:02
13:40
13:55
16:11
27:32
28:38

1:30
6:35
16:04
22:30
32:48
33:00
33:10
33:25
34:34
47:50
51:42
54:40
6:30
8:39
9:20
10:28
12:27
13:05
15:56
22:52
24:54
35:33
58:35

speculation
speculations on when schools will reopen
the information is all unconfirmed
what seems to be credible
apparently credible
hoping that the mayor is wrong
he believes it is the beach
evacuation of the Superdome -> hopefully it is true
What is going to happen to those people? As far as he
knows, not sure
I assume
they do not know how high the water is
Lake Side seems to be dry
emotionalization
beautiful sun, fury that nature can do
heartbreaking
change is painful, this change is traumatically painful
unbelievable (the destruction)
rescue effort that seems never-ending
finding a place to go could be their new adventure
overwhelming
gargantuan
desperate situation
insurance money won’t get you back your memories
(wedding pictures)
even if you have lost everything, they have survived
we have to keep the faith, we have to pray
personalization
what upsets ME the most
telling a story about a woman from New Orleans and her
horse
human life is more important, but we are human beings,
we do not want to see animals suffer
anchor talking about sister and mother
many New Orleanians come from this destroyed areas
talking about friends
this community will recover, they came together after
Camille
they are stronger and better
all our lives have changed
this is where I grew up
a friend of mine
her sister-in-law is a nurse -> seeing people outside of the
hospital carrying guns (reliable source?)
the meteorologist Carl lost his job in the 80s due to the oil
crisis, he has recovered and so will people who will lose
their job due to Katrina
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Are metaphors or euphemisms used?
1:17
1:40
7:22
10:12
11:22
31:36
51:58

Beauty of Nature in the background
Wrath of Nature in the foreground
light on the horizon as a light on our horizon as well
picture a bathtub (explain possible storm surges)
storm as a buzz saw wiping everything off their foundation
looks like a bomb was dropped (destruction)
a game of hide and seek (off-voice), everybody wants to
be found
the web has been a godsend

Image
Dimension

Time
Code

IMAGE-TOTEXT-GAP

Questions
Is there a gap? Do images and text correlate?

0:10
5:20
10:28
13:20
18:59

31:36
32:24
37:25
50:40

FOCUS

Industrial Canal -> describing what they see in the image
explaining where they empty into
trying to figure out what they can actually see
WWL Website –> explaining what the viewer sees and
how to use the website
talking about mother and sister -> still showing the
pictures of the Golf Coast and the destruction
showing helicopter pictures of people waiting outside a
building -> talking about rebuilding the city after Camille
showing pictures of the flooding -> talking about helicopter
and new information
they do not know what exactly they are looking at
-> then talking about what they see
man on a boat screaming “Hello”, man standing in the
water -> no gap
talking about people on rooftops -> showing image of
people on rooftops
no gap in the second report -> explaining the destruction
talking about pregnant women they have seen, people
with nothing but a blanket or their pajamas
Which images are used? What is their focus?

4:40
9:37
17:35
20:25
21:19
32:32
37:25
49:58

image of the WWL Website -> showing how people
communicate on the website
focus -> showing where to log on
images from Golf Coast, not sure about the exact location
repetition of image -> levees (not knowing about the
current state, the exact location)
harbor -> boats not on the water but ashore
showing reporters in the helicopter
personal fates
images of destruction
people in front of a Pete Maravich Assembly Center ->
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evacuated people

PURPOSE

What is the purpose of these images?
(communication of information, emotionalization,
dramatization)?
4:40
9:37
20:25
32:32
49:58

communication of information -> helping people
communicate with each other
showing the destruction at the Golf Coast, informing
viewers about the current state of the areas
images of the harbor -> informing people about the
destruction
emotionalization -> personal stories
showing a woman putting diapers on her child
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DAY 3 Evening 7pm to 10pm
General
Dimension
Date
Point of Time
Length
Time Code

Questions
08.31.2005
When was the report broadcast?
7 pm to 8 pm
How long is the report?
60 min
00:00 – 1:00:00

Content
Dimension

Time
Code

FOCUS

Questions
What is the focus of the material?

0:01
16:59
18:42
21:06
22:08
23:12
25:30
26:14
27:39
28:41
30:00
31:36
33:06
34:34
37:41
38:10
39:23
40:31
42:29
50:04
50:44

INFORMATION
VS
SENSATION

asking people affected about their personal
experiences
reporter being in New Orleans (her own house)
LSU helping them broadcast
self-reference (melting pot)
looting and destruction
press conference on looting by the governor
rumors -> possible rioting in the prisons
the governor and her passion
situation with the lack of power
video on Mississippi Gulf Coast
number of dead people on the Gulf Coast
how to get help for those rescued -> showing
telephone numbers
donations (Red Cross), money, clothes, food
information on hospitals (cancer patients)
video on destruction in Slidell
authorities in Slidell rescuing people and stranded dogs
evacuations (schools, university)
missing persons number
self-reference -> WWL homepage to find people
numbers for people with extreme emergencies
Dennis Woltering (reporter of WWL) on the phone after
an interview with the mayor
trying to end looting
New Orleans is under martial law
Press Conference of President George W. Bush
How is information conveyed?

6:38
12:36

people interviewed came up to this photographer and
wanted to tell their stories
if the levees had not breached, thousands of houses
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21:06
22:28
34:41
49:36

TREATMENT
OF PEOPLE
CONCERNED

could have been saved -> speculations
press conference -> Louisiana people are too good to
have their reputation destroyed by some criminals
it “appears” according to authorities to be under control
it will take a long time before this city will recover
-> assumptions
anchor judging looters -> subjective point of view
How are people affected portrayed?

0:39
1:08
4:16
4:57
5:32
19:42
19:46
20:35
20:48
23:12

33:16
43:03
44:13
44:35
48:41
49:16

asking about rescuers -> the man did not see any
lack of preparation?
people completely exhausted -> reporter asking
questions
treated like refugees and criminals
what was your worst fear? people telling their personal
experiences
people using the camera to inform their families, calling
people not possible at that time
asking about what they were thinking when the water
rose
she was praying
police looked away and did not care about looters
according to Jesse Clinton (man who tried to stop
looters and got beaten up)
police officer saying they are not set up to arrest people
trying to keep order
authorities want to set up a temporary detention center
and a court room
authorities -> viewers should know that the government
is trying to get the situation under control
the governor and her passion, her tears, she has
offered comfort to the city (mother/grandmother type of
thing)
shift from comfort to prosecuting people who have
been looting
-> anchors comments on her actions
interviews with people who have lost everything
woman left with nothing (taken in by her neighbors)
should they call them looters or thieves?
enough police officers to stop the looters
police officers just standing around, not doing anything
national guards should change that
officials have to get the situation with the looting under
control
-> lack of preparation? lack of personnel?
differentiation between people looting to survive and
people using violent means to get what they want
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NEW
INFORMATION
VS
REPETITION

How does the news coverage develop?

focus on looting and destruction

Language
Dimension

Time
Code

CHOICE OF
WORDS

Questions
How is language used? Is language objective or used
to dramatize/emotionalize the content?

8:13
15:26
18:53
18:56
19:07
19:18
26:38
28:10
33:24
46:02
46:19
47:28

9:23
30:48
37:21
49:29
13:56
15:33
17:26
18:02
20:16
22:02
24:24
24:31
34:52

dramatization
people are shooting each other
horrible things
constant chaos
desperation
it is harder to leave now more than ever
a war zone by day and by night (quoting a New
Orleanian)
completely destroyed, nothing left
tragic situation
a state of “zombie like” confusion
realizing they have nowhere to go
about looting and car-jacking -> “it is becoming a
dangerous situation”
looters taking over the city
martial law when dealing with looters (no civil rights)
potential criminals
emotionalization
stealing from the poor
neighbors helping each other out (neighbor states)
terrible time
human disaster, it is a shame
personalization
“DON’T come back!”
asking the reporter if she felt safe
self-reference (a channel with so many New Orleanians
who have stayed) -> it is hurting them the most
personal experience of the anchor -> he is from New
Orleans
anchor -> this is not our city
a small number of people making the city look like this
governor’s anger –> rightful according to the anchor
talking about their city and what New Orleans stands for
it is a small portion of the community
-> still much of the coverage deals with the looting
it is so hard to see the devastation -> personal feeling
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35:56

Baton Rouge -> helping New Orleans, taking in people

48:55

speculation
possible gangs
Are metaphors or euphemisms used?

Image
Dimension

Time
Code

IMAGE-TOTEXT-GAP

Questions
Is there a gap? Do images and text correlate?

14:06
14:36
18:53
19:05
19:53
26:49
26:58
27:26
43:50

FOCUS

images of the looters (repetition) -> but talking about the
line in front of a store
repetition of images of people in front of the store
constant chaos -> images of police cars, people sitting on
their cars
more evacuations -> seeing people walk across the
bridge, no authority helping them evacuate
people looting -> “this is not normal”, “New Orleans is not
this” (police officer)
talking about people who have died on the Mississippi
Gulf Coast -> showing an image of the Hard Rock Casino
referring to the Hard Rock Casino -> showing destroyed
streets -> again seeing the Hard Rock Casino
reference to Hurricane Camille (destruction of houses) ->
still images of the Hard Rock Casino
talking about looting –> showing images of three people
walking through water, you cannot know if what they are
carrying is stolen goods or their personal property
Which images are used? What is their focus?

0:04
1:16
8:36
9:02
9:19
9:32
10:21
18:46
18:59
19:01
19:20
19:36
19:42

people being interviewed -> personal fate
woman talking about the treatment -> being treated like
refugees and criminals
footage of Jefferson
guys stealing things
thrift store -> looting
a burnt down pawn shop
an open store -> a long line of people
people looting
woman carrying her children in the middle of the flooded
streets -> saying “depressed, miserable”
man saying all he is carrying is what he owns
same man -> wants to leave this “war zone”
Jesse Clinton -> having been beaten by a man
tried stop looters
police carrying guns -> while off voice says that police
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19:46
33:06
33:41
46:35
50:44

PURPOSE

watched Jesse Clinton get beaten up
interview with police officer
woman in Slidell who has lost everything
authorities -> giving orders
repetition of images of police officers (19:56) standing in
the water
Press Conference with President George W. Bush
What is the purpose of these images?
(communication of information, emotionalization,
dramatization)?

1:16
1:52
2:14

9:02
9:19
9:32
10:21
18:46
18:48
18:58
19:00
19:10
19:20
19:36
20:09
33:06
33:41
50:44

exhausted woman -> emotionalization
crying -> still filming, woman is completely worn out
crossing a line?
man saying his name -> so kindred may see him on TV
another man -> telling what his has lost and his
experiences with hurricanes, no water, no food, hardly
any help, saved themselves with a boat, what was your
worst fear? (emotionalization)
looting -> people carrying stolen goods
looted thrift store -> emotionalization
burnt down pawn shop -> emotionalization
an open store and a long line of people -> showing that
there may be some open stores (informing people)
you do not have to loot?
emphasis on the consequence of the hurricane
people seeing the opportunity
emotionalization
emotionalization
woman crying out of desperation –> crossing a line?
human dignity?
Joe Bradley -> people crying for help -> emotionalization
Jesse Clinton -> being beaten up
purpose: dramatization – violence after the storm
the same police officer saying that this is not New Orleans
(referring to the looting), taken over by his emotions
emotionalization
woman who has lost everything -> emotionalization
authorities giving orders and looking for people->
information
Press Conference with President Bush -> information for
viewers
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DAY 4 Morning 9am to 12pm
General
Dimension
Date
Point of Time
Length
Time Code

Questions
09.01.2005
When was the report broadcast?
9.00 am to 10.00 am
How long is the report?
60 minutes
0:00 – 1:00:00

Content
Dimension

Time
Code

FOCUS

Questions
What is the focus of the material?

0:01
3:56
4:35
5:00
6:10
13:17
15:28
26:02
30:46
32:34
39:41
42:51
45:36
47:16
50:40
57:10

INFORMATION
VS
SENSATION

destruction: church, cemeteries
evacuated people on a highway
one man died
interview with Gordon Burgess, President of
Tangipahoa Parish
Burgess is asked to describe some of the damage
problems with electricity, water supply, how long it will
take to fix the major problems
problems with looting
people reaching out to help victims, donations etc.
reading emails from those people
consequences in terms of economy/businesses
shots fired at the Superdome, fires outside the building
according to authorities -> Superdome has become
increasingly chaotic
possible illnesses from the polluted water
refugees -> psychological trauma (grief process)
5 stages of grief
addressing people who want to help (donations)
entertainment industry -> charity concerts
sending in the military for support
story from one of the sister stations (reporter Mike
Watkiss)
Mike Hoss (eyewitness reporter) joining them -> talking
about his experiences in New Orleans
How is information conveyed?

2:23
15:28
17:56

still lack of information
reading emails from viewers
-> trying to express what they are feeling right now
why they are covering Katrina -> information needs to
get out, but they also want to bond together
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21:20
40:50

TREATMENT
OF PEOPLE
CONCERNED

they keep getting information, getting it out to the
viewers as fast as possible
speculations on people having to move away or losing
their jobs
How are people affected portrayed?

14:36
18:29
19:21
20:22
24:04
31:36
34:37
51:04

NEW
INFORMATION
VS
REPETITION

Bush coming to New Orleans
-> to get a closer look at the city
authorities using WWL to communicate with the public
calling victims refugees
authorities should come in and get looters and thugs
and put them in jail where they belong -> personal
opinion of the anchor
calling people refugees
officials have to gain control at the Superdome, shots
were fired at a military helicopter
President has promised that this will be the biggest
relief effort this country has ever seen
interview with one of the residents of the destroyed
houses
How does the news coverage develop?

20:30
28:00
30:36
31:58
34:13
37:05

repeating what has to be done
repetition of the images of the day before, showing
WWL producers walking through her neighborhood,
looters, long lines in front of a supermarket
updating viewers who have just joined the coverage
again emails from viewers trying to raise money
repetition of Bush coming to New Orleans
economic consequences are repeated

Language
Dimension

Time
Code

CHOICE OF
WORDS

Questions
How is language used? Is language objective or used
to dramatize/emotionalize the content?

2:50
3:39
4:36
4:40
14:50

Dramatization
unbelievable
the flooding is so massive
man died at his wife’s feet
desperate dire straits
the most massive relief effort this country has ever seen
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20:09
20:22
20:30
20:42
23:55
31:11
32:08
32:21
34:40
34:59
35:49
42:02
42:40
42:50
49:54
50:06
50:43
51:19
51:38
51:58
52:07

1:03
4:20
4:47
6:10
15:05
15:18
15:39
16:42
18:59
19:10
25:31
34:47
39:00
39:20
41:14
42:46
44:17
51:28
52:36

huge effort
put looters and thugs into jail where they belong
awful storm
herculean job
dramatic pictures
people being trapped
comparing people wanting on a bus to the Superdome to
Vietnam War
desperately needed
life-threatening
a massive job
devastating and massive disaster
a tragedy that unites (talking about political parties)
monumental task
one tough task to do
a big job to do
intolerable (referring to looters)
armed thugs
some people have apparently stolen guns
-> causing fear
slow, grim search
she watched Katrina wash her neighborhood away
finally the first relief truck arrives
people searching desperately for supplies
a man waiting in his car for hours not sure if there was
any gas left
Emotionalization
“getting in or out of New Orleans is a tough thing” ->
personal opinion
evacuating a prison -> “delicate” operation
frustration turning into desperation
such a “beautiful, beautiful town”
encouraging comments from people online
people praying for this area
it is a small thing, but something
10 000 small things become a big thing
lots of great Americans everywhere
feeling bonded and close
people that were strangers a week ago, are now really
close considering the damage and the despair
“Hats off!”
9/11 bringing people together, hopefully this hurricane will
do the same
losing your home, a loved one, your job
losing your pet -> heart-breaking
many decisions to make, many questions to ask
a wonderful nation’s help
New Orleans will come back stronger and better
slow help to the homeless, hungry and increasingly
impatient crowds
unlike her neighbor, she is still alive
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1:17
1:41
2:54
3:18
18:00
18:42
20:00
20:06
21:54
27:50
28:40
31:54
35:02
37:52
41:49
44:29
56:17
58:43
2:17
2:23
14:36
25:52
27:40
33:32
33:48
38:50
42:29
50:27

Personalization
telling people not to come home
“Don’t come back”
those of us who love and live in New Orleans
those of us who live in this city
we want to bond together
-> self-reference, television as a way of bringing people
together
we are all in this together
our wish was that everybody had gotten out
sad fact
good news we would like to hear
anchor talking about his own vacation he was supposed
to go on
“How low can you get?” referring to the looters breaking
into stores (personal opinion)
obviously and justifiably upset (personal opinion)
we have not experienced so far
we will get back up
we all pray to God
we have been through something no one has ever been
through before (shared experience)
eyewitness family (reporters from WWL)
if you have not been there, you do not know how bad it is
Speculation
“not sure what area it is”
“forgive us for not knowing”
I imagine
help will hopefully arrive soon
I would imagine
what people say about New Orleans -> what a great town
you all live in, a lot of fun, the food is not bad either
I know we will recover (anchor)
people losing their house, may lose their job too
we did not know that it would be this devastating
assuming that gun shots are the reason for more military
force to come into town
Are metaphors or euphemisms used?

14:21
18:12
18:18
42:35
55:00

moral booster
television as a common ground for all of us
television as the town crier of the olden days
reality slaps you in the face
the web has become a neighborhood where people share
their emotions
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Image
Dimension

Time
Code

IMAGE-TOTEXT-GAP

Questions
Is there a gap? Do images and text correlate?

0:17
4:09
22:23

24:00
24:33

26:12
26:40

FOCUS

coffin floating around -> explain why coffins are not buried
in the ground
still showing people being evacuated, talking about the
prison and its evacuation
people on a highway, anchor still talking about the
donations to shelters
talking about Russian college students being rescued
from New Orleans
images of breached levees, talking about people being
trapped
people walking through water
-> talking about a man from an interview who told the
reporter how he managed to get out of the city
-> communication problems
showing people in front of a house, talking about
economic damage
man pushing a door through the water
-> still talking about the economic consequences and
credit card companies
Which images are used? What is their focus?

0:17
1:23
2:17
2:46
3:33
3:56
22:23
25:44
28:00
50:41
51:44
51:57

PURPOSE

coffin floating around
destruction of one of the parishes (not being able to
determine which parish it is)
showing more destruction, flooding
interstate
trying to figure out what they are seeing
people on a highway being evacuated
images of people on the highway, a house flooded
people walking through the water, man is waving
anchor saying that everybody could be in this situation
right now
repetition of images shown the day before, reporter
walking around in her neighborhood
showing the same looters again
people searching for victims -> off-voice explaining the
image
people waiting in line for water -> desperate
long lines of cars -> people looking for supplies
What is the purpose of these images?
(communication of information, emotionalization,
dramatization)?

0:37

zoom in on coffin -> emotionalization
dead people cannot rest in peace
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1:23
23:21
25:44
51:44
51:57
52:36

destruction -> information
continuing to roll the material so people can see their
neighborhoods -> information
people walking through water -> man waving -> looking
for help (anchor’s assumption) -> emotionalization
people waiting in line for water -> emotionalization
police watching the crowd
people looking for food -> dramatization
showing the woman again -> praying -> emotionalization
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DAY 4 5.50pm to 7.20pm
General
Dimension
Date
Point of Time
Length
Time Code

Questions
09.01.2005
When was the report broadcast?
5.50 pm to 6.50 pm
How long is the report?
60 minutes
0:00 – 1:00:00

Content
Dimension

Time
Code

FOCUS

Questions
What is the focus of the material?

0:01
6:08
12:30
15:18
22:34
32:49
36:40
37:30
43:07
44:04
45:02
47:10
47:40
48:04
49:37
56:00
58:53

INFORMATION
VS
SENSATION
4:43
7:13

9:27
10:03
10:43

destruction on Grand Isle
consequences for oil industry
possible damage through fire (water pressure)
clean up efforts after Ivan, what to expect after Katrina
interview with Dr. Alan Marr
Mike Ross with coverage of the Northshore
interviews with some of the residents and the mayor of
Mandeville
information on accessibility of hospitals
information on repairing the levees
emails from officials
donations –> foundations
elderly will still be able to receive their pension checks
schools -> where to enroll your children
gas prices threatening the US economy
President on looting
President Bush comparing Katrina to a Tsunami
Jeff McShan from a sister station KHOU Houston
cats and dogs left behind -> rescue groups
Live-Report from the Astrodome in Houston
How is information conveyed?

uncertainty -> I don’t know how many boats were left in
there
self-reference -> anchor has talked to one of his
colleagues about his house, he does not know if it still
stands
-> he wants to keep busy and not think about his house
speculations -> What are they going to do about that
bridge?
engineers working on how to fix the bridges (no
confirmation, just speculation)
gas prices will go up -> speculation, has not happened
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13:03
13:58
14:42
15:18
18:20
19:16

21:38
41:30

50:22
50:59
51:10
52:16
58:08

TREATMENT
OF PEOPLE
CONCERNED
7:02
9:21

18:28

yet
speculations on drainage, how to get the water out of
Grand Isle
there will be a lot of work, it will be a while before people
can stay in a lot of the hotels in Grand Isle
-> speculation
oil rigs -> cannot tell if there has been damage
asking anchor who has covered cleanup efforts after
Hurricane Ivan about what to expect in case of Katrina
-> speculations, assumptions
assumptions on the possible problems people will have
to face in terms of rebuilding the city
-> finding contractors
personal experience of one of the anchors
-> seeing a helicopter pilot refueling his helicopter, he
was crying
flying rescue missions -> he was shot at
confirmation for some people (who are those people?)
armed people trying to provide some safety
next time he is landing -> gunfire
doctors won’t come out to the helicopter
-> sensation, emotionalization
a guy screaming at the landing pilot: “You will take me
out of here.”
-> sensation
a disturbing phone call from the Saint Charles Specialty
Hospital
-> they need people evacuated
-> WWL unable to reach them
hoping that authorities have reached them (no
confirmation)
interview with a woman who has helped reunite a family
-> sensation, emotionalization
importance of family
interview with a woman who can stay at her son’s in
Baton Rouge
a restaurant that has reopened
offering hope by writing bible verses on a board
people helping each other vs looting
WWL website to find relatives and contact them
How are people affected portrayed?

man in a tractor (assuming it is a man), speculations on
why he is driving through the flooded area -> the need to
do something
Walter Maestri -> director of emergency management in
Jefferson Parish
if he is watching this tape, he is not happy about it ->
assumption
referring to Hurricane Ivan and the authorities
people working in tourism trying to remain positive
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22:01
23:46

27:56
28:07
29:02
46:08
52:36

58:46

NEW
INFORMATION
VS
REPETITION
11:16
54:03

Dr. Alan Marr (LSUHSC/Charity Trauma Surgeon)
interview: at first general questions on patients and staff,
then personal questions (shaving –> indication of the
conditions), working hours, mood among staff and
patients, his flight to the hospital, the look out of the
windows
-> putting words in his mouth (“You seem like you are
having problems believing that this is happening.”)
How tough is it to go back there?
no plan to get the patients out -> blaming authorities?
President Bush -> priority is to save life
McShan talking about a guy with a stolen truck trying to
get people out of the danger zone, police would look
away
anchors’ personal opinions -> you have to consider the
circumstance, that man was helping people
calling victims refugees
How does the news coverage develop?

repetition of the possible damages of the oil rigs and the
economic consequences
repetition of hurricane relief numbers

Language
Dimension

Time
Code

CHOICE OF
WORDS

Questions
How is language used? Is language objective or used
to dramatize/emotionalize the content?

2:50
5:09
5:47
8:53
13:47
16:37
20:00
20:49
21:50
28:52
32:51
34:32
42:41
42:48
50:08

Dramatization
an awful lot of people
tougher rush
crucial interest
extremely primitive conditions
how fickle the storm is -> one place destroyed, the next one
almost untouched
a crucial player (Port Fouchon)
shocking beyond belief
conditions are intolerable (at the hospital)
horror stories
the absolute worst conditions
Katrina roared
damage is monumental
desperate circumstances
lawlessness
there is crime (referring to looting)
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7:39
10:50
11:59
14:18
14:30
21:44
21:51
28:42
49:37
51:23
51:25
51:29
8:05
9:00
09:16
11:07
13:30
49:47
52:00
53:52

3:54
4:34
5:15
7:00

7:51
8:16
8:36
09:00
09:20
9:32
14:50
17:20

Emotionalization
this house was a home to families, in some cases people
lived in theses houses for generations
remarkable
referring to fire fighters -> if they have to beat out the fire
with brooms and blankets, they’ll be on the scene
disorienting (personal experience)
overwhelming
people are so desperate
stories of heroes
Dr. Alan Marr -> you do not meet a hero every day
a story of hope
an incredible few days
lot of despair around the corner
sometimes hope takes a little longer to find
Personalization
anchors were surprised by how fast people start to clean
up
How would you like to go home and find your stuff piled
around your house?
they (authorities) do not want you there
America, that is the way people are down there (referring to
people already cleaning up)
a lot of people looking for their camps
McShan telling the anchors that they have done a
wonderful job, something to be proud of
anchors talking about their personal feelings and
experiences in terms of finding their families
anchors thanking Jeff McShan and all the other people
from Houston for all the help (talking about the Astrodome)
Speculation
asking questions: What happened inside? How much
damage was done to the frame?
house looks pretty much intact -> speculation, can’t tell
from the footage
houses could have been lifted off
not sure what the tractor is going to do (personal opinion,
speculation) -> other anchor assuming that people feel the
need to keep busy, keep their minds off, maybe he feels
like he is doing something
referring to destroyed houses -> these people will rebuild
the houses again
How are they going to get their supplies to rebuild the city?
How are they going to get food or water?
How are they going to operate?
it would probably be unhealthy or unsanitary
I am sure they would be most unhappy -> anchor’s
assumption
I imagine
oil rig looks intact (no confirmation)
referring to Port Fouchon and the damage ->
consequences “This will set them back.”
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17:30

“I don’t know how much they can operate with this.”
Are metaphors or euphemisms used?

Image
Dimension

Time
Code

IMAGE-TOTEXT-GAP

Questions
Is there a gap? Do images and text correlate?

3:56
6:08
09:07
9:58
10:43

FOCUS

talking about an oil rig found in Mobile, Alabama, that was
originally located in Louisiana while showing more images
of the destroyed house -> no pictures of the oil rig
while showing the same footage (destroyed houses along
the beach), they talk about the consequence for the oil
industry (Port Fourchon)
showing images of the same small island -> talking about
Jefferson Parish and the possible problems in terms of
hygiene
tractors on a graveyard -> talking about a bridge
people working -> talking about possible gas price rise
Which images are used? What is their focus?

0:01
3:43
6:51
7:39
8:00
11:40
14:40
17:02
50:09
50:12
50:15
51:25

PURPOSE

beach -> houses destroyed
damage
houseboat out of the water
a tractor driving through water
a completely destroyed house
a work crew
the fire station
oil rigs
destruction at Port Fouchon
people looting (only black people shown)
white man holding the American flag
volunteers helping patients into ambulances
a cross
What is the purpose of these images? (communication
of information, emotionalization, dramatization)?

0:01
3:43
7:39
13:38
50:09

damage -> information
showing people what their neighborhoods look like
helicopter landing pad
information -> showing the destruction
this completely destroyed house was a home to families ->
emotionalization
trying to take as many pictures as possible so people can
see their places
people looting -> dramatization
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50:12
50:15
50:22
51:25

man with American flag –emotionalization (story of hope
patients -> emotionalization
interview with a woman who has helped reunite an elderly
couple and their niece -> emotionalization
a cross -> a lot of despair (emotionalization)
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DAY 5 Morning 11.15am to 12.45pm
General
Dimension
Date
Point of Time
Length
Time Code

Questions
09.02.2005
When was the report broadcast?
11:15am to 12:15pm
How long is the report?
60 min
0:00 – 1:00:00

Content
Dimension

Time
Code

FOCUS

Questions
What is the focus of the material?

1:52
2:15

3:30
6:20
8:06
11:00
11:26
12:29
13:35
14:20
14:40
15:05
15:30
16:30

22:33
24:38
25:00
28:00
36:06
37:34
41:12

reporters reading a statement for Mayor Nagin and the
Mayor’s office
content: water supply, people firing at police officers at
the Convention Center, chemical explosion, protecting
the city with only 1500 New Orleans police officers and
300 law enforcement personnel, 250 national guards ->
with a focus on evacuation
estimated 50,000 survivors on roof tops
money for relief effort
statement from President Bush
fires
evacuations
reports on tourists walking to the Convention Center
violence and lawlessness
officials in Houston and the number of people having
arrived at the Astrodome
situation at the Astrodome
30 guns have been seized
Governor Blanco on lawlessness -> source of
information
police chief’s statement on violence, rape, beatings,
tourists being preyed upon
report from Stephanie Riegel, State O.E.P. at Baton
Rouge on mail service and how employees can reach
them
how people can get mail and social security checks
economic aspect of the hurricane and its
consequences
demand of apartments, people relocating
dropping sandbags in the levee breach
Jennifer Donelan from CBS News with an update on
New Orleans
doctors at hospitals
looters at the hospitals
Stephanie Riegel with an update from the press
conference
Reverend Jessie Jackson (Rainbow Coalition) ->
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51:13
53:00

INFORMATION
VS
SENSATION

criticizing President Bush, talking about conditions of
people in New Orleans, why so many people did not
leave, global warming, cutting budget for strengthening
the levees, Iraq war
black people locked out of the leadership
being asked if the situation would be different with
white victims
How is information conveyed?

1:55
4:20
5:20
5:28
7:28
8:06
8:32
8:46
9:15
10:30
11:26
12:00
12:43
12:55
13:30
15:10
28:38
29:51
30:58

“SOS – Night of Hell” – title of the Mayor’s statement
speculation: 1500 New Orleans police officers and how
long they will be able to work
talking about people in front of the Superdome ->
assuming the people are still being taken to the
Astrodome
believing that 11,000 people were taken to the
Astrodome -> uncertainty
after President Bush’s statement -> speculations of the
anchor on how long the rebuilding will take
-> uncertainty
speculations on how these fires start
-> reports (sources?) on looters starting fires
speculations on what kind of building is on fire ->
abandoned building?
explosions -> relying on the Mayor’s statement
speculations on what kind of explosion it was
-> using Walter Maestri’s statement as a source
statement for a resident saying that every healthy man
should come in and help rebuild Jefferson Parish
reports (source?) of tourists
police firing shot at tourists as warning shots
stories on hijacking (source?)
speculations on the impact on the perception of people
on what is going on in New Orleans
anchor reminding people that looting is a big problem
but there are still many innocent people who need help
warning to looters -> national guards hardened on the
battlefield, they carry guns and they are ready to shoot
and the governor expects that they will
reports on rape (source?)
reporter talking to an elderly woman who is afraid that
without help any time soon, her friends might die ->
emotionalization
questions being raised (by whom?) on how much the
federal government really knows about what is going
on in New Orleans
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TREATMENT
OF PEOPLE
CONCERNED

How are people affected portrayed?

3:40
4:00

4:30
5:25
6:47
6:20
10:50
11:15
22:04
27:00
30:35
31:04

38:00
40:42

NEW
INFORMATION
VS
REPETITION

Mayor Nagin critical of Bush, the federal government
and the actions that have been taken so far, actions
should have been taken sooner
Dr. Walter Maestri, the director of emergency
management for Jefferson Parish, being upset ->
assumption of the reporter?
Maestri criticizing FEMA and other governmental
organizations, too
-> they are running out of water and food
reports on officers resigning -> sources?
referring to people as refugees and evacuees
skipping between calling people affected refugees and
evacuees
President Bush reacting to criticism of relief effort
victims being called refugees
evacuated people must be gratified to be away from
New Orleans -> assumption of the anchor
frustration of Mayor Nagin -> from his point of view
there is a lot of anger
personal opinion on looters -> stealing food is
understandable, but taking TVs or guns does not make
any sense
reporters talking about authorities and what they could
have done considering Hurricane Katrina being a
category 5 storm
statement by the president saying that no one
expected the levees to breach
-> according to the anchor people have been
anticipating the breach of the levees for years
Senator David Vitter calling the FEMA response efforts
completely ineffective
-> interpreting his reaction, he is a faithful Republican
and a supporter of the president
How does the news coverage develop?

26:50

repetition of economic consequences
destruction
evacuation
looting
lack of support
4 phases of development:
1. Hurricane Katrina
2. Flooding
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3. Evacuation
4. Lawlessness

Language
Dimension

Time
Code

CHOICE OF
WORDS

Questions
How is language used? Is language objective or used
to dramatize/emotionalize the content?

3:52
4:50
8:16
11:20
11:25
11:50
15:55
28:10
28:16
28:20
28:37
31:58
13:03
13:20
15:09
30:02
33:09
16:30
22:20
23:38
24:40
26:20

30:14
30:19
32:45
33:21

14:41

Dramatization
desperate situation
chaotic situation at the Superdome
disturbing reports
devastating situation
potential violence
people at the Convention Center described as an angry
crowd
a desperate situation
thousands of stranded people are angry
New Orleans is a city in ruins
stench of rotting corpses and raw sewage
reports on rapes are mounting
sheer terror
Emotionalization
innocent victims
innocent civilians trapped in the city with no place to go
Governor Blanco seems desperate -> also an
interpretation of the anchor
people are dying
hopelessness
Personalization
how people can get their mail
it is Day 5 and the anchor feels like all days have come
together into one day
people of New Orleans wondering what they should do
Should they go back? How do you survive? How long till
the economy recovers? Where do you work?
anchors do not know where they are going to live
we hoped that after Katrina had passed, the worst was
over
sense of relief
the next day the water came in
pictures of children is the hardest for all of us
you feel so much for those people
let’s hope
people should stay out of the city and if they are still in the
city, they should leave now
Speculation
it appears
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37:25

I assume
Are metaphors or euphemisms used?

28:12

relief effort has to kick into high gear (effort is too slow)

Image
Dimension

Time
Code

IMAGE-TOTEXT-GAP

Questions
Is there a gap? Do images and text correlate?

3:15

3:35
5:00
6:00
7:00
11:42
12:38
14:55
21:09
47:04
49:20
54:52
55:45

FOCUS

while reading the Mayor’s statement showing image of
fires
-> Mayor Nagin asking in his statement if they can survive
another night and who they can rely on
city of New Orleans and smoke coming from one of the
buildings while talking about money for the relief effort
and Mayor Nagin’s statements
referring to the images of the city and the smoke
talking about Superdome -> again tape from the city and
fires
fire fighters trying to put out a fire
-> talking about the money for hurricane victims
pictures of images and buses in San Antonio while talking
about the tourists
images of the Superdome and masses of people waiting
in front of the Superdome-> talking about hijacking and
lack of water and food supplies
vehicles driving through water around the Superdome
-> talking about the preparation of the Astrodome for
people from New Orleans
people in a truck driving through the water -> talking
about mail service and more support from Idaho
while Reverend Jackson is talking at the press
conference, images of President Bush getting out of a
helicopter are shown
during Reverend Jackson’s speech, images of cars
driving along a street (President’s Tour)
Reverend talking about people not being able to get out,
still images of the President’s tour
President Bush walking through Mississippi, while
reporter asks a question on officials and the predictions of
the levee breaches
Which images are used? What is their focus?

3:15
3:35
6:00
7:00
11:00

burning building -> destruction
smoke coming out of a building
the city and fire
fire fighters
footage of a bus in San Antonio, Texas -> evacuated
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28:17
28:27
28:31
28:35
28:57
28:59
29:04
29:11
29:28

PURPOSE

people
part of New Orleans, smoke coming out of a building
black man holding an infant -> saying they have no food
for their child
officers holding a gun
wall of a building, words “looters will be shot” sprayed on
it
people at the Convention Center and Superdome -> trying
to get on the bus
focus on child looking traumatized
Texas hosting evacuees -> people sitting on camp beds
New Orleans Airport -> place is packed, people waiting
for a flight to Texas
elderly being evacuated, not knowing how long they have
to stay, interview with an elderly woman saying “We are
very old, very tired, very sick.”
What is the purpose of these images?
(communication of information, emotionalization,
dramatization)?

3:15
6:00
7:00
7:56
11:00
28:17
28:27
28:31
28:35
28:57
28:59
29:11
29:28
51:00

56:25

dramatization -> while reading Mayor Nagin’s statement
on who to rely on, only God knows
using tape as long as no new footage available?
no reference to the fire fighters -> talking about money
referring to images of fires and how much people have
lost -> emotionalization
talking about evacuation -> communication of information
smoke coming out of a building -> supporting the text as a
dramatic element
man holding a baby -> emotionalization (they have no
food for the baby)
officer with a gun -> kill orders (dramatization)
spraying on the wall -> dramatization
people trying to get on the bus -> emotionalization
focus on child, mother saying “no food, no water” ->
emotionalization
New Orleans Airport -> communication of information,
information on current state at the airport
elderly woman -> emotionalization
while we see the president driving through the destroyed
areas in Mississippi, Reverend Jackson is criticizing the
actions that have been taken so far, exclusion of black
people, not considering the long-predicted problems with
the levees,
Bush putting his arms around two girls, while Reverend
Jackson is criticizing him -> emotionalization
contradictions: Bush showing that they have come to
help, while Jackson is talking about spending money on
more “important” things
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DAY 5 4.25pm to 5.55pm
General
Dimension
Date
Point of Time
Length
Time Code

Questions
09.02.2005
When was the report broadcast?
4.25 pm to 5.25 pm
How long is the report?
60 min
00:00 – 1:00:00

Content
Dimension

Time
Code

FOCUS

Questions
What is the focus of the material?

0:01
1:00
3:08

6:46
7:47
11:09
11:47
11:57
22:26
25:12
39:02

42:52
45:33
49:39

INFORMATION
VS
SENSATION
6:56
7:47
9:24

people sitting on camp beds in a meadow
lack of supplies, difficulties reaching several parishes
on the phone with Gary LaGrange, the director of the
port of New Orleans
-> talking about the impact on the Port of New Orleans
and the economic consequences
President and Mayor Nagin visiting the affected areas
report on people’s desperation in Mississippi
organization looking for volunteers with boats
electricity problem
-> interview with Renae Conley, President and CEO of
Entergy Louisiana
information on the state at the Superdome
danger of water -> possible infections
press conference of President Bush
Convention Center is secured
filling the breach
rebuilding will take a lot of time
asking people to donate money
Governor Blanco is talking as well
billions of dollars of the relief fund for the people in New
Orleans
press conference
Col. Henry Whitehorn
How is information conveyed?

speculations on where they are going to take the
president considering several security issues
asking victims about the frustration building up
-> sensation
speculations on what people expected to happen in
terms of authorities’ responses and the impact Hurricane
Katrina would have on the areas
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10:39
22:26
24:03
25:12

28:08

29:29
30:10
31:23
33:30

37:27

47:36

TREATMENT
OF PEOPLE
CONCERNED
7:37
9:08
22:04
34:02
34:23

-> assumptions on what people felt and thought once
they have realized the impact of the storm -> frustrations
are people going to return to New Orleans?
where to send your children to school
-> many questions unanswered
talking about the situation at the Superdome, evacuees
calling it the worst night of their lives, stuck in knee-deep
trash
speculations on how people know where to rescue
people, possible calls from family members
danger of water -> infections
doctor saying that a cut could have severe
consequences when you get in contact with the water
-> even death
receiving information on controversy at the Superdome
source: officials and Associated Press
guests and employees from the Hyatt being allowed to
get on buses before the people waiting at the
Superdome
National Guards blocking other people who tried to get
onto the bus
National Guard Captain calling the decision “very poor”
personal experiences of staying at the Hyatt Hotel
speculations on how long it will take to rebuild the city,
what people have to expect once they can come back to
the city
reports on National Guards bringing food and water
receiving mixed reaction
people grateful for the supplies, others angry because of
the many days it has taken them to get the supplies to
New Orleans
-> sources?
anchor talking about people being rescued and brought
to Interstate 10 and that it appears that the number of
people waiting increases instead of decreases
-> implying that evacuation is too slow?
naming all the problems people have faced so far ->
looting, evacuation, people being trapped in building
-> critical of FEMA
How are people affected portrayed?

victims experiencing frustration -> interview with two
women and showing how desperate they are, they have
lost everything, they have no money left, no gas
authorities and the lack of help
people walking through the water, assuming that they
are in shock, speculating on where they are going
angry people at the Superdome -> anchor explaining
possible source for anger, those people haven’t had food
for days
description of one woman -> receiving water and calling
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37:21
48:35

NEW
INFORMATION
VS
REPETITION
0:01
11:57
26:49

it “Steak and Potatoes”
she thought she wouldn’t make it through
->personal stories
people being brought to a refugee center
Mary Landrieu, Senator of Louisiana, criticizing FEMA
and President Bush
-> anchor’s interpretations of her statements, echoing
people’s attitudes
How does the news coverage develop?

repetition of lack of supplies
repetition of economic consequences
repetition of rise of gas prices

Language
Dimension

Time
Code

CHOICE OF
WORDS

Questions
How is language used? Is language objective or used
to dramatize/emotionalize the content?

0:41
2:35
9:14
18:07
23:50
31:44

Dramatization
desperate situation
tragedy
a killer storm
civil disobedience
pretty dramatic
repairing the house -> long, agonizing process

2:32
35:39
47:30
48:47

Emotionalization
people in complete shock
people waiting gratefully
the suffering has gone on very long
something has to be done, time is of the essence

2:06

2:19
9:11
22:16
27:21
29:26
32:25

Personalization
anchors talking about what to expect when they can go
back to New Orleans
one of their photographers has talked to them and told
them about people having been to New Orleans
the look on their faces
people being on the levees for days
we have been warning our viewers
-> self-reference
observing the fire like the rest of us
this is our city
anchor calling the decision very questionable
-> personal opinion
we are anxious to hear
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36:12
48:55

good to hear that people are helping us
we have so many people suffering

7:07
18:01

Speculation
you would assume -> uncertainty
assuming
Are metaphors or euphemisms used?

30:58
35:45

City of New Orleans -> warzone
a role reversal -> UN helping the US

Image
Dimension

Time
Code

IMAGE-TOTEXT-GAP

Questions
Is there a gap? Do images and text correlate?

0:01
1:29
9:58
13:43
15:32
17:00
28:08
36:19
47:00
54:47
56:30
58:20

FOCUS

seeing people on Interstate 10 and Causeway Blvd. while
talking about the lack of supplies and the difficulties they
have had to reach several parishes
woman being carried to an ambulance while anchors
talking about possibilities to help people in the off
showing images of a military plane while taking about
relocating students from affected schools, not explaining
what is happening in this picture
while talking with Conley about the electricity problems
showing pictures of a burning house
reference to the burning house
continuing to show live images of flooded areas while
talking about problems with electricity
while talking about the situation at the Superdome, showing
images of Downtown
image of helicopter and elderly woman being rescued while
talking about babies being rescued
then explaining what the viewers are watching
people waiting, surrounded by trash while talking about the
slow response of the government
while showing the press conference with Col. Whitehorn
talking about number of arrests, showing President Bush
walking towards a helicopter
Colonel talking about the number of victims of the bus
accident, showing pictures of people lining up in front of a
truck to get food
talking about fixing the levees -> showing the same
pictures of people waiting
Which images are used? What is their focus?

0:01
1:29
2:45
7:47

people sitting on camp beds or laying under tents
two men carrying a woman over the interstate
man lying on some cardboard boxes in the grass
interview with two women who have lost everything
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14:33
22:00
23:40
34:11
36:19
44:09
55:19

PURPOSE

burning building
people walking through the flooded areas
a rescue helicopter -> watching a rescue mission live
images of people in front of the Superdome
many people waiting in the heat
military helicopter -> helping elderly woman out of the
helicopter
showing pictures of the end of the press conference and
people waiting for help
bus flipped over to the side
showing policemen and fire fighters
but no images of the rescue mission
What is the purpose of these images? (communication
of information, emotionalization, dramatization)?

0:01
1:29

2:45

7:47

14:33
20:12
34:11
44:09
55:19

people sitting on camp beds -> surrounded by trash,
consequences of Katrina, no real shelter for those people
-> emotionalization
two men carrying a woman over the interstate, she seems
to be unconscious
-> emotionalization, underlining the situation those people
are in
crossing an ethical line? not necessary for the coverage
showing these three people for almost a minute
man lying on some cardboard boxes while talking about
desperation of people in this area and asking people to
bring help
-> dramatization and emotionalization
interview with two women who have lost everything, they
can’t get any money, no gasoline etc., demanding help
from the president
-> despair, frustration
-> emotionalization
exploiting victims?
burning building -> information on the current state of the
city
back to the fire in the same building -> dramatization
fire fighter not being able to get to the building due to
flooding
many people waiting in front of the Superdome -> showing
current state in New Orleans
-> communication of information
contrast of Bush press conference and people in need
-> dramatization, showing where the help is needed
images of the bus -> communication of information, no
images of victims, no dramatization
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